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Executive Summary
Introduction
The Bayside Glen Eira Kingston (BGK) region ‘Applied Learning Awards’ recognise
outstanding students,
teachers / trainers, coordinators, employers, secondary schools and education providers that have positively
contributed to applied learning in our region. The Bayside Glen Eira Kingston Local Learning and Employment
Network (BGKLLEN) and Youth Connect-facilitate
co
these Awards annually.
The Applied Learning Awards (the Awards) were established in 2009 to provide a forum for celebrating and
validating applied learning achievements of students, educators and employers within the local community. It
was recognised that while academic achievement was celebrated via a number of forums and mechanisms,
applied learning was generally not as widely celebrated and a community forum for celebration of this was
desirable.
Since establis
hing the Applied Learning Awards five years ago, a total of 440 individuals and organisations have
been nominated for or won anward,
A
with this total comprised of 184
Award winners and 256 nominees
.
Nominations are judged by independent panels of exper
ts relevant to the Award categories being adjudicated.
Sponsorship for the event and individual awards is sourced from local community organisations and businesses,
as well as through contributions (financial and
-kind)
in made by the BGK LLEN and Youth
nnect.
Co An annual gala
Awards Ceremony is held in October of each year at which winners are announced from amongst the field of
nominees. Over previous years around
4601 people have attended the Award Ceremonies.
The objectives of the Awards are to: incr
ease community awareness of applied learning; improve the perception
and validity of this type of learning; and, provide a forum to celebrate all those who excel in and contribute to
quality applied learning.

Research Methodology
The initial purpose of th
is research was to conduct a thorough project evaluation and provide the Awards
coordinators (BGK LLEN and Youth Connect) with an opportunity to assess a maturing program / initiative, enable
genuine stakeholder feedback and consultation, make any necessar
y adjustments to the Applied Learning Awards
model, result in the development of a formal Research Report, and lead to the development of Case Studies.
However, as the research took shape it became evident that this review needed to be expanded to also examine
the Applied Learning Awards within the context of relevant literature and that of government and public policies.
This research paper also reviews the Applied Learning Awards through a stakeholder and participant lens, and has
sourced direct feedback from students, educators, employers, sponsors and judges.
This paper was developed using a qualitative and quantitative approach, drawing upon a range of primary and
secondary sou
rces during late 2012, 2013
and 2014. As a formative investigation,
this paper aims to evaluate and
analyse the Applied Learning Awards in an effort to strengthen and sustain its ongoing delivery, assess the
capacity for transference and scalability of this awards model, and impart instructional information to
communitiesseeking to initiate their own awards program.
6

A mix of qualitative and quantitative methods were employed to conduct this research and included use of
surveys, focus groups, phone interviews and a literature review.
All stakeholders who were nominatedorf or won
an Award, sponsored the Awards or formed part of the independent judging panel between 2009 and 2013 were
asked to participate in an anonymous online survey. A total of 113 individuals responded to the disseminated
surveys.
Further feedback wasprovided through consultations and follow
-up interviews with key stakeholder groups
in
2014. A focus group comprised of eight school principals and senior educators was held
phone
and call
interviewswith nine young people who had responded to the online
surveywere also conducted
.

Applied Learning Programs
Applied learning assists senior secondary students to develop skills required for employment, further education
and training as well as participation in the community. In Victoria, students can participate in a number of
applied learning programs as part of their senior schooling including the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning
(VCAL), Vocational Education and Training in Schools (VETiS) programs orBased
SchoolApprenticeships and
Traineeships (SBATs).

Vocational Education and Training in Schools (VETiS) describes courses that are usually undertaken at a TAFE
Registered Training Organisation (RTO) or secondary school. A wide variety of industries offer
iS training
VET
including hospitality, engineering, community services and music to name but a few.
iS training
VET is available to
students completing VCE and is a core component of a VCAL program. Students undertaking
iS course
a VETare
usually required to participate in a structured industry work placement, which allows them to apply their
knowledge and skills in a ‘real life’ workplace.
School-Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBATs) allow students over 15 years of age to work as- paid part
time apprentices or trainees while still at school. SBATs enable young people to gain a vocational qualification and
paid workplace experience while also completing their school studies. SBATs are an increasingly popular
lied app
learning option for VCAL
or VCE students in Years 11 and 12, and inesom
cases available to Year 10 students also.
SBATs prepare students for the world of work and assist employers to attract young employees into their
business and industry.
The Applied Learning Awards recognise students who have achieved successes in
VETiS
VCAL,
or SBAT applied
learning areas, as well as the educators, employers and supporters that have enabled this type of learning.

Applied Learning Context
While traditional academic education provision is the curriculum cornerstone in the majority ondary
of sec
schools, increasingly many are recognising that a broad range of learning
options is importantto engage and
retain a new generation of learners. This shifting pedagogy paradigm has led to greater opportun
ities for
students to engage in applied learning
programs such as VETiS and SBAT
programs and was also part of the
rationale behind the development of the VCAL
. Delivered alongside schooldelivered applied or academic
curriculum offerings, providing students with a chance to ‘learn outside the
ssroom’
cla
is often seen as a
successful mechanism for engaging students and better preparing them for ‘a life beyond’. school
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In a research paper exploring school retention Lamb et. al. state that “for school programs to engage learners,
they need to be cha
llenging, stimulating, involve opportunities for sharing learning tasks, are satisfying as learning
experiences, and have clear and demonstrable benefits beyond school”
. They also note that vocational (or
applied) learning programs “represent the mostnificant
sig
reform to the senior secondary curriculum andare
…
of wider relevance for they contribute to a greater perception of relevance and stronger motivation from
students” (2004, p.154)
.
The Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Develo
pment identified a range of strategies aimed
at increasing school completion in its 2008 ‘Effective Strategies to Increase School Completion(Lamb
Report’
&
Rice, p.17 -23). A number of school
-wide strategies identified in this report explicitly or imp
licitly attest to the
value of applied learningprovision as a means of contributing to improvements in student engagement and
completion.

VCAL, VETiS and SBAT applied learning programs are a very successful way in which schools can harness th
power of their community and business partners to achie
ve an ideal challenging, stimulating and satisfying
learning environment
.

Applied Learning Awards History
The Applied Learning Awards were established in 2009 by the
K LLEN
BG and Youth Connect
, both of whom are
committed to the value, importance and growth of applied learning across the Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston
region. The Awards were initiated because both the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect were concerned that, at the
time, there was little recognition an
d celebration of those persons and organisations who demonstrate
outstanding applied learning contributions or success.

During 2008 and 2009, the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect established an ‘Awards Working Group’ comprised of
representatives from secondary
schools, industry and training providers collaborated to plan the initial Awards
and lead to the development of an Awards template that could be used in future years. In 2010 the ‘Awards
Working Group’ was disbanded and, since then, the annual planning
as been
h conducted by BGK LLEN and Youth
Connect (excepting the independent Judging Panels adjudication).

Awards Purpose and Objectives
The purpose and objectives of the Awards are to:
x increase community awareness of applied learning
x improve the perception and validity of this type of learning
x provide a forum to celebrate all those who excel in and contribute to quality applied learning
x stimulate community participation in applied learning, particularly those in business and industry sectors
x stimulate school and education provider recognition in applied learning achievements and outcomes
x build confidence in nominees so that they apply for recognition from other sources (e.g. government awards,
industry awards, education/training provider awards)
x seekmedia attention and interest in the Awards and promote applied learning within the wider community.

Awards Categories
Between 2009 and 2013 awards have been granted across four overarching categories: students; schools and
education providers; teachersnd
a trainers; coordinators and support persons; and, employers. Within most of
these overarching categories, sub
-categories exist.
8

Within the wider ‘Student Awards’ category VCAL, VETiS and SBAT Awards are provided to applied learning
students.In 2012 anew Award, the ‘Applied Learning Student of the Year Award’, was established to recognise
the student who, above all others, demonstrates outstanding commitment to both applied learning and their
wider community. Since 2009, 76 students have won a VETiS
ward,A26 students have won a SBAT award, 19
studentshavewon a VCAL Award and two students have won the ‘Student of the Year Award’.

Within the wider ‘Education Provider Awards’ category VETiS delivery, VETiS Access, VCAL, Community VCAL an
Champion Sch
ool Awards are provided to those schools and education providers (such as TAFE, Learn Local or
community organisations) that have positively contributed to applied learning in the region. Since 2009, 28
schools or education providers have won an Award.
In 2011, it was identified that there was a need to formally recognise the contributions made by teachers and
trainers and a new category of awards for these learning professionals was created. Within the wider ‘Teachers /
Trainers Awards’ category two outst
anding VETiS and VCAL
Teacher /Trainer Awards are presented to those who
have positively contributed to the applied learning of students in the region. Since 2009,
teachers
six or trainers
have won an Award.
In 2013, a new Award was
launched for those personnel who coordinate or support applied learning in their
school or organisation. Th
e ‘Applied Learning Coordination
and Support Person Award
’ is offered in recognition
of the critical role that such staff play in ensuring that grams
pro offered to stu
dents are of a high standard
and
take account the considerable administration, management and innovation that coordinat
ors undertake in
ensuring programsmeet student and industry pathway needs. The
Award has been named the ‘Jenny Mark
s
Memorial Award for Applied Learning Coordination and Support’ in honour of Jenny Marks, a local applied
learning leader and expert, who passed away
during 2013. In addition to being a local leader, Jenny also played a
critical role in assisting the BGK
LEN
L and Youth Connect to develop the Applied Learning Awards in 2009.
Within the wider ‘Employer Awards’ category SBAT, Structured Workplace Learning, Business
-School Partnership
and Group Training Organisation Awards are provided to those businesses
at have
th positively contributed to the
applied learning of students in the region. Since 2009, 26 employers have
anwon
Award.

Nomination and Award Totals
Between 2009 and2013, a total of 440 individuals and organisations have been nominated for or won
Award.
an
This total of 440 is comprised of 184ward
A winners and 256 nominees
. Students account for 269 Award
participants, made up of 146 nominees and 123 winners. Schools and education providers account for 55 Award
participants, made up of 27 nominees and 28 winners. Teachers and trainers account for 18 Award participants,
made up of 12 nominees and six winners. Coordinators account for seven Award participants, made up of six
nominees and one winner. Employers account for 92 Award participants, made
of 57
up nominees and 26
winners.
Between 2009 and 2013, 340 nominations have been received for student, school and education provider,
teacher and trainer and coordinator Awards from a range of education sectors. Government school nominations
have accou
nted for 53 per cent of all nominations over this period, 25 per cent
omfrthe Catholic school sector,
eight per cent from the Independent school sector, eight per cent from the community education sector and the
remaining six per cent from the TAFE sector
.
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Between 2009 and 2013, 202 nominations have been received for student VETiS and SBAT awards across fourteen
different industry areas. The top five highest industry areas, as rated by the number of nominations in each
,
area
were: ‘Hospitality and Tourism’; ‘Performing Arts’; ‘Building and Construction’; ‘Creative and Visual Arts’; and,
‘Information Technology’.
More detailed lists of Award nominees and winners, including per education sector and industry areas
breakdowns, are presented graphically hin
wit the wider report.

Independent Judging
The Awards are judged by an independent group of autonomous
representatives, from a range of sectors and
organisations, thatreflect the expertise and knowledge and required to evaluate Award nominations. Since 2009
representatives have been drawn from: Australian Industry Group
; Bayside City Council; Catholic Education
Office; Chisholm TAFE
; City of Kingston
; Complex TrainingAcademy; Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development (DEECD)
; Hallam Senior Secondary College
; Oakwood School
; Outer Eastern LLEN;
Prahran Community Learning Centre
; South EastLLEN; and, the Victorian Applied Learning Association (VALA).
Over time, the number of judges has enlarged in response to a growing number of nominations received each
year. In 2013, there were a total of nine judges who were broken into three separate groups assessing different
Award category areas. The work undertaken by judges includes reviewing the nominations prior to the
adjudication meeting, attending the judging panel meeting and selecting winners, contacting referees if required,
and selecting the ‘Applied Learning Student of the Year’, ‘Champion School /tion
Educa
provider of the Year’ and
‘Champion Employer of the Year’.
A conservative estimate as to the number of volunteer hours given by judges,
over the five years of the Applied
Learning Awards
, is 252hours. Or put another way, the volunteer judges have
ollectively
c
worked for just over
six and a half weeks during
the years the Awards have been offered.

Sponsorship
In addition to the financial contributions made by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect, sponsorship of the Awards is
also sought from local busin
esses, community organisations and individuals. Between 2009 and
3, 201
sponsorship has been broken into ‘Event Sponsorship’ across bronze
($550), silver ($1,100), gold ($2,200)and
platinum ($3,300) values
. In addition, sponsors can also sponsor an vidual
‘Indi Award’ at $110 per award.
Since 2012, the Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank) has been the Major Sponsor of the Awards and
contributed a generous $10,000 per annum. In addition, Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank) has also
sponsored theApplied
‘
Learning Student of the Year Award’ since this Award was launched in 2012.
Between 2009 and 2013 a total of 41 different businesses, organisations and individuals have sponsored the
event and/or individual Awards. Many of these sponsors have provide
d sponsorship in multiple years and a full
list of sponsors is provided within the report.
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Awards Ceremony
The Awards Ceremony is held annually, in -October.
mid
All nominees are invited to attend, as well as parents,
carers, colleagues, family members.Sponsors, judging panel members, key community stakeholders and
Members of Parliament are also invited.
The event is a very professional one that includes Award winner presentations, nomination certificate
presentations and presentations from some spons
ors. A guest speaker also presents to the audience which, in
the past, have included the Hon. Martin Dixon (Minister for Education, Victoria), Members of Parliament,
academics, Paralympian athlete (Don Elgin) and television and theatre actor (Eddiet).Perfec
Event guests are
offered drinks on arrival, canapés and a short intermission with further refreshments available.
Between the years 2009 and 2013 close to 1,500
people have attended the Awards Ceremony. Over that period
the numbers of attendees haveincreased annually; reflecting an annual rise in the numbers of Award
nominations submitted as well as escalating levels of interest and support from the education, training, business
and community organisation sectors.

In 2013 a ‘VIP Event’
was held an hour prior to the actual Awards Ceremony
event which enabled networking
between sponsors, Members of Parliament, local Principals, community CEOs, BGK LLEN and Youth Connec
Board Members, local employers and senior government department repres
entatives.

Similar Applied Learning Awards Programs
Within the Bayside Glen Eira and Kingston region there is no other applied learning awards program. Individual
schools or training organisations may recognise the successes of enrolled studentsaking
undert
applied learning
programs however there is no region
-wide awards program.
A number of state and federal government applied learning awards programs accept nominations from students,
schools and education providers, teachers and trainers, and employers. Some of these award programs offer a
number of categories and accept nominations from all of the above stakeholders. It is recommended to
nominees that they consider also applying for other external awards and utilise relevent content they
e hav
prepared as part of their Applied Learning Awards nomination. A list of awards available within Victoria and
Australia is contained within the report.

Student assessment of the Applied Learning Awards
Two-hundred and sixty
-nine (269) students were nomi
nated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the
period 2009 to 2013. Sixty
-two (62) of these responded to this survey, equating to a survey response rate of 23
per cent. Sixty
-six per cent of student respondents were nominated in the VETiS category,
27 per cent in VCAL
and 7 per cent in SBAT. Fifty
-eight per cent of respondents won an Award and 42 per cent were nominated but
did not win an Award.
Student respondents identified that being nominated for or winning an Award has had a positive on
impact
these
young peoples’ level of confidence in their own skills and abilities; an impact that may also extend beyond their
period of secondary schooling and also influence their decision to apply for other awards. Indeed, nearly all
respondents indicatedhat
t the achievementand validation generated by the Awards increased
their personal
confidenceand the majority also felt that it contributed to them feeling more confident about applying for other
awards in the future.
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Feedback provided by student respon
dents evidence
d the positive impact that being recognised for applied
learning efforts is not only valuable to the student but also toirthe
parents. It further evidenced
that the Awards
is another forum by which all students, regardless of whether they have been acknowledged before, can receive
public recognition and celebration. Indeed, student respondents indicated that while the majority of their schools
acknowledged academic achievement through internal school awards just under half advised that their school did
not internally award students for applied learning success.
The announcement of an Award nomination or win was of great importance to students, with this achievement
generally shared with family, friends, teachers and employers. The method
advising
of others about a nomination
or Award win was generally via word of mouth and then platforms such as text message and Facebook to a lesser
extent. Generally students were pleased to receive congratulatory responses post their announcement, and in
some cases it also generated wider discus
sion about applied learning and acknowledgement of school support.
Student respondents acknowledged the professional value in incorporating details about their Award nomination
or win in their resume, with nearly all respondents indicating that they had already included it in their resume or
planned to do so. However, as some indicated that they had not it may be useful to remind students that their
nomination or win is something that could prove useful in their
sume
re or future applications.
The vast majority of student respondents indicated that being nominated for or winning an Award has had a
positive impact on their perception of schooling in areas such as motivation, confidence, content with choice of
appliedlearning program, recognition and pleasure that applied learning was receiving the same attention as that
given to academic learning success.
Nearly 80 per cent of all student respondents felt that participation in the Applied Learning Awards has,
ouldor w
have, an impact on their future pathways in related areas such as ongoing school engagement and completion,
personal confidence and confidence in applying for further education or employment.
Overwhelmingly, students were (and are) made aware of Applied
the
Learning Awards by their teachers and
trainers. This feedback evidenced the importance of ensuring that school and education provider staff are kept
abreast of the Awards annually, understand the application process and have clear advice and
ss to
acce
assistance during the Awards nomination period.
The vast majority of student respondents found the nomination process an easy one, although some needed
assistance from teachers to better understand it or ensure they were following the processtly.
correc
Similarly,
the vast majority indicated that completion of the nomination form was quite manageable although it was clear
that a small percentage of student respondents needed some assistance to prepare for and complete their form.
As part of the Award
s nomination form students were asked to think about the reasons for choosing their applied
learning program, benefits gained from it and any challenges they may have had to overcome during their applied
learning studies and training; with almost all respo
ndents indicating that it was useful to go through this
assessment and self
-evaluation process.
Student respondents regarded the use of an independent judging panel to be an unbiased, fair and appropriate
approach to assessing student nominations. Howeve
r, some respondents did suggest that this approach could be
enhanced through the inclusion of other evaluation processes that less relied on written applications and allowed
for judge’s to review tangible student work and/or conduct brief interviews with
pplicants.
a
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The vast majority of student respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with the Awards Ceremony. Where
students commented and indicated dissatisfaction it was largely related to the amount of speeches given during
the event; something that is somewhat unavoidable due the sheer number of Awards to be given out at the
event. Of those student respondents that commented on guest speakers, all were very impressed by the calibre
of ones used in recent years; in particular Eddie Perfect and Don
gin. El
When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future, the vast majority of student respondents advised that they were happy with the Awards as they are.
However, some did provide some sugg
estions for improvement which largely centred around: maintaining the
elegance of the Awards Ceremony; showing school projects as part of the nomination process; including guest
speakers who did not follow their postschool pathway but have since found cess;
suc using less speakers at the
Awards Ceremony; and, increasing advertising of the Awards to students earlier in the school year. As one
student respondent said“I can't think of anything to necessarily improve on, however keep it going! It's such an
amazing opportunity for st
udents, and even sponsors, just to help connect the community .more”
Finally, student respondents were asked “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are valuable?” a question
that resulted in a range of generous and positive responses that, when considered, attest to the importance and
continuance of the Applied Learn
ing Awards into the future. As one student said
“Yes, I think it is a fantastic thing
to do. Encouraging students for their hard work and results significantly influences their view on study in a positive
way. It's certainly something valued by students, their families and their schools”.

Educator assessment of the Applied Learning Awards
Three separate and individual surveys were provided to ‘schools and education providers’, ‘teachers and trainers’
and ‘coordinators and support persons’. While eachvey
surdiffered slightly many questions were consistent
across each of the three surveys and, in light of the fact all were completed by ‘educators’, for the purpose of this
report their responses have been examined collectively. In addition, focus group
sultations
con comprised of eight
school principals and senior educators was held in May 2014.
A total of 15 different schools and education providers
, who have submitted 45 nominations,
have taken part in
the awards since inception. Ten of these schools education
and
providers responded to eir
th survey and
participated in the focus group consultation
, resulting in a high 67
per centresponse rate.

Twelve teachers or trainers
were nominated for or won an Award
and, as one was nominated in two different
years, eleven teachers or trainers have taken part in the Awards since VCAL and VETiS educator awards were
introduced in 2011. Five
of these teachers and trainers responded to
heirt survey, resulting ina 45 per cent
survey response rate.
No teachers or train
ers participated in the focus group.
Seven personswere nominated for or won the ‘Jenny Marks Memorial Award for Coordination and Support
Award’; an Award offered for the first time in 2013. Five
of these individuals responded to theirsurvey and
participated in the focus group consultation
, resulting in a high 71 per cent
response rate.
Overall, the vast majority of respondents, representing their school or organisation, recognise and acknowledge
that participation in the Applied Learning Awards hasreased
inc
their professional confidence and willingness to
apply for not only future Applied Learning Awards but also ones offered by external education and training
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bodies. By contrast to those representing organisations, teachers, trainers and coordinators
professed mixed
views as to whether or not participation in the Applied Learning Awards has increased their confidence and
willingness to apply for other awards in the future.
Overall, the vast majority of school and education provider representatives,
teachers and trainers and
coordinators found that the professional and practice selfreflection that was required as part of the Awards
nomination process to be something that was personally beneficial. Some also found that -reflection
the self
approach used in the Awards nomination process to be somewhat lacking and could be enhanced by the inclusion
of additional feedback from colleagues and students.
In reviewing the ways in which Applied Learning Award wins are internally and externally announced
is
it
apparent that the Awards are seen by educators as an honour, a validation of outstanding success and something
to be proudly shared with internal and external stakeholders, the school community and with personal networks.
All respondent schools and ucation
ed
providers advised that they do recognise the applied learning success of
their students through mechanisms such as formal internal award presentations. Whilst this differs from the
earlier feedback provided by students, wherein respondent students suggested that only half of their schools
offer applied learning awards, the disparity between responses may be accounted for by the fact that respondent
students attend a much wider range of schools than just those schools that took part in the surveying.
It is apparent that educators receive information about the Applied Learning Awards from a wide variety of
sources (particularly communiqués from the BGK LLEN, Youth Connect and their own colleagues) and it is
important that these key faceto-face, online and social media mechanisms continue to be used as a means of
marketing and raising awareness of the Awards.
The vast majority of schools, education providers, teachers, trainers and coordinat
ors found the nomination
process (whereby the applicant writes the entire application)betoan ‘easy’ one, however somedid identify
some difficulty with the process. Of those that found the nomination process ‘difficult’,
some commented on the
challengesassociated with having to selfnominate and write aboutoneselfand/or the time investment required
to complete the nomination form
. Some respondents suggested that nominations should come from other
colleagues whereas others identified it as a necessity as peers/colleagues may not know or understand their role.
In addition, a suggestion was also made to introduce a new Award category for ‘team teaching’ to reflect that
often cross-discipline teachers work collaboratively to deliver training and learning to students.
Educators regarded the use of an independe
nt judging panel to be an unbiased, fair and appropriate approach to
assessing nominations. However some respondentssuggested
did
that, instead of just relying on a written
application, the nomination and judging process should also allow for inclusi
the on of consultation with
colleagues, additional information, supporting letters and/or interviews with
applicants.
The vast majority of schools, education providers, teachers, trainers and coordination and support persons were
very satisfied with the Awards eremony
C
and many felt that it continues to improve from year to year
. No
dissatisfaction was noted; however some suggestions and recommendations for enhancements were provided.
Of those educator respondents that provided feedback regarding guestkers,
speamost of the comments
complimented the choice of Eddie Perfect,
as the 2013 guest speaker, and the involvement of the Minister for
Education (Mr Dixon) that same year.
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When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards
could be improved in the
future, the vast majority of respondents advised that they were happy with the Awards as they are. However,
some did provide some suggestions for improvement which largely centred around:
including attendance of the
Minister for Education in the future; involving guest speakers of the calibre of Eddie Perfect in the future; making
the nomination process more selective and involving nominations from others rather than via
nomination;
selfsimplifying the nomination process for stud
ents; eliminating the interval during the Ceremony
; involving past
winners in the subsequent
year; providing educators with the brief summary of nominees and winners used by
the MC when announcing the winners; and, consider use of a smaller venue.
As one er spondent said“It is a
wonderful opportunity for students, schools and everyone connected with applied learning to gain recognition in a
public forum”.
Finally, educator respondents were asked “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are valuable?” a
question that resulted in a range of positive responses that, when considered, attest to the importance and
continuance of the Applied Learning Awards
ntoi the future. As one respondent said “I am still very honoured to
be the recipient of the award and am grateful to the ALA for awarding it to me. It is a great mark on my teaching
career that I and my family are very proud of. SO THANK YOU VERY MUCH!”

Employer assessment of the Applied Learning Awards
Ninety-two employers were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the period 2009 to 2013
however as twelve of these were nominated in multiple years a total of 80 different employers have taken part in
the Awards since inception. Nine of these employers responded to this survey, resulting in a small 11 per cent
survey response rate.
All employer respondents indicated that the Applied Learning Awards was the first time they had beensed
recogni
and publicly acknowledged for the work they do in supporting students undertaking applied learning programs.
Just under half of all respondents advised that being nominated for or winning an Award would influence their
future decision to app
ly for these or similar awards, although as none provided comments about this it is unclear
as to why the remaining respondents would not consider awards applications in the future.
Overall, employers that were nominated for or won Awards were very flattered and humbled by being recognised
for their support of local students. Whilst no employer respondent indicated this specifically the fact that none
had ever received recognition rfothis type of activity previously evidences the value and importance of
acknowledging the generous commitment employers show to supporting the applied learning of students in our
community. As one respondent said,
“we weresurprised, extremely grateful and honoured”.
All respondent employers, whether they wer
e Award nominees or winners, indicated a desire to continue
supporting students to develop and gain applied learning skills and experience. Indeed some also saw provision
of student supportand experience as a corporate responsibility that they willing
ly take on. One respondent said
that, “We felt very honoured to win an award. We believe in supporting young people and encouraging them to
enter our industry, and that was great public recognition for it”.
Employers advised a number of their stakeholders that they had won an Award, however all were ones directly
related to their business; that is, management, staff and customers. Employers have tended to use ‘word of
mouth’ and ‘public display of plaq
ue’ as the most popular method of announcing their Award win, however
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utilisation of platforms and mechanisms such as ‘newsletter’, ‘website’ and ‘Facebook’ were also used by some.
One respondent also noted that family and friends were
very“ interested tohear about our win”.
Employers regarded the use of an independent judging panel to be a fair and appropriate approach to assessing
nominations. However, one respondent noted that the process could be enhanced through judges visiting
workplaces as part fothe decision making. As one respondent commented,
“It is great that it is independent and
particularly important that it is judged by people from 'industry'”
.
All employer respondents were ‘very satisfied
’ or ‘satisfied’ with the Applied Learning Award
s Ceremony. No
dissatisfaction was noted; however one respondent advised
that providing organisations with more time to
network could enhance the event
. One respondent said that “It was a very prestigious night and we really
enjoyed it. We really liked eing
se the smile on the students as they won awards”.
All feedback regarding the use
of guest speakers was very positive, and many commented specifically on the most recent 2013 guest speaker
Eddie Perfect.
When asked for feedback and recommendations as
how
to the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future only one recommendation
, related to increasing opportunities for networking at the Awards Ceremony
night, was provided. The remaining comments were instead
ones of praise and thanks.
As one employer
respondent said,“The Awards are very well organised and I want to thank for being nominated”.

Sponsor assessment of the Applied Learning Awards
Forty-one businesses, organisations and individuals have sponsored the Applied Learning
s over
Award
the period
2009 to 2013, with many of these sponsoring over multiple years.
Twelveof these sponsorsresponded to this
survey, resulting ina 29 per centsurvey response rate.
Sponsor respondents indicated that they were predominately made aware
of the Applied Learning Awards, and
the sponsorship opportunity it presents, through the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect.
Overall, sponsors are largely driven to support the Applied Learning Awards because of genuine commitment to
the provision of applied le
arning to students in the community. An interest in sponsorship for organisational
promotional purposes is considered a much lesser reason for supporting the Awards.
Direct organisational benefits derived from Applied Learning Awards sponsorship was
thing
some
that was not
noted by some sponsors and very noticeable to others. Indeed, three quarters of respondent sponsors believed
that their sponsorship did have a positive effect for their business predominately in the areas of gaining new
customers, promot
ion of their organisation, contributing to internal organisation awareness of applied learning,
and an opportunity to network with potential stakeholders and clients. As one sponsor noted, “Actually during
the event we gained a new customer”.
Almost all respondents also felt that sponsorship of the Awards did represent a sound return on investment with
one noting that “although it is a little early to detail the economic benefit, the community benefit is clear. to us”
Overall, respondent spons
ors were either ‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’ with the way in which their sponsorship of
the Applied Learning Awards was promoted. Two respondents suggested that promotion, not only of them but
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also of the initiative, could be enhanced through increased
media coverage and a chance to present individual
awards at the Awards Ceremony.
All respondent sponsors were either ‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’ with the sponsorship processes and
arrangements in the areas of liaison, payment and marketing.
All respondent sponsors were in support of the independent and unbiased judging process utilised to Award
evaluate nominations. One sponsor noted that the judging approach “Seems an appropriate process as long as it
is entirely independent and those with vested
nterests
i
aren't part of the process”
.
All sponsor respondents, that attended the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony,very
were
pleased and impressed
with the event. Two respondents also provided suggestions that may enhance the event including elimination
of
the interval period, the inclusion of “fun segments”
between formal presentations and choosing youth speakers
that can clearly demonstrate eth benefit of applied learning
. As one sponsor said of the event, it“Very
is well
organised and coordinated, an
impressive event”.All feedback regarding the use of guest speakers wasvery
also
positive, and many commented specifically on the most recent 2013 guest speaker Eddie Perfect. As one sponsor
said,“Eddie was great. Well done whoever thought of him and got him on board. Louisa and Danny were very well
prepared and professional I thought”
.
When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future all respondent sponsors
were very positive about the Awards and the sponsorship
opportunities and
arrangements. Three respondents, who provided feedback in 2012, also provided suggestions for improvement
.
One, which related to the inclusion of a sponsor networking cocktail event (as a means of connecting -with like
minded community members and potential clients) was introduced, on the basis of this feedback, in 2013. The
second, which related to anonymous sponsorship acknowledgement when providing the award in that
anonymous sponsor’s selected category, was
also actioned as part of the Award Ceremony presentation in 2013.
As one respondent said,
“The whole process was very professional and I felt connected to the process at all times”.

Judges’ assessment of the Applied Learning Awards
Thirteen individuals
, representing a range of areas, have volunteered their time as independent judges
ver the
o
period 2009 to 2013
. Five of these judges responded to this survey, resulting
a 38
in per centsurvey response
rate.
The volunteer judges who assess, adjudicate
d award
an
winners willingly give of their time, expertise and skills to
ensure that the Applied Learning Awards are unbiased and independent. When asked why they choose to offer
this support and advice, respondent judges indicated that
o support
“t
applied earning
l
in the community
”,
“becausethe Applied Learning wards
A
are important
” and “to support student growth and development
” were
amongst the most prominent reasons for them doing so.
When reflecting on the varied composition of the current Judging lPane
all respondents believed each
representative sector were equally valuable, important and should remain part of the Judging Panel into the
future. One respondent noted that“I think the variety of sectors on the panel well represents the type of
nominations received, and this means the judging can be thorough and representative. I feel that as a group we
are able to make good decisions during the judging”.
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Overall, respondent judges were very satisfied with the judging management and process utilised.
Indeed, all
noted that they were satisfied with the various materials and tools presented to them in advance of the formal
Judging Panel meeting. Similarly, all were satisfied with the way in which the Judging Panel meeting is
coordinated. One responden
t noted that, at times, the limited background information provided by some
nominees makes their ability to conduct an assessment difficult.
All respondent judges indicated that they were keen to offer their support as a volunteer judge into the future
with one saying that“being part of the Applied Learning Awards is a highlight of my year as my role is a strategic
policy development one which doesn’t always allow for direct connection with students and providers, but the
Awards definitely do”.
All respondent judges, whoattended the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony, were satisfied and pleased with the
event. All feedback regardin
g guest speakers was also positive, particularly in relation to the most recent guest
speaker Eddie Perfect. Indeed onege
judthat could notattend the Awards Ceremony commented that
, “I heard
that Eddie Perfect was magnificent”.
The comments provided by respondent judges attest to the value and importance of the Applied Learning Awards
at both community and individual levels. In reflecting on the outcomes and benefits of the Awards one judge said
that “I think the ALAs are a great opportunity to give some kids praise, that otherwise don't often get to have
much of the spotlight”.

Considerations and Recommendations for the Applied Learning Awards
Recommendations and considerations for improvements to the Applied Learning Awards
ve been
ha generated
through the Author’s overall evaluation and through specific information providedthose
by stakeholders that
took part in the surveys and consultations.
Some of these recommendations haveready
al been actioned, due to feedback provided
in previous years and
changes madeto the 2013 Awardprogram, while some require further consideration. Unfortunately, some
recommendations are ones that are unlikely to accommodated
be
due to the current format of the Awards
and/or unavoidable logistical issues.
A detailed list of considerations and recommendations is provided within the report; however a brief synopsis of
these suggestions covers the following areas:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Market the Awards earlier in the school year
Specifically targ
et non-government sector schools and market the Awards
Remind students that their nomination or win can be a beneficial inclusion on the personal resume
Consider the use of alternative
application assessment methods
such as provision of work, interviews, letters
of support and workplace/school visits
Maintain a high caliber of guest speakers but also seek out youth presenters that have followed an applied
learning pathwayand achieved post
-school success
Advise educator nominees about upcoming external rds
awathey may be eligible for or interested in
Advise teachers, trainers and coordinators that the-nomination
self
process is a common professional award
application method within the education, business and industry sectors
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Encourage stakeholders to promot
e the Awards to other educators, a direct approach that could act as an
‘informal’ nomination from peers
Introduction of a ‘team teaching award’ to reflect that applied learning is often delivered through- cross
discipline teams and planning
Eliminate the refreshment interval during the Awards Ceremony as a means of minimising attendee
departure prior the end of the Awards Ceremony
Invite school councilors to the Awards Ceremony
Create greater recognition of, and for, the volunteer judges
Build sustainability into the Applied Learning Awards to assure its local longevity
Support other regions to initiate their own Applied Learning (or similar) Awards.

Two specific recommendations provided by stakehold
ers in 2012 have already been actioned:
x

x

Hold a cocktail entworking event for sponsors, judges, senior educators, government representatives,
community leaders and key stakeholders (NB. This suggestion, which was made in 2012, was actioned and
trialed as part of the 2013 Awards)
Ensure that anonymous sponsorship of an Award is acknowledged so that
wider
theaudience know that the
specific category is valuable and important (NB. This suggestion, which was made in 2012, was actioned as
part of the 2013 Awards through acknowledgement
of anonymous sponsorship during the formal
presentation, on the PowerPoint
display and in the event guide).

Case Studies Young
–
People, Secondary Schools and Educators
An array of Case Studies were drawn from consultations with young people, educators
d school
an Principals. The
following individuals and schools are presented as Case Studies within the report.
Young People:
x Lincoln:2013 Award winner ‘VCAL
Numeracy Award’ (Holmesglen Vocational College student)
x Ruby:2009 Award nominee - ‘Certificate III in AppliedFashion Design and Technology Award’
(Sandringham
College student)
x Andrew:2011 Award winner - ‘Certificate III in Acting (Screen)
Award’ (De La Salle College student)
x Rebecca:2011 Award winner - ‘Certificate II in Community Services
Award’ (Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
College student)
x Frances:2012 Award winner- ‘Certificate II in Hospitality
Award’ (St Leonard’s College student)
x Juwita:2013 Award winner - ‘VCAL Personal Development Award’ (Parkdale Secondary College student)
x Andrew: 2013 Award winner- ‘Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance
Award’ (Sandringham College student)
x Aoife: 2012 Award winner - ‘Certificate III in Applied Fashion Design and Technology
Award’ (Sandringham
College student)
x Ellen:2013 Award win
ner - ‘Certificate IV in Justice
Award’ (Sandringham College student)
.
Schools and educators:
x Sandringham College
x Berendale School
x Firbank Grammar
x Westall Secondary College
x Our Lady of the Sacred Heart College
x Cheltenham Secondary College.
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Public and Social Policy Linkages
The Applied Learning Awards demonstrate alignment or connectivity with a number of state and federal public
policies and programs applicable between the period 2009
2013.
- Since 2014 some of these policies and
programs, predominatel
y federal ones, have been identified as ones that may be modified or eliminated.
However, at the time of this report being prepared
, final decisions regarding some of these policies are still under
parliamentary review.
The Applied Learning Awards align
with some of the practical and systemic goals and outcomes outlined in the
National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions, a federal policy which “aims to increase the
educational engagement and attainment of young people and to improve their transition to post school
education, training and employment through immediate, concerted action supporte
d by broader long term
reform”.
The Applied Learning Awards also align
with and support the objectives of both the ‘School Business Community
Partnership Brokers Program’ and the ‘Maximising Engagement, Attainment and Successful Transitions’ initiative,
both of which call for increasing opportunities for young people to engage in broader education provision through
a mix of academic and vocational learning pathways, and identify school and business partnerships as one
mechanism for achieving this.
The Applied Learning Awards also recognise education and training programs that have the capacity to contribute
to increasing education attainment at the local level. In addition, the Awards also provide teachers and trainers
with a forum to promote their own professional successes and outcomes, something that is not often recognised
within Australia or locally. Indeed, research and policy statements from both the OECD and the Australian
Government have identified the need to recognise and reward teachers who are: contributing to excellence
student outcomes; contributing to teaching innovation; undertaking professional development; and, receiving
positive reviews in meaningful performance evaluation. The Applied Learning Awards is a forum for providing
teachers and trainers with a thoroughly and independently assessed Awards recognition opportunity.

Awards Transference and Scalability
The model that underp
ins the Applied Learning Awards is one that easily lends itself to both scalability and
transference. From a scalability perspective, the Applied Learning Awards
demonstrated
has
a capacity to grow
to meet identified needs, such as the introduction of new
award categories. The underpinning philosophy,
partnership approach and adaptable guidelines could easily facilitate expansion of the existing Applied Learning
Awards into other regions (thus building a much larger Awards opportunity and system). atively,
Altern the model
and approach could be used by organisations and partnership networks in other regions to initiate their own
place-based Applied Learning Awards (or similar) program.

Project Implementation Model, Guide and Recommendations
The BGK Applied Learning Awards development and ongoing delivery has facilitated the development of a guide
with process recommendations that could assist other organisations or partnerships to establish their own
Applied Learning Awards (or similar) ineirth region. Within the report a detailed implementation model and
guide is provided.
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In summary, this guide covers the following aspects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Establish Awards ‘Working Group’
artnership
p
Identify awards purpose and mission
Identify awards categories
Conduct financial budgeting and project planning
Source independent judges
Develop resources (marketing, forms, sponsorship and event)
Market and promote the awards
Source sponsorship
Administer nominations and applications
Plan and conduct the awards cere
mony event
Prepare a media and promotions plan
Conduct evaluation and research.

Conclusion

The Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston’s regional Applied Learning Awards has demonstrated success on multiple
levels. From the inaugural Awards year in 2009, the Applied Learning Awards
has grown in awareness,
participation and representation from the community and education sectors.
What this report has highlighted is that ther
e has been significant impact for
award recipients (students, schools,
teachers, trainers, coordinators and employers), increasing levels of community interest and awareness (through
sponsorship, volunteer judging and media), education sector recognition (by becoming an intrinsic part of the
school year, leadership support and internal celebrations) and business support (actively engaging students in
employment and work experience).
This report has been able to identify the areas of success and opportunities for the Awards (past, present and
future) as well as balance a range of incredible narratives from Awards recipients, teachers, employers and school
leaders. Sustainability, sharing of good practice and regional growth were also key purposes identified in the early
stages of the Awards’ development and what this report has been able to also clearly outline is the rationale and
importance of holding awards to celebrate achievement in applied learning. In addition, this report has provided
guidelines to facilitate replication of such an awards initiative in other regions.
The BGK LLEN anduth
YoConnect are incredibly proud to have invested significant time, resources and expertise
into this region’s Applied Learning Awards over the past five years and to have seen such important systemic
changes across our region’s education providers andmunity
com in relation to applied learning. We look forward
to the Awards continuing into the future and its continued growth and strengthening.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Applied Learning Awards Background

The Bayside Glen Eira Kingston (BGK) region ‘Applied Learning Awards’ recognise outstanding students,
teachers / trainers, coordinators,employers, secondary schools dan
education providers that have positively
contributed to applied learning in our region. The Bayside Glen Eira Kingston Local Learning and Employment
Network (BGK LLEN) and Youth Connect
-facilitate
co
these A
wards annually.
The Applied LearningAwards(the Awards) were established in 2009
to provide a forum for celebrating and valid
ating applied learning
achievements within the local community. It was recognised that
while academic achievement was celebrated via a number of forums
and mechanisms, applied learning was generally not as widely
celebrated. In addition, despite the sign
ificant contribution made by
businesses to provide genuine workplace experiences for students
and establish partnerships with schools, these contributions were
not often formally acknowledged and celebrated regionally.
Since establishing the Applied Lea
rning Awards five years ago, a total of 440 individuals and organisations have
been nominated for or won an ward.
A
This total of 440 is comprised of 184
ward
A winners and 256 nominees
over the five year period under review.
Nominations are judged by independent panels of experts relevant to
the Award categories being adjudicated. Sponsorship for the event
and individual awards is sourced from local community organisations
and businesses, as well as through contributionsancial
(fin and in
-kind)
made by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect. An annual gala Awards
Ceremony is heldin October of each year at which winners are
announced from amongst the field of nominees. Over previous years
approx.1460 people have attended the Award
Ceremonies.
The objectives of the Awards are to: increase community awareness of applied learning; improve the perception
and validity of this type of learning; and, provide a forum to celebrate all those who excel in and contribute to
quality applied learning.

1.2

ResearchReport Purpose and Methodology

The initial purpose of this research was to conduct a thorough project evaluationprovide
and the Awards
coordinators (BGK LLEN and Youth Connect) with an opportunity to assess a maturing program
/ initiative, enable
genuine stakeholder feedback and consultation, make any necessary adjustments to the Applied Learning Awards
model, lead to the development of a Research Report (useful for funding reports and sponsorship sourcing), and
contribute to the development of Case Studies.
However, as the research took shapebecame
it
evident that this review
needed to be expanded to also examine
the Applied Learning Awards with reference to relevant literature and within the context of government and
public policies.
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This research paper also reviews the Applied
earning
L
Awards through a stakeholder and participant .lens
Award
winner and nominee (students, schools, educators) evaluation has assessed
: the impact of the A
wards on winners
and nominees
; the nomination process; the Awards Ceremony
; and, to what extent the Awards are meeting their
stated objectives. ponsor
S
evaluation has assessed
: the impact the Awards have had
: for their organisation and
stakeholders; return on investment; perceptions of the sponsorshipprocess; and, the Awards Ceremony
.
Independent Judging Panel member
evaluation has assessed:
the impact that participation in theAwards
adjudication has had for them (and/or their organisation)
; perception of the judging process
; return on their inkind investment; and, the Awards Ceremony.
This paper was developed using a qualitative and quantitative approach, drawing upon a range of primary and
secondary sou
rces during late 2012, 2013
and 2014. As a formative investigation, this paper aims to evaluat
e and
analyze the Applied Learning Awards in an effort to strengthen and sustain its ongoing delivery, assess the
capacity for transference and scalability of this
awards model, and impart instructional information for
communities seeking to initiate their
own awards program.

1.3

Research Design

A mix of qualitative and quantitative methodsere
w employed to conduct this research project.

Subjects

Quantitative
Qualitative
x Nominees (across all categories) in years x Survey respondents who self
-indicate
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012
, 2013
interest in participating in an interview /
case study write
-up
x Winners (across all categories) in 2009,
2010, 2011, 2012, 2013
x Survey respondents identified by
researcher as potential case
-study
x Sponsors in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012
, 2013

x
Instruments

Procedure

Report

Judges in 2009, 2010, 2011
, 2012, 2013
x Surveys (disseminated via ‘Survey Monkey’
x Face-to-face interviews
– for ease of evaluation and collection)
x Telephone interviews
x Surveys sent to all past nominees /
winners with valid email addresses
x Surveys sent to all past sponsors
x Surveys sent to all past judges
x Surveys can be completed anonymously
x Structured online survey technique
x As per ‘quantitative’
x Specific draft survey questions developed x Consultation with educators
for each category of winner and nominee x Telephone / face
-to-face interview
x Specific draft survey questions developed
questions developed which allow for
for sponsors
further investigation into results
provided through survey
x Specific draft survey questions developed
for sponsors
x Respondents indicating an interest in a
follow-up interview contacted
x Survey questions entered into ‘Survey
Monkey’
x Case Studies developed where possible
x Surveys disseminated
x Returned surveys collated and evaluated
x Researchreport developed, incorporating survey results, recommendations,
Case Studies
x Report disseminat
ed, utilised and/or published as required
or appropriate
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1.4

Limitations

A number of potential limitations emerged when conducting this research and preparing
paper:
this
x A low response rate from ‘employer award’ winners and nominees was received, which has affected
confidence in results.
x Between the years 2009 2011
–
student nominees andward
A winners were not asked to provide personal
email and home addresses, however contact details were sought directly
from students from 2012 onwards
.
Because of this, the greater number of student survey responses were received from those who were
of part
the Applied Learning Awards in 2012
and 2013, rather than in the three preceding years
x While the intent was to conduct a thorough literature review as part of this report the ability to do so was
limited by a dearthof research (Australian and international) into vocationalbased awards models.
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2. Applied Learning Awards
2.1

Applied Learning Programs

Applied learning assists senior secondary students to develop skills required for employment, further education
and training as well as participation in the community. In Victoria, students can participate in a number of
applied learning programs as part of their senior schooling including the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning
(VCAL), Vocational Education and Training in Schools (VETiS) programs
hool-Based
or Sc Apprenticeships and
Traineeships (SBATs).

The Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) sits alongside the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) and
is a ‘hands on’ learning option for students in Years 11 and 12. It offers practical
-related
work experience, as well
as literacy and numeracy skills and the opportunity to build personal skills that are important for life and work.
Vocational Education and Training in Schools (VETiS) describes courses that are usually undertaken
FE,at a TA
Registered Training Organisation (RTO) or secondary school. A wide variety of industries offer
iS training
VET
including hospitality, engineering, community services and music to name but a few.
iS training
VET is available to
students completing VCE and
is a core component of a VCAL program. Students undertaking iS
a course
VET are
usually required to participate in a structured industry work placement, which allows them to apply their
knowledge and skills in a ‘real life’ workplace. Typically a student
ill attend
w
their VETiS
training one day per week
for one or two years. Upon successful completion of the training the student will receive a nationally recognised
certificate (e.g. Certificate II in Business Administration
, Certificate III in Engineering
). The certificate or
competencies achieved can
then be used as the basis of further training or education.
School-Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBATs) allow students over 15 years of age to work as- paid part
time apprentices or trainees whileillstat school. SBATs enable young people to gain a vocational qualification and
paid workplace experience while also completing their school studies. SBATs are an increasingly popular
lied app
learning option for VCAL
or VCE students in Years 11 and 12, in
and
some cases available to Year 10 students also.
SBATs prepare students for the world of work and assist employers to attract young employees into their
business and industry. Students undertaking a SBAT must attend school, participate in vocational
ning and
trai
attend the workplace, and are paid training
a
wage for time spent in the workplace. Upon successful SBAT
completion students receive a nationally recognised qualification that can count as part of their senior school
certificate (VCE or VCAL)
and may contribute to ongoing training or into a part
-time or full-time apprenticeship or
traineeship in that industry area.
The Applied Learning Awards recognise students who have achieved successes
in VCAL, VETiS or SBAT applied
learningareas, as well asthe educators, employers and supporters that have enabled this type of learning.

2.2

Applied LearningContext

While traditional academic education provision is the curriculum cornerstone in the majority of secondary
schools, increasingly many are recognising
hat ta broad range of learning options is important
to engage and
retain a new generation of learners. This shifting pedagogy paradigm has led to greater opportun
ities for
students to engage in applied learning programs such as VET in Schools (VETiS)
chool
and
Based
S Apprenticeship
and Traineeship (SBAT)
programsand was also part of the rationale behind the development of the Victorian
Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL)
. Delivered alongside schooldelivered applied or academic curriculum
offerings, providing students with a chance to ‘learn outside the classroom’ is often seen as a successful
mechanism for engaging students and better preparing them for a life beyond school.
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In a research paper exploring school retention Lamb et. al. state“for
thatschool programs to engage learners,
they need to be challenging, stimulating, involve opportunities for sharing learning tasks, are satisfying as learning
experiences, and have clear and demonstrable benefits beyond school”
. They also note that vocational (or
applied) learning programs
(such as VCAL, VETiS and SBAT
) “represent the most significant reform to the senior
secondary curriculum and … are of wider relevance for they contribute to a greater perception of relevance and
stronger motivation from stude
nts” (2004, p.154)
.
The Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development identified a range of strategies aimed
at increasing school completion in its 2008 ‘Effective Strategies to Increase School Completion(Lamb
Report’&
Rice, 2008, p.
17 - 23). A number of school
-wide strategies identified in this report explicitly or imp
licitly attest to
the value of applied learning provision as a means of contributing to improvements in student engagement and
completion, including:
x “broad curriculum provision in the senior years”
– providing a curriculum that is broad, dive
rse and flexible
that can accommodate a wide range of student interests and skill levels is important
x “offering quality Vocational Education and Training (VET) options”
– offering VET programs tends to increase
school attendance and completion and lead to improved labour market outcomes
x “programs that are challenging and stimulating”
– such programs should, amongst other things, provide
opportunities for students to engage in authe
ntic tasks that have meaning in the world outside of school
x “pathways planning and quality careers guidance and counselling”
– provision of Managed Individual
Pathways(MIPs)planning which assists students to identify future education, training and employ
ment goals
and may contribute to the identification of an appropriate or relevant iS
VET
or SBA
T program
x “cross sectoral initiatives”– are those involving partnerships with other agencies and sharing resources, with
partnerships being a core feature of any
successfulSBATprogram.

VCAL, VETiS and SBAT applied learning programs are a very successful way in which schools can harness th
power of their community and business partners to achieve the ideal learning environment described
by Lamb et.
al above. Applied learning, as part of an integrated education and curriculum
program, can provide students with
challenging, stimulating and satisfying experiences that have demonstrable benefits beyond the classroom.

2.3

Applied Learning Awards History

The Applied Learning Awards were established by the BGK LLEN and Youth
ect Conn
in 2009, both of whom are
committed to the value, importance and growth of applied learning across the Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston
region. The Awards were initiated because both theKBG
LLEN and Youth Connect were concerned that, at the
time, there was little recognition and celebration of those person
s and organisations who demonstrate
outstanding applied learning contributions or success.
During 2008 and 2009, the BGK LLEN and Youth
Connect established an
‘Awards Working Group’ comprised of representatives from Australian
Industry Group, Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development (DEECD), Holmesglen TAFE, MEGT and Sandringham College
collaborated to plan the wards.
A
Ab
road representationof this Working
Group was sought in order to ensure that the inaugural Applied Learning
Awards wouldsuitably recogni
se the appropriate categories of nominees,
and lead into the development of
a professional Awards Ceremony. It waso als
anticipated that this partnership
of representatives would play a significant role in assisting the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect to develop an
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Awards template that could be used in future years. The partnership of members generously gave of their time
to share knowledge and expertise with the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect which in turn led to the development of
the program branding, guidelines, nomination content, marketing materials, judging panel planning, sponsorship
planning and event design.
In 2010 the ‘Awards Working Group’ was
disbanded and
, since then,the annual planning has been conducted by
BGK LLEN and Youth Connect staff (excepting the independent Judging adjudication
Panels
). However, both
organisations have independent stakeholders and colle
agues with which to confer and collaborate when any
significant changes have been made to the Appliedning
LearAwards.

2.4

Awards Purpose and Objectives

The purpose and objectives of the Awards are to:
x increase community awareness of applied learning
;
x improve the perception and validity of this type of learning;
x provide a forum to celebrate all those who excel in and contribute to quality applied learning
;
x stimulate community participationin applied learning, particularly those in business and industry rs;
secto
x stimulate school and education provider recognition in applied learning achievements and outcomes
;
x build confidence in nominees so that they apply for recognition from other sources
e.g. government
(
awards,
industry awards, education/training provider awards);
and,
x seek media attention and interest in the Awards and promote applied learning within the wider community.

2.5

Awards Categories

Between 2009 and 2013
awards have been granted acros
s four overarching categories: students; schools and
education providers
; teachers / trainers
; coordinators and support persons
; and, employers
. Within most of
these overarching categories, sub
-categories exist.
2.5.1 Students (VETiS, VCAL and SBATs)
Within the wider ‘StudentAwards’ category VCAL, VETiS and SBAT
wards
A are provided to applied
learning
students.In 2012 a new w
Aard, the ‘Applied Learning Student of the
ear
Y Award’, was established to recognise
the student who, above all others
, demonstrates outstanding commitment to both applied learning and their
wider community. The studentwards
A
are:
VETiS Certificate Awards
A range of outstanding studentpplied
A
Learning Awards are presented to students who have shown
success in range of Vocational Education and Training in Schools (VETiS) Certificates.
wards
The A
presented are determined by nominations submitted. Certificates are awarded in accordance with the
Certificate or industry area represented in the nomination
e.g.
( a ‘Hospitality Award’ for a student
undertaking Certificate II in Hospitality).
Usually only oneAward is given per certificate area each year.
Between 2009 and 2013, 76
studentshavewon a VET
iSAward.
SBAT Certificate Awards
A range of outstanding studentpplied
A
Learning Awards are presented to students who have shown
success in School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeship
s (SBAT
). The Awards presented are determined
by nominations submitted. ertificates
C
are awarded in accordance with the SBAT industry represented
in
the nomination e
( .g. an ‘Automotive SBAT Award’ for a student undertaking an SBAT in the automotive
industry). There is usually only one
ward
A given per SBAT industry area each
ear.y
Between 2009 an
d 2013, 26 studentshavewon a SBAT
award.
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VCAL Awards
One outstanding VCALward
A is presented in each of the following four VCAL strand categories:

VCAL Awards

x
x
x
x

Personal Development Stream VCAL Student
Literacy Stream VCAL Student
Numeracy Stream VCAL Student
Work Related Skills Stream VCAL Student

Between 2009 and
2013, 19 students won a VCAL
Award.
Applied Learning Student of the Year Award
Inaugurated in 2012, thisward
A is given to a student who is an outstanding applied learner and who also
demonstrates outstanding community participation and leadership. The Applied Learning Student of the
Year Award winner receives a significant financial scholarship provided
heby
Highett
t
Community Bank.
The $1500 scholarship is to be used to fund/support further education, training or employment.
Nominations cannot be made for thisward.
A
Instead, the winner is selected by the Judging Panel once all
VETiS, SBAT and VCAL nominations have been considered.
Since 2012, two students have won this
ward.
A
2.5.2 Education Providers (Schools and Organisations)
Within the wider ‘Education Provider Awards’ category VETiS delivery, VETiS Access,
Community
VCAL, VCAL and
Champion School wards
A
are provided to those schools and education providers
e.g.( TAFE, Learn Local or
community organisations) that have positively contributed to applied learning in the region. There is usually only
one Award given per category area
each year.Theeducationprovider Awardsare:
Outstanding School / Organisation Award Categories
VETiS Delivery Award
VETiS Delivery Awards are for those schools providing internal VETiS programs to
their students and/or to students from other schools.
VETiS Access Award
VETiS Access Awards are for those schools offering external VETiS programs
e.g. at (
a TAFE, RTO or another school) to their students.
VCAL Award
VCAL (school
-based) Awards are for those secondary schools offering VCAL to their
students.
Community VCAL
Award Community VCAL Awards are for those organisations or institutions offering
Community VCAL to their students.
Champion School Award Nominations cannot be submitted for this award, itawarded
is
by the Judging
Panel after assessing all nominees.
Between 2009 and 201
3, 55 schools or education providers have been nominated forward
an Awith 28 of these
receiving an A
ward.
2.5.3 Teachers/ Trainers (VETiS andVCAL) and Applied Learning Coordinators
In 2011, it was identified that there was a need to forma
lly recognise the contributions made by teachers and
trainers and a new category of awards for these learning professionals was created. Within the wider ‘Teachers /
Trainers Awards’ category two outstanding VETiS and VCAL
Teacher /Trainer Awards are presented to those who
have positively contributed to the applied learning of students in the Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston region.
There is usually only one
Award given per category area each year.
TheTeacher /Trainer Awards are:
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Outstanding Teacher / TrainerAward Categories
VETiS Teacher / Trainer The VETiS Teacher / Trainer Award is for those educators delivering VET training to
Award
students.
VCAL Teacher / Trainer The VCAL Teacher / Trainer Award
foristhose educators delivering VCAL in schools
Award
or community settings.
Between 2011 and 201
3, 18 teachers or trainers have been nominated for an
ward
A with sixof these receiving an
Award.
2.5.4 Coordinators and Support Persons
In 2013, a newAward waslaunched for those personnel who coordinate or support applied learning in their
school or organisation. Th
e Applied Learning Coordination
and Support Person Award is offered in recognition of
the critical role that such staff play in ensuring that programs offered to students are of a high quality and
standard. This ward
A
also recognises the considerable administration, management and innovation that
coordination and support persons undertake in ensuring students receive access to programs that meet
dent stu
and industry pathway needs.

The Award has been named the ‘Jenny Marks Memorial Award for Applied Learning Coordination and Support’ in
honour of Jenny Marks, a local applied learning leader and expert, who passedduring
away 2013. In addition to
being a local leader, Jenny also played a critical role in assisting the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect to develop the
Applied Learning Awards in 2009.
OutstandingApplied Learning Coordina
tion and Support Person Award
Jenny Marks Memorial
The Applied Learning Coordination and Support Person Award is for those
Award for Applied
supporting applied learning programs in schools or organisations
.g. VET
(e
Coordinators, VCAL Coordinators, Careers Coordinators, Administrators
, Support
Learning Coordination
and Support Award
Staff).
In 2013, seven
coordinators were nominated for anward
A with one person receiving thisward.
A
2.5.5 Employers
Within the wider ‘Employer Awards’ category SBAT, Structured Workplace Learning, Business
-School Partnership
and Group Training Organisation
Awards are provided to those businesses that have positively contributed to
applied learning in the region. There is usually only one award given per category
each
area
year. Theemployer
Awardsare:
Outstanding Employer Award Categories
Employer Awards
Four employer awards are available:
x School-Based Apprenticeship and Traineeship (SBAT) Employer
x Structured Workplace Learning Employer
x BusinessSchool Partnership
x Group Training Organisation
Champion Employer
Nominations cannot besubmitted for this award, it will be awarded by the judging
Award
panel after assessing all nominees.
Between 2009 and 201
3, 92 employers have been nominated for an
ward
A with 26 of these receiving anward.
A

2.6

Nomination and Award Totals

Between 2009 and2013, a total of 440individuals and organisations have been nominated for or wonward.
an A
This total of440 is comprised of 184ward
A winners and 256
nominees. A more detailed breakdown of nominees
and Award winners per category and per year is outlined below
:
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Student Awards

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals 2009 -2013

VETiS winners

9

14

15

20

18

76

VCAL winners

4

4

4

3

4

19

SBAT winners

8

5

5

5

3

26

1

1

2

Student of the Year Winner
Winners Total

21

23

24

29

26

123

NomineesTotal

30

14

21

35

46

146

Total (per year)

51

37

45

64

72

269

2009

2010

2011

2012

Totals 2009 -2013

4

3

3

2

2013
1

2

1

6

0

1

4

1

1

5

5

4

28
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School / Education Provider Awards
VETiS winners
VCAL winners
CVCAL winners
Champion Education Provider Winner
Winners Total

1
1
1
7

1
1
1
6

1
1
1
6

13

NomineesTotal

6

5

6

4

6

Total (per year)

13

11

12

9

10

55

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals 2009 -2013

VETiS winner
s

1

1

1

3

VCAL winner
s

1

1

1

3

Winners Total

2

2

2

6

NomineesTotal

4

4

4

12

6
2011

6
2012

6
2013

18
Totals 2009 -2013

Coordination Winner

1

1

Winners Total

1

1

NomineesTotal

6

6

Total (per year)

7

7
Totals2009 - 2013

Teacher / Trainer Awards

Total (per year)
Coordination and Support Person

Employer Awards
SWL winners
SBAT winners

2009

2010

2009

2010

2011

2012

1

4

1

1

2013
1

1

1

5
4

1

1

1

8

School Partnership winners

1

1

1

0

1

GTO winners

1

1

1

0

1

4

Champion Employer Winner

1

1

1

1

1

5

Winners Total

5

8

5

3

5

26
57

NomineesTotal

27

11

11

8

8

Total (per year)

27

19

16

11

13

92

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals 2009 -2013

Awards given

33

37

37

39

38

184

NomineesTotal

63

30

42

51

70

256

Totals

96

67

79

90

108

440

Change (per cent
)
-30.2%
Table1: Nominations and Awardsper category(2009 – 2013)

17.9%

13.9%

20.0%

12.5%

Totals
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2.7

Education Sector Nomination Totals

Between 2009 and 2013, 340 nominations have been received for student, school and education provider,
teacher and trainer and coordinator
Awards from a range of education sectors. Gov
ernment school nominations
accounted for 53 per cent of all nominations over this period, 25 per cent
om fr
the Catholic school sector, eight
percent from the Independent school sector, eight
per cent from the community education sector and the
remaining six per cent from the TAFE sector. These figures do not include employer
ward A
nominations as these
can come from a range of sources including employer nomination.
selfA more detailed breakdown of
nominations per education sector is outlined below:

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals
2009 – 2013

Government

25

21

20

27

40

133

Catholic

14

15

15

18

11

73

Independent

8

0

4

8

5

25

TAFE

4

1

0

7

8

20

Community Education Providers

0

0

6

3

7

16

51

37

45

63

71

267

2009

2010

2011

2012

6

7

7

6

2013
5

1

1

9

0

0

1
2

Student Nominations

Total (per year)
School / Education Provider Nominations
Government
Catholic
Independent

3
1

3
0

1
0

Totals
2009 – 2013
31

TAFE

1

0

0

0

1

Community Education Providers

1

0

3

1

2

7

12

10

11

8

9

50

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals
2009 – 2013

Government

4

2

4

10

Catholic

0

2

0

2

Independent

1

1

0

2

Community Education Providers

1

1

1

3

Registered Training Providers

0

0

1

1

Total (per year)

6

6

6

18

2011

2012

2013

Totals
2009 – 2013

Government

5

5

Catholic

1

1

Community Education Providers

1

1

Total (per year)

7

7

Total (per year)
Teacher / Trainer Nominations

Coordination and Support Person Nominations

Totals
Government
Catholic

2009

2010

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Totals
2009 – 2013

31

28

31

35

54

179

49%

60%

51%

46%

58%

53%

17

18

16

21

13

85
31

Independent
Community Education Providers
TAFE
Registered Training Providers
(RTO)
Totals
Totals (per cent)

27%

38%

26%

28%

14%

25%

9

0

4

8

5

26

14%

0%

7%

11%

5%

8%

1

0

10

5

11

27

2%

0%

16%

7%

12%

8%

5

1

0

7

9

22

8%

2%

0%

9%

10%

6%

0

0

0

0

1

1

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

63

47

61

76

93

340

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table2: Education sector nomination totals (20092013)
–

Over half of all nominations come from, and within, the government sector. Nominations from the Catholic
education sector follow and account for around a quarter of all. Nominations from the independent, community
education, TAFE and RTO sectors account for the remainder. In reviewing this, it would appear that more work
can be done in te
rms of influencing non
-Government sectors to increase their levels of, and contribution to,
nominations.

2.8

Student Industry Category Nomination Totals

Between 2009 and 2013,
202 nominations have been received for student VETiS and SBAT awards across fourteen
different industry areas
. Within each of these industry category areas the industry specific vocational
qualificationswithin each are noted
.
Over this period, 41 stude
nt nominations for A
wards within the Hospitality
‘
and o
Turism’ category accounted for
largest number of nominations and for 20.3 per cent of all nominations received. This was followed by 36
nominations in the Performing
‘
Arts’ category and accounting for17.8 per cent of all received. Twenty
nominations in the Building
‘
and C
onstruction’ category were received and accounted for 9.9 per cent of all
received. Twenty nominations in the
Creative
‘
and Visualrts’
A category were also received and accounted for 9.9
per cent of all received. Seventeen nominations were received in the ‘Information Technology’ category and
accounted for 8.4per cent of all received. Thirteen nominations in the ‘Community and Health’ category were
received and accounted for 6.4 per cent of all received.
The remaining industry category areas of ‘horticulture and environment’, ‘automotive’, ‘personal services’,
‘recreation’, ‘business’, ‘engineering and electrotechnology’, ‘animal science’ and ‘transport and logistics’ are also
noted in the table below.
It is interesting to note the proportionof nominations largely correlate with the level of student enrolments in
each of theseareas across the Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston Region. secondary
2012
student industry
enrolment data pres
ented in the most recent‘BGK LLEN Regional Scan’
shows that the three highest enrolment
areas were in ‘hospitality and tourism
’, followed by e
‘ ntertainment (creative, performing)
’ and then ‘buildingand
construction’;rates that align with the three highest studentward
A nomination category areas.
Differences are noted when comparing some of the remaining 2012 student industry enrolments against Applied
Learning Award nomination category areas. The fourth highest number of student enrolments in 2012 was in
‘recreation’ which was the fourth lowestward
A nomination area. The fifth highest number of student enrolments
in 2012 was in ‘community services and health’ which closely resembled the level
ward
of A
nominations where it
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came in at six out of fourteen industry
categoryaward areas. The sixth highe
st number of student enrolments in
2012 was in the area of ‘wholesale retail and personal services’ which differed from the levels
Award
of
nominations in this area,
where it was rated as nine out of fourteen award category areas. The seventh highest
number of studentenrolments in 2012 was in the area of ‘information technology’ which differed from its fifth
highest rating as anward
A nomination category area.
A detailed breakdown of student nominations per the fourteen different industry category areas is outlined in
the table below.

Nominations
(2009- 2013)

Industry Category

Proportion of
Nominations
(2009– 2013)

Hospitality and Tourism
Hospitality
Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Tourism
Events and Tourism
Total (2009– 2013)

25
10
4
2
41

20.3%

Performing Arts
Media Arts and Production
Technical Production (Music)
Dance
Acting
Music Industry (Performance)
Total (2009– 2013)

11
9
8
6
2
36

17.8%

Building and Construction
Building and Construction

16

Plumbing
Carpentry
Furnishing
Total (2009– 2013)

2
1
1
20

9.9%

Creative and Visual Arts
Fashion Design Technology
Creative Arts
Visual Arts
Total (2009– 2013)

9
6
5
20

9.9%

Information Technology
Information Technology
Digital Media
Multimedia
Information Technology (Games
Creation)
Printing and Graphic Arts
Total (2009– 2013)
Community and Health
Community Services
Justice
Children's Services
Allied Health Assistance

3
5
5
3
1
17

8.4%

6
2
2
1
33

Health and Community Services
Volunteering
Total (2009– 2013)

1
1
13

6.4%

Horticulture and Environment
Horticulture
Floristry
Natural Environment
Total (2009– 2013)

7
2
1
10

5.0%

Total (2009– 2013)

9
9

4.5%

Personal Services
Personal Services
Make-Up Services
Beauty
Hairdressing
Total (2009– 2013)

5
2
1
1
9

4.5%

Recreation
Sport and Recreation
Community Recreation
Outdoor Recreation
Total (2009– 2013)

6
1
1
8

4.0%

Business
Business Administration
Total (2009– 2013)

6
6

3.0%

Engineering and Electrotechnology
Engineering
Electrotechnology
Total (2009– 2013)

5
1
6

3.0%

Animal Science
Animal Studies
Equine Studies
Veterinary Nursing
Total (2009– 2013)

2
2
1
5

2.5%

Transport and Logistics
Transport and Logistics
Total (2009– 2013)
Total

2
2
202

1.0%
100%

Automotive
Automotive

Table3: Student industry category nominations (2009
2013)
-

2.9

Independent Judging

The Awards are judged by an independent groupautonomous
of
representatives from a range of organisations
and sectorsthat reflect the expertiseand knowledge and required toevaluate nominations. Since 2009
representatives have been drawn from the following organisations:
x
x

Australian Industry Group
Bayside City Co
uncil (Local Government
- youth development)
34

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Catholic Education Office
Chisholm TAFE
City of KingstonLocal
(
Government- economic development)
Complex Training Academy
Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development (DEECD)
HallamSenior Secondary College
Oakwood School
Outer Eastern Local Learning and Employment Network (OELLEN)Prahran Community Learning
(PCLC)
Centre
South East Local
Learningand Employment Network (SELLEN)
Victorian Applied Learning Association (VALA).

Over time, the number of judges has enlarged
in response to a growing number of nominations received each
year. In 2013, there werea total of nine judges who were broken into three separate
groups assessing different
Award category areas.
The work undertaken by judges includes reviewing the nominations provided to them prior to the adjudication
meeting, attending the judging panel meeting where winners are selected, in some cases contacting referees to
further assess a nomination and/or choose between two potenti
al winners. In addition, after reviewing all
nominations the judges are then charged with selecting the ‘Applied Learning Student of the Year’, ‘Champion
School / Education provider of the Year’ and ‘Champion Employer of the Year’.
A conservative estimate
as to the number of volunteerours
h given by judges
, over the five years of the Applied
Learning Awards
, is 252 hours. Or put another way, the volunteer judges have collectively worked for just over
six and a half weeks over the
five years the Awards have
been held. Thisamount is based on the following
approximatecontributions made by judges each year:
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Number of Review Nominations- in Judges
Attending Judging Panel Total hours
Judges
Pack (2 hours per judge) Meeting (4 hours per judge)
6
12
30
42
6
12
30
42
6
12
30
42
9
18
45
63
9
18
45
63
36
72
180
252

2.10 Sponsorship
In addition to the financial contributions made by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect, sponsorship is also sought
from local businesses, community organisations and individuals. Sponsorship largely contributes to the
manufacturing of plaques for winners, purc
hase of $100 vouchers for student winners, and hosting the Awards
Ceremony at a reception/events centre with approx. 300
– 400 attendees each year.
Between 2009 and 201
3, sponsorship has been broken into ‘Event Sponsorship’ across bronze
($550), silver
($1,100), gold ($2,200)and platinum ($3,300)values. In addition, sponsors can also sponsor an ‘Individual Award’
at $110 per award.
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Since 2012, the Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank) has been
the Major Sponsor of the Awards and contributed a generous
$10,000 per annum. In addition, Highett Community Bank has also
sponsored the ‘Student of the Year Award’ since this Award was
launched in 2012, providing the student winner with $1,500
scholarship each year. In 2014, Highett Community Bankagain
will
be the Major Sponsor and reward the ‘Student of the Year’.
‘Event Sponsors’ are acknowledged
s ‘Sponsors’
a
of the event
. The
Platinum Sponsor is acknowledged as a such
and provided with an
opportunity to make a short presentation during the event.
Between 2009 and 2013 a total of 41 different businesses, organisations and individuals have sponsored the
event and/or individual A
wards. Many of these sponsors have provided sponsorship in multiple years.
A full list of sponsors over the five
year period is provided inAppendix 1.

2.11 Awards Ceremony

The Awards Ceremony is held in mid
-October each year. All nominees are invited
to attend, as well as parents
and carers in the case of students, colleagues in the case of schools and businesses and colleagues or family
membersin the case of teachers and
trainers. Sponsors, judging panel members, key community stakeholders
and Members of Parliament
are also invited.
The event is a very professional and polished onethat includes A
ward winner
presentations, no
mination certificate presentations
, and presentations from some
sponsors. A guest speaker also presents to the audience
which, in the past, have
included the Hon. Martin Dixon (Minister for Education, Victoria),
Members of
Parliament, applied learning caademics, Australian Apprentice of the Year
winner,
Paralympianathlete (Don Elgin)and a well-known television and theatre actor(Eddie
Perfect). Guests are offe
red drinks on arrival, canapés and a short intermission with
further refreshments available.
Both the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect ensure that the event is a very prestigious one, and
one that shows applied learning recognition and celebration to be just
regarded
as
as
academic education awards ceremonies. It is the belief of both organisation
s that applied
learning and academic education should be treated as equally
important, andthe Awards
Ceremony reflects this.
Between the years 2009 and 201
3 close to 1,500 people have attended the Awards
Ceremony. Over that period the numbers of attendees have increased annuall
y; reflecting
an annual risein the numbers of Award nominations submittedas well asescalatinglevels
of interest and support from the education, training, business and community
organisation sectors.

In 2013 a‘VIP Event’was heldan hour prior to the actual Awards
Ceremonyevent which enabled networking
between sponsors, Members of Parliament, local Principals, community CEOs, BGK LLEN and Youth Connec
Board Members, local employers and senior government department representatives
. This VIPevent was
attended by just over 100 persons. While the event was very successful, in 2014
will we
be offering this event a
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few months prior to the Ceremonyas a way of launching the 2014 Awards
, launching this Research Report
and
providing networking opportunities.

2.12 Similar Applied LearningAwards Programs
Within the Bayside Glen Eira and Kingston region there is no other applied
arning
le awards program. Individual
schools or training organisations may recognise the successes of enrolled students undertaking applied learning
programs however there is no region
-wide awards program.
A number of state and federal government applied learning awards programs accept nominations from students,
schoolsand education providers, teachers and
trainers, and employers. Some of these award programs offer a
number of categories and accept nominations from all of the above stakeholders. Someaward
other programs
specifically focus on one stakeholder group.
The following list of awards programs resemble, or extend upon,
the BGKApplied Learning Awards. Ple
ase note
that the list below providesexamples of awards available within Victoria and Australia, but the list should not be
regarded as anexhaustiveone.

2.12.1

Student awards and prizes

Award

Coordination / Funding
Description
Website
Body
VCAL Achievement
Victorian Curriculum and
Outstanding achievement of young www.vcaa.vic.edu.au
Awards
Assessment Authority
people who undertook VCAL in the
(VCAA)
given year.
Victorian School based Dep’t of Education and Early Available for SBAT students in a www.education.vic.gov.au
Apprentice of the Year Childhood Development
given yearand winner represent
(DEECD)
Victoria in the Australian Training
Awards.
Australian Training
Dep’t of Innovation,
Available for all Australian SBAT www.innovation.gov.au
Awards– Australian
Industry,Climate Change,
students in a given year.
School Based ApprenticeResearch and Tertiary
or Trainee of the Year Education

2.12.2

School and Education Provider Awards and Prizes

Award

Coordination / Funding
Description
Website
Body
Victorian Education
Dep’t of Education and Early A variety of awards are provided to www.education.vic.gov.au
Excellence Awards
Childhood Development
educators, including some related
(DEECD)
to applied learning areas.
Australian Training
Dep’t of Innovation,
Recognisesschools, Registered
www.innovation.gov.au
Awards– School
Industry, Climate Change, Training Organisations, industry
Pathways to VET AwardsResearch and Tertiary
bodies, employers that have
Education
collaboratively delivered (an)
excellent VET
program to
secondary school students

2.12.3

Teacherand trainer awards and prizes
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Award

Coordination / Funding
Description
Website
Body
Victorian Teacher /
Dep’t of Education and Early Available for teacher / trainer
www.education.vic.gov.au
Trainer of the Year
Childhood Development
employed by a
n RTO in thegiven
(DEECD)
year.
Victorian Education
Dep’t of Education and Early A variety of awards are provided to www.education.vic.gov.au
Excellence Awards
Childhood Development
educators, including some related
(DEECD)
to applied learningareas.
Australian Training
Dep’t of Innovation,
Presented to a VET
teacher/ trainer www.innovation.gov.au
Awards– VET Teacher / Industry, Climate Change, who has demonstrated excellence
Trainer of the Year
Research and Tertiary
and innovation in the delivery of
Award
Education
nationally recognised train
ing to
students at a training organisation
or in partnership with a registered
training organisation.

2.12.4

Employer and businessawards and prizes

Award
Australian Training
Awards– Small
Employer of the Year
Award

Coordination / Funding
Body
Dep’t of Innovation,
Industry, Climate Change,
Research and Tertiary
Education

Australian Training
Awards– Large
Employer of the Year
Award

Dep’t of Innovation,
Industry, Climate Change,
Research and Tertiary
Education

Description

Website

Presented to a small enterprise
www.innovation.gov.au
which has achieved excellence in
the provision of nationally
recognised training to its
employees
Presented to a largeenterprise
www.innovation.gov.au
which has achieved excellence in
the provision of nationally
recognised training to its
employees
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3. Stakeholder Benefits and Outcomes
Key Applied Learning Award keholders
sta
were surveyed in
2012, 2013 and 2014to gather their views about the
Awards. All stakeholders
who were nominated for orwon an Award,sponsored the Awards or formed part of the
independent judging panel between 2009 and 3
201
were contacted via letter or email, asking them to respond to
an anonymousonline survey. A total of 113
individuals responded to the disseminated
surveys.
Further feedback was provided through consultations and follow
-up interviews with key stakeholder groups. A
focus group comprised of eight school principals and senior educators was held in May 2014. During 2014,
follow-up phone call interviews were also heldithwnine young people who had responded to the online survey
and indicated they would be happy to participate in an informal phone discussion.
Due to their generally static nature,
t was
i relatively easy to contact the majority of
past school and educatio
n
providers, teachers and trainers, employers and spons
ors. Howeverit was difficult to contact past students as, in
the years 2009 -2012, personal student contact detailse.g.
( email or home address) had not been sought.
Students’ contact details were not sought as part of the Awards nomination process in light of their age and to
ensure that personal details were protected.
To mitigate the fact that limited personal details of past student
were held, contact with this cohortfor
( the purpose of this research report
) was sought via liaison with schools
and reviewing the Youth Connect database
. Through this approach, some past students were contacted,
although less than had we collected student contact details
as part of the nomination process
. In 2013 we
captured email addresses and phone numbers of students as part of the nomination process.
Please note, while
some of the young people who responded are no longer students (havingleft
now
school) for the purpose of this
report all young people who sponded
re
are referred to as ‘students’.
Thosestudents or individuals (including representatives from schools or organisations) that were nominees or
winners were asked to
: provide background information (year of nomination, Award
category and success);
identify impacts that the Award had had on them or their organisation
in terms
(
of confidence, public recognition,
notifications to contacts, method of notification
, usefulness on resume, influence of Award
s on applied learning
understanding, influence on pa
thways planning, academic awards awareness, advantages
disadvantages
/
of
these Awards); share their views about nomination process
(in terms ofAwards marketing, ease or difficulty of
application, benefits of articulating applied learning development or innovation
, independent judging approach);
views about the Awards Ceremony
; and, recommendations for how the Award
s could be enhanced in the future.
Sponsors were asked to identify
: what type of sponsor
ship they provided; what year/s they provided sponsors
hip;
the way in which they became aware of the Award
s; reason for sponsorship
; resulting organisational benefits
;
return on investment; satisfaction with the promotional activity
; satisfaction with the sponsorship process
;
satisfaction with the Awards Cere
mony; views regarding the independent judging;
and, suggestions for ways in
which the Awards (and sponsorship) could be enhanced in the future.
Judges were asked
to: identify the sector they represent and
year/s they have volunteered as a judge; provide
feedback about the judging process (rationale for volunteering, hours contributed, rate sectoral involvement,
satisfaction with the judging pack and guide
, satisfaction with the evaluation process and judgin
g meeting); and,
views about the Award eremony
C
andcommunitybenefits of the program.
The following analysis reviews the survey results per each stakeholder category.
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3.1

Student Assessment of the Applied Learning Awards

Two-hundred and sixty
-nine (269) stud
ents were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the
period 2009 to 2013. Sixty
-two (62) of these responded to this survey, equating to a survey
response rate of 23
per cent. Sixty
-six per cent of student respondents were nominated in theTiS
VE
category, 27 per cent in VCAL
and 7 per cent in SBAT. Fifty
-eight per cent of respondents won an Award
and 42 per cent were nominated but
did not winan Award.
Student respondents identified that being nominated for or winning an Award hasa had
positive impact on these
young peoples’ level of confidence in their own skills and abilities
; an impact that may also extend beyond their
period of secondary schooling and may also influence their decision to apply for other awards. Indeed, nearly all
respondents indicated that theachievementand validation generated by the Awards increased
their personal
confidenceand the majority also felt that it contributed to them feeling more confident about applying for other
awards in the future.
Feedback provided by student respondents evidence
d the positive impact that being recognised for applied
learning efforts is not only valuable to the student but also to their
parents. It further evidenced
that the Awards
is another forum by which all students, regardless
f whether
o
they have been ackno
wledged before, can receive
public recognition and celebration.
Indeed,student respondents indicated that while the majority of their schools
acknowledged academic achievement through internal school awards just under vised
half adthat their school did
not internally award students for applied learning success.
The announcement of an
Award nomination or win was of great importance to students, with this achievement
generally shared with family, friends, teachers and employers. The method
f advising
o
others about a nomination
or Award win was generally via word of mouth and then platforms
uchsas text message and Facebook
to a lesser
extent. Generally students were pleased to receive congratulatory responses
post their announcement, and
in
some cases it also generated wid
er discussion about applied learning and acknowledgement of school
pport.
su
Student respondents acknowledged the professional value in incorporating details about their nomination
Award
or win in their resume, with nearly all respondents indicating that they had already included it in their resume or
planned todo so. However, as some have
not it may be useful to remind students that their nomination or win is
something that could prove useful in their resume
or future applications
.
The vast majority of student respondents indicated that being nominated for or winning an Award
has had a
positive impact on their perception of schooling in terms of areas such as motivation, confidence, content with
choice of applied learning program, recognition and pleasure that applied learning was receiving the same
attention as that given to academic learning success.
Nearly 80per centof all student respondents felt that participation in the Applied Learning Awards has or would
have an impact on their future pathways or pathways planning in related
areas such as ongoing school
engagement and completion, personal confidence and confidence in applying for further education or
employment.
Overwhelmingly, students were
(and are) made aware of the Applied Learning Awards by their teachers and
trainers. This feedbackevidenced the importance of ensuring that school and education provider staff are kept
abreast of the Awards annually, understand the application process and have clear advice and access to
assistance during the Awards nomination period.
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The vast majority of student respondent
s found the nomination process
an easy one, although some needed
assistance from teachers to better understand it or ensure they were following the process correctly
. Similarly,
the vast majority indicated that completion of the nomination form was quite
anageable
m
although it was clear
that a small percentage of student respondents
needed some assistance to prepare for and complete their form.
As part of the Awards nomination form students were asked to think about the reasons for choosing their applied
learning program, benefits gained from it and any challenges they may have had to overcome during their applied
learning studies and training; with almost all respondents indicating that
was
it useful to go through this
assessment and self
-evaluation process
.
Student respondent
s regardedthe use of an independent judging panel to be an unbiased, fairappropriate
and
approach to assessing
student nominations. However, some respondents did suggest that this approach could be
enhanced through the inclusion of
other evaluation process
es that less relied on written applications and allowed
for judge’sto review tangible student work and/or conduct
brief interviewswith applicants.
The vast majority of student respondents were satisfied or very satisfied withAwards
the Ceremony. Where
students commented and indicated dissatisfaction it was largely related to the amount of speeches given during
the event; something that is somewhat unavoidable due the sheer number of Award
s to be given out at the
event. Of thosestudent respondents that commented on guest speakers, all were very impressed by the caliber
of ones used in most recent years; in particular Eddie Perfect and Don Elgin.
When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards
ould bec improved in the
future, the vast majority ofstudent respondents advised that they were happy with the Awards as they are.
However, some did provide some suggestions for improvement which largely centred around: maintaining the
elegance of the Awa
rds Ceremony; showing school projects as part of the nomination process; including guest
speakers who did not follow their postschool pathway but have since found success; using less speakers at the
Awards Ceremony; and, increasing advertising of the Awar
ds to students earlier in the school year. As one
student respondent said“I can't think of anything to necessarily improve on, however keep it going! It's such an
amazing opportunity for students, and even sponsors, just to help connect the community
”. more
Finally, student respondents were asked “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are valuable?” a question
that resulted in a range of generous and positive responses that, when considered, attest to the importance and
continuance ofthe Applied Learning Awards into the future. As one student “Yes,
said I think it is a fantastic thing
to do. Encouraging students
orf their hard work and results significantly influences their view on study in a positive
way. It's certainly something val
ued by students, their families and their schools”.
3.1.1
Student respondents
Two-hundred and sixty
-nine (269) students were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the
period 2009 to 2013, and 62
of these responded to this survey. This response rate means that approx. 23 per
cent of all young people who had been nominated for or won an Award previously contributed to this research
study. This rate is somewhat lower than preferred, largely due to the fact that we did not have direct personal
contact details for all past students. Instead we relied on schools forwarding letters to past students, general
marketing via our organisational communiqués and internal organisational databases to contact those young
people who had been part of the Applied Lea
rning Awards in past years.
Not surprisingly the number of respondents was higher amongst those that had taken part in thesAward
in the
most recent years. This is likely due to an increased memory of the Award
s and thus willingness to take part in a
review, and that contact details are also likely to be more static than those who took part in the sAward
in the
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earlier years. Of those young people that took part in the survey, 37 per cent (23) were 2013 ALA nominees or
winners, 21 per cent (13) were 2012articipants,
p
21 per cent (13) were 2011 participants, 13 per cent (8) were
2010 participants and 8 per cent (5) were 2009 participants.
Of those 62 survey respondents, 66 per cent (41) were nominated in the VET in Schools category, 27 per cent (17)
in VCAL and 7 per cent (6) in SBAT. Comparison between Award
categories and the year student Award
participation across respondents is shown in the graph
below:

Graph1: Award categoryand year(students)

Of the total survey respondents, 58 per cent (36) won an Award
and the remaining 42 per cent (26) were
nominated but did not win an Award
. A comparison of winners and nominees against the year they participated
in the Applied Learning Awards is shownhe
in graph
t
below:

Graph2: Nomination or win year (students)
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Of the total survey respondents, 45 per cent (28) were in Year 12 when nominated for an, Award
50 per cent
were in Year 11 (31) and the remaining 5 per cent (3) in Year 10. A comparison of the students’ school year level
when nominated against the year they participated in the Applied Learning Awards is shown in the
below:
graph

Graph3: Year levelwhen nominated(students)

3.1.2
Awards impact on personalconfidence
When asked “did being nominated for or winning an Applied Learning Award increase confidence in your own
skills and abilities” the vast majority of student respondents indicated ‘yes’. In factper
100
cent of those that
won an Award and 88per cent who were nominated (but didn’t wi
n an Award) indicated that the
achievement
and validation generated by the Awards increased
their confidence.
Four studentswho were nominated also provided comments
, including those below
:
“I felt really amazedthat someone thought I was worthy of an award.
”
“It made me think I was doing better than I expected.
”
Eight studentswho won an Award also provided comments
, including those below
:
“It was very surprising but I'm very thankful for the award and appreciate being noticed! Thank you very
” much!
“It has helped me realise that all the hard work and effort, I have put towards my education and future plans have
paid off with the recognition by the applied learning award. It has given
me confidence to keep on trying hard and
setting high goals.
”
“I had never won an award before for a school based subject so I couldn't believe it when I found out I had won
this award.”
“Made me feellike I hadachieved something. A lady came up to me after and ed
offer
me a job at her shoe shop!
”
“Recently my workartner
p
and myself directed androduced
p
a musical for John Monash Science School, I found
myself relyingon the skills I was
taught in Year 12 quite a few times, and it made me look back to the ALA and
realise I did deserve the award.
”
When asked “did being nominated for an Applied Learning Award make you more confident about applying for
other awards in the future”, 36per cent of those nominated for an Award
indicated ‘yes’, 16 per cent indicated
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‘no’ and almost half (48per cent) of respondents said that they were ‘unsure’. When the same question was
asked of those who won an
Award almost three-quarters (74per cent) indicated ‘yes’, per
3 centsaid ‘no’ and 3
2
per centsaid ‘unsure’.

Graph4: Nominee confidence in award applications
(students)

Graph5: Winner confidence in other award applications
(students)

The quantitative n
ad qualitative responses to these
questions indicate that being nominated for or winning an
Applied Learning Award has a positive impact on a student’s level of confidence in their own skills and abilities, an
impact that mayalso extendbeyond their period of secondary schooling
and may also influence their decision to
apply for other awards
.
3.1.3 Awards impact onrecognition
When asked ‘how did you feel about being recognised for your applied learning success’ almost all
winners
Award
and nominees indicated that they were either ‘happy’ or ‘very happy’ to have been acknowledged. Of those who
were nominated for an Award, 68
per cent were ‘very happy’, 28per cent were ‘happy’ andfour per centwere
‘undecided’.Of those whowon an Award, 69per cent were ‘very happy’ and 13per cent were ‘happy’ to have
been recognised.
Two nominees and three Awardwinners also provided comments:
“I didn’t care if I didn’t win, being recognised out of so many people makes you feel like you have achieved
something.”
“I felt really excited and thrilled to be recognised.”
“I had a goal I wanted to reach by the end of the year and by staying positive and disciplined about my study. I
reached my well deserved success and to me it was just a bonus to getting an award for it so thank you again.”
“I was really happy about the award, and even more happy and proud were my parents.”
“I was so happy as I was Year
in 12 and had not yet won an award for learning before through my whole time at
school so I was so excited that I got an award just before I finished school.”
Feedback provided by student respondents evidence the positive impact that being recognised for applied
learning efforts is not only valuable to the student but also to parents. It further evidences that the Awards is a
forum by which all students, regardless of whether they have been acknowledged previously
, can potentially
receive public recognition and celebration.
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3.1.4 Personal announcement of Award
nomination or win
Studentsadviseda range of persons that they had been nominated for or wonAward;
an with immediate family,
friends, extended familyand teachers/trainers being the most popular.To a lesser degree, students also
informed their school principal, work placement employer,
casual employer and members of their sport /
community clubs. The levels of notification are noted in the two graphs below
:

Graph6: Nomination announcement(students)

Graph7: Award win announcementrecipients (students)
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The method of advising others about nomination
or Award win was generally through atraditional word of
mouth manner or via text message.
Facebook and email were utilised to h
a lesser
muc degree and no
respondentsindicated that Twitter was used as a platform of announcing their nomination or win.

Graph8: Method of advising nomination(students)

Graph9: Method of advisingAward win (students)

A range of comments were received by students when they announced their nomination to others. Not
surprisingly, the majority of comments were congratulatory but some also recognise
d the student’s school and
wanted to know more about the Applied Learning
wards
A program. Eighteenrespondents noted comments they
had received, with a selection of these provided below:
“People were pretty excited for me, especially my family who had never seen me nominated for an award before.”
“Wow congratulations, what is
it? Well done, I hope you win!”
“Well done P
- roud of yougood
to see your school so well represented.”
“Family extremely proud of me.”
“What is the program about? How do you become a contender for the award? What course are you doing?”
“So many compl
iments and self esteem boosters.”
A range of comments were also received by students that won an Award
. Not surprisingly, the majority of
comments were congratulatory but some also recognised that the student win was positive for the student’s
school and that the Award
s increased knowledge about applied learning more generally. A number of students
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also identified that their win was the first award they had received during
their school career. Thirty
-three
respondents notedcomments they hadreceived, with a selection of these provided below:
“Well done, you deserved.”it
“Congratulations and what is it for?
”
“The people who heard were very proud. Many teachers who were informed congratulated me and were
extremely proud, especially as the first person from my school to ever get nominated for the Applied Learning
Awards.”
“They were not exactly sure they knew what
applied learning was, so I had to explain that to them, but they were
very proud.”
“They were very proud of me and happy for me as I haven't
won any learning awards before
.”
“My mum wasprobably the most excited one,
mainly congratulationsand look what hard work can get you. Also
that it was such a good move to change schools.
”
“A lot of peoplecongratulated me on my success
, including, friends, family and teachers the school wassoalquite
proud to have a winner.”
“Great job you deserve it well
– done you finally got recogni
sed.”
“That’s a little light for the hard times you have been through.”
“Put it on your resume and be proud.”
“Everyone was very proud as they know how hard I’ve worked this year to improve
y skills
m and how much I’ve
enjoyed the journey.”
3.1.5
Internal school awards
When asked whether or not their schools offered applied learning awards and/or academic awards, student
responses showed a disparity between the type of awards offered in their home schools. Eighty per cent of
student respondents indicated that academic awards were
given at their school, whereas only8 4per cent of
respondents’ schools gave out awards for applied learning.
3.1.6
Benefit and use of Award on resume
When asked Have
“
you / do you intend to include information about your Applied Learning Award nomination on
your resume?”the vast majority of student respondents indicated ‘yes’.
Of all those that either won or were
nominated for an Award
, 92 per cent said that they would include information on their resume whereas the
remainingeight per centsaid they would o
nt.
Eight respondents provided comments regarding why and how they would use sAward
information on their
resume, with a selection of these provided below:
“It is really valuable to be able to put this win on my resume. I think it will help me if I am applying for a job or
training after I leave school.”
“I always add awards/achievements on my Resume because you never know how it can help me with work.”
“I will definitely mention winning the award on my resume, as it is a great achievement that I am proud of.”
“It's on every resume I send to employers now!”
“Yes, I added it to my resume and I believe it helped me to get
-time
partwork while I am doing my TAFE course
now that I've finished school
.”
These survey responses suggest
that students see profes
sional value in incorporating details about their Award
nomination or win intheir resume.
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3.1.7 Influence of Award onschoolinginfluence and perception
When asked the open
-ended question “Did being nominated for an Applied Learning Award make you feel
differently about your schooling?
” a total of 43 respondents, or 69
per cent of all respondents, provided
feedback.
It can be estimated that 22
per centof respondents did not feel that participation in the Applied Learning Awards
has or would have an imp
act on how they felt about their schooling. However, the remaining respondents
indicated that it has and would influence their schooling perception, with respondents giving
a variety of
responses. hese
T
can be largely categorized into ones related to motivation, confidence, content with choice of
applied learning program, recognition and pleasure that applied learning was receiving the same attention as
academic learning. Some of these comments included:
“I finally realised that all the hard work paid off
and that all my effort throughout the year showed.”
“Yes because I was being
recognised for my hard work when I thought know one
recognised.”
“It made me feel like I've accomplished something
that- my schooling is not all about the ATAR at the endheof t
year, it's about the process.”
“Made me feel happy that applied learning was being celebrated, not just academic achievements.”
“Winning the award, has gave me another reason to continue trying my best towards my education and other
goals.”
“Winning an Applied Learning Award didn't make me feel different about my schooling, yet it confirmed to me
that applied learning is definitely a way of learning that should be embraced more throughout institutions.”
“It made me realise that even if you struggle
ithwa lot of subjects there is always one area that you can be good
at and want to work really hard in.”
“It was nice to walk out of school and feel that you were recognised by outside organisations and awarded for
your efforts.”
“Yes, it was a big eyepener
o
and made me happy that I made the right decision in changing schools.”
“It was nice to have my friend (also in hospitality) admit that there may be some things I am better than him at.”
“It helped motivate me to do better.”
“Yes, it made me feel my
confident about doing well in my VET end of year exam.”
“The fact I was chosen to be nominated out of all of my VET class. The teacher obviously had high regards for my
work.”
“I just felt that my VET course was really part of my school work. Before
that I sort of saw it as something
different to my usual school studies.”
“Yes, I was more motivated at school because ALA was a source of positive encouragement (which always helps).”
“It made me realize that my learning was broader a field than just the school I was attending.”

3.1.8 Influence of Award on uture
f
pathways planning and decisions
When asked the open
-ended question “Did being nominated for an Applied Learning Award influence any
decisions you have made about your future pathways?” a total of 42 respondents, or
per68cent of all
respondents, provided feedback.
It can be estimated that 18
per centof respondents did not feel that participation in the Applied Learning Awards
has, or would have, an impact on their future pathways or pathways planni
ng. However, the remaining
respondents indicated that it has and would influence their pathways
. These can be largely categorized into ones
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related to ongoing school engagement and completion, personal confidence and confidence in applying for
further education or employment.Some of these comments included:
“I think it gave me confidence in applying for courses I may have had reservations about before winning.”
“Yes to stay at school till Year 12, and try get other nominations.”
“Yes, it has made me want more to pursue a career in the police force.”
“I feel more confident about University, and especially more confident in getting accepted into a University.”
“Before the awards I knew what my career pathway would be, as my passion is automotive, although the award
has given me confidence to follow my dream.”
“It definitely reinforced my confidence that the visual arts field is the right place for me to head in terms of my
university pathways and careers.”
“Encouraged me to choose a hands on workforce as I have started a nursing degree.”
“It made me further passionate about pursuing a career as a full time actor.”
“Yes, I think it helped me get my apprenticeship. I’m now in my 2nd year apprenticeship.”

3.1.9 Awarenessof the Applied Learning Awards
Overwhelmingly, students were made aware of the Applied Learning Awards by their teachers and trainers.
Indeed, 95per cent(59) of student respondents indicated that
teachers and trainers advised them of the Awards,
followed by Youth Conn
ect at eight per cent(5), the BGK LLEN six
at per cent(4) and a friend attwo per cent(1).
The response to this question evidences the importance of ensuring that school andtion
educa
provider staff are
kept abreast of the Awards, understand the application process and have clear advice and access to assistance
during the Awards nomination period.

Graph10: Awareness of Applied Learning Awards
(students)

3.1.10 Award application and nomination process
The vast majority of students found the nomination process (whereby the student
s nominated
i
by a teacher with
the nomination then passed on to the student to complete) an easy, with
one 92 per cent (57) indicatingthat it
was either‘easy’ or very
‘
easy’. Of the remaining respondents, five
per cent(3) were ‘unsure’ and threeper cent
(2) found it ‘difficult’. While respondents could also select the option of ‘very difficult’ no respondent
s did so.
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Graph11: Nomination process assessment
(students)

Nine respondents also provided further comments and information about their experience with the nomination
process:
“Once I had clarification on what to write for each question, it was
asy.”e
“Easy to an extent but filling out all the areas was quite a long and daunting process.”
“The nomination process was very straight forward after my teacher advised me
t and
of how
i
to go about it.”
“The questions were easy to follow and understand
which was helpful and not overwhelming.”
“It wasn't too hard, however it took me quite a while to complete my nomination form, it was definitely worth it
though!”
“It was only difficult because I wasn't at school for weeks because my appendix was taken out and when I returned
to school the due date of my application was over but they allowed it to be late.”
A similar response was noted when students were asked “How easy or difficult did you find the questions on the
nomination form to fill out?”, in thatthe vast majority indicated that completion of the form was quite
manageable
. Fifty-eight per cent (36) of student respondents
advised it was ‘easy’
, 21 per cent (13) indicated
‘okay’, 16per cent(10) indicated that it was ‘easy, as long as someone helped me to fill it out’ and the remaining
five per cent (3) were ‘unsure’. While respondents could also select the options of ‘hard’ or ‘hard, even if
someone helped me to fill it out’ no respondents did so.

Graph12: Ease or difficulty of nomination questions
(students)
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As part of the survey, student respondents were asked to consider the array of questions that made up the
Awards nomination form. As part of the Awards nomination form students were asked to think about the
reasons for choosing their applied learning program, benefits gained from it and any challenges they may have
had to overcome during their applied learning studies and training. In the survey, respondents were asked
whether they “found it useful to think and
write about these topics?”. Despite the complexity of some of these
nomination form questions, 92
per cent (57) of survey respondents indicated that ‘yes’ it was useful to consider
these factors with the remaining eight
per cent(5) advising that it was not useful.
Eleven respondents provided further comments and information regarding the topics that form part of the
nomination form questions:
“It made me think about why I chose the course in the first place.”
“I didn't realise I'd done heaps I could
alkt about.”
“When I thought about it I realised how much I have done in my VCAL.”
“I definitely found it useful- just in terms of self
-reflection, and reflection on skills. It made me realise how far I've
come since Year 11.”
“This way I was able to flect
re on the time I had doing my VET in schools subject which was very beneficial to me.”
“Yes, it helped me to realise and understand how much my
- music
VET industries programme helped me grow
intelligence wise and grow as a person.”
“It really made me think about the choices that I had made and that I was doing the right thing for my learning
and my pathway.”

3.1.11 Use of independent judges
In an open-ended question, student respondents were asked for their opinion regarding the use of an
independent judgingpanel of applied learning expertse.g.
( government, TAFE,ndustry)
I
as part of the Awards
selection process
. Forty respondents (or 65
per cent of all respondents) commented on the judging approach
utilised, with all feedback favourable and appreciativenature.
in
A selection of comments included:
“I think that is a great idea, its gives everyone a level playing field, rather than teachers favouring certain
students.”
“Good because it isn't one sided, I think there should be some sort of section though
here you
w can show more of
your creations in school.”
“This is very good, because then there are no-conceived
pre
ideas about the nominees and it is a very fair process.”
“I think it's great -because you don't know the panel and the panel does not know
ou, it's
y based on your
contribution and self
-reflection.”
“I think that’s really good because it means other people judged my nomination (and others of course) not just
people I know like teachers.”
“I think it's a great idea that the selection process
s ini good hands to people who are experienced, fair and
considerate.”
“I think it’s great that those people can spare some time. And to hear that I was winner because those people
choose me makes me very proud.”
“If there are no ties from judges to applicants then I believe it's fair.”
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A few student respondents also suggested ,that
instead of just relying on a written application, the nomination
and judging process should also allow for inclusion of tangible applied learning work
/or and
a phone conversation
with each applicant.
“I think it is a very good process. I like the way they sit down and consider everyone. If I could suggest one thing,
and I know this would be difficult, is maybe if they phoned nominees and talked to them for a couple of minutes to
get to know them a little to make an informed decision.”
“Look at the students work, rather than just the application form and testimonials.”
“It is good but is limited by the written responses given.”

3.1.12 Award Ceremony assessment
The vast major
ity of student respondents were pleased with the Awarderemony,
C
with 63per cent (39) ‘very
satisfied’ and26 per cent(16) ‘satisfied’ with the Awardseremony.
C
Of the remainder, seven
per cent(6) did not
comment as they ‘did not attend the ceremony’,
two per cent (1) ‘undecided’ and twoper cent (1) ‘very
unsatisfied’.While respondents could also sele
ct the option of ‘unsatisfied
’ no respondents did so.

Graph13: Satisfaction with the Awards Ceremony
(students)

Ten responde
nts provided further comments regarding their perception of the Awards Ceremony, some which
indicate why some respondents were undecided or unsatisfied with the event:
“It was really exciting. I was nervous about getting up and getting my award though.”
“I definitely did not expect it to be like it was, so formal and grand. It was quite incredible. I really enjoyed the
night.”
“It was such an exciting night for me and my family.”
“Very well greeted by friendly people, all information was clearly displayed and instructions on what to do, where
to go and the nights proceedings re
weall very clear.”
“Unfortunately, my family and other friends that were there as nominees found itboring
very and that it dragged
on. Too many random people making speeches.”
Twelve student respondents provided feedback to the open
-ended question “Do you have any comments about
the guest speakers at the Awards Ceremony?”
. Notably, comments were made abou
t the most recent guest
speakers and all feedback provided attested to the value of utilizing guest speakers as part of the Awards. Actor
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and comedian Eddie Perfect was guest speaker in 2013 and amputee paralympian Don Elgin was guest speaker in
2012.
“Great speaker, Eddie Perfect certainly had me listening that whole way through his speech, he had a very
interesting story to tell.”
“Eddie Perfect’s speech was great. He defiantly inspired me that as long as you try you will get where you want to
be in the end!”
“They were a good break up from the ceremonies.”
“The presentation from Don Elgin was absolutely fantastic. It was one of the highlights of the night.”
“The awards ceremony was a highlight and an event that I won't forget, especially Don
due to
Elgin's
presentation.”
“Eddie Perfect, made the night one to never forget. He gave some great tips and really pointed out some of the
truths about life which was really helpful and funny.”
“The guest speakers were great
a great
mix of people, andntertainment.”
e

3.1.13 Recommendations for improvements to the Applied Learning Awards
Thirty-two respondents (52per cent) provided feedback and recommendations for how the Applied Learning
Awards could e
b improved in the future.While the vast majority of resp
ondents advised that they were happy
with the Awards as they are, some also provided suggestions and ideas for improvement. While a large number of
comments were provided these can be largely categorized as relating to: maintaining the elegance of the Awards
Ceremony; showing school projects as part of the nomination process; including guest speakers who did not
follow their post-school pathway but have since found success; using less speakers at the Awards Ceremony; and,
increasing advertising of the Award
s to students earlier in the school year.
“I can't think of anything to necessarily improve on, however keep it going! It's such an amazing opportunity for
students, and even sponsors, even just to help connect the community more.”
“The process was verytraight
s
forward and there were no hassles involved. I think it’s a great service and should
be kept up the way it is!”
“I did not attend the ceremony, but I have no complaints about the rest of the process.”
“They were great so don’t need to be improved.”
“I think it's really good as it is. It is a pretty fancy night and makes you feel special.”
“I was quite happy with everything through the whole process. From nomination to award ceremony.”
“Some kind of way to show or talk about more of your schooling / projects in school.”
“Have guest speakers who maybe didn't achieve what they wanted to at the end of their schooling or VCE and let
them tell where they are now, this would be very inspiring to those who are not as academic but still
dreams
have
and aspirations.”
“Don't have so many random people from Council
tc making
e
speeches. None of the nominees and their guests
care what they have to say. We just want to know if we won!”
“Perhaps make it know to the students what this award ishe
at beginning
t
of their studies, so that they may try to
achieve this award, rather than
finding out that the award exists in the last term of
earY 12.”
“Having only been aware of the awards for a very short time due to being nominated, getting the word
about
out
the Applied Learning Awards though advertising would be a great way to improve the awards and the amount of
nominations received, as no one around me was aware of the awards besides my teacher and head of
Hospitality.”
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3.1.14 Value of Applied Learning Awar
ds
The final question asked of respondents was “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are valuable?”. This
open-ended question generated comments from 23 respondents per
(37 cent) which were overwhelmingly
positive and attested to the importance of
the continuation of this community
-wide approach to publicly
acknowledging and validating student success in applied learning. Comments and feedback from respondents
included:
“Totally valuable. Everyone gets a chance to be nominated for an award.sn't
It doe
mean just the really smart
people at school who always win awards.”
“Yes, they recognise all types of people who may not be noticed for their tremendous efforts. I was amazed at the
caliber of all the winning students with everything they have done, they all certainly deserved to win.”
“Yes they are valuable, and they are good to put on your resume.”
“Definitely, they show that so much success can come from applied learning, and give confidence to every
nominee in their area of interest. They really
help support the fact that we all learn differently and you don't have
to be massively academic to succeed, the awards prove that we all can make a difference.”
“Yes, I think it is a fantastic thing to do. Encouraging students for their hard work and academic results
significantly influences their view on study in a positive way. It's certainly something valued by students, their
families and their schools.”
“The awards are a great thing to have, with effort comes reward. So all that hard work thatinIduring
put the
year has paid off.”
“Yes it gives students the opportunity to be awarded for working hard and motivate them to give it all.”
“Extremely valuable. Without a doubt. It gives students a rare opportunity to feel recognised for their efforts
a
in
challenging courseno
- matter the subject.”

3.2

EducatorAssessment of the Applied Learning Awards

Threeseparate and individual
surveys were provided to ‘schools and education providers’, ‘teachers and trainers’
and ‘coordinators and support persons’. hile
W each survey differed slightly many questions were consistent
across each of the three surveys
and, in light of the fact all were completed by ‘educators’
, for the purpose of this
report their responses have been
examined collectively. In addition,cus
fo group consultations
comprised of eight
school principals and senior educators was held in May 2014.
A total of 15 different schools and education providers
, who have submitted 45 nominations,
have taken part in
the awards since inception. Ten of thes
e schools and education providers responded toeirthsurvey and
participated in the focus group consultation
, resulting in a high 67
per centresponse rate.
Twelve teachers or trainers
were nominated for or won an Award
and, as one was nominated in two different
years, eleven teachers or trainers have taken part in the Awards since VCAL and VETiS educator awards were
introduced in 2011. Five
of these teachers and trainers responded toeirthsurvey, resulting ina 45 per cent
survey response rate.
No teachers or trainers participated in the focus group.
Seven persons were nominated for or won the ‘Jenny Marks’ Memorial Award for Coordination and Support
Award’; an Award offered for the first time in 2013. Five
of these individuals responded to their survey and
participated in the focus group consultation
, resulting in a high 71 per cent
response rate.
Overall, the vast majority of respondents
, representing their school or organisation
, recogniseand acknowledge
that participation in the Applied Learning Awards has increased their professional confidence and willingness to
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apply for not only future Applied Learning Awards but also ones offered
external
by
education and training bodies
also. By co
ntrast to those representing organisations, teachers, trainers and coordinators professed
mixed views
as to whether or not participation in the Applied Learning Awards has increased their confidence and willingness
to apply for other awards in the future.
Overall, the vast majority of school and education provider representatives, teachers and trainers and
coordinators found that the professional and practice selfreflection that was required as part of the Awards
nomination process to be something that was personally beneficial. Some also found that the
reflection
selfapproach used in the Awards nomination process to be somewhat lacking and could be enhanced by the inclusion
of additional feedback from colleagues and students.
In reviewing the waysni which Applied Learning Award wins are internally and externally announced it is
apparent that the Awards are seen by educators as an honour, a validation of outstanding success and something
to be proudly shared with internal and external stakeholders,
he school
t
community and with personal networks.
All respondent schools and education providers advised that they
o recognise
d
the applied learning success of
their students through mechanisms such as formal internal award presentations. Whilst this differs from the
earlier feedback provided by students, wherein respondent students suggested that only half of their schools
offer applied learning awards, the disparity between responses may be accounted
by the
for fact that respondent
students attend a much iw
der range of schools than just those schools
that took part in the surveying.
It is apparent that educators receive information about the Applied Learning Awards from a wide variety of
sources (particularly communiqués from the BGK LLEN, Youth Connect
d their
an own colleagues) and it is
important that these key faceto-face, online and social media mechanisms continue to be used as a means of
marketing and raising awareness of the Awards.
The vast majority of schools, education providers, teachers, trainers and coordinat
ors found the nomination
process (whereby the applicant writes the entire application) toan
be‘easy’ one, however somedid identify
some difficulty with the process. Of those that found the nomination process ‘difficult’,
some commentedon the
challengesassociated with having to selfnominate and write about oneself
and/or the time investment required
to complete the nomination form. Some respondents suggested that nominations should come from other
colleagues whereas
others identified it as a necessity as peers/colleagues
may not know or understand their role.
In addition, a suggestion was also made to introduce a new Award category for ‘team teaching’ to reflect that
often cross-disciplineteachers work collaboratively to deliver training and learning to students.
Educators regarded the use of an independent judging panel to be an unbiased, fair and appropriate approach to
assessing nominations. However some respondentssuggested
did
that, instead of just relying on a written
application, the nomination and judging process should also allow for inclusion
the
of consultation with
colleagues, additional information, supporting letters and/or interviews with
applicants.
The vast majority of schools, education providers, teachers, trainers and coordination and support persons were
‘very satisfied’ with the Awards C
eremony and many felt that it continues to improve from year to year. No
dissatisfaction was noted, however some
uggestions
s
and recommendations for enhancements were provided
.
Of those educator respondents that provided feedback regarding guest speakers,
most of the comments
complimented the choice of Eddie Perfect,
as the 2013 guest speaker, and the involvement of the Minister for
Education (Mr Dixon) that same year.
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When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future, the vast majority of respondents advised that they were happy with the Awards as re.
theyHowever,
a
some did provide some suggestions for improvement which largely centred around:
including attendance of the
Minister for Education in the future; involving guest speakers of the caliber of Eddie Perfect in the future; making
the nomination process more selective and involving nominations from others rather than vianomination;
selfsimplifying the nomination process for students; eliminating the interval during the Ceremony
; involving past
winners in the subsequent
year; providing educators with the brief summary of nominees and winners used by
the MC when announcing the winners; and, consider use of a smaller venue.
As one respondent said
“It is a
wonderful opportunity for students, schools and everyone connected with applied learning to gain recognition in a
public forum”.
Finally, educator respondents were asked “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are valuable?” a
question that resulted in a range of generous and positive responses that, when considered, attest to the
importance and continuance of the Applied Learning Awards into the future. As one respondent said “I am still
very honoured to be the recipient of the award and am grateful to the ALA for awarding it to me. It is a great mark
on my teaching career that I and my family
are very proud of. SO THANK YOU VERY MUCH!”
3.2.1
School and education provider respondents
Forty-five (45) schools or education providers were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the
period 2009 to 2013, however some of these were nominatedorfor
won an award inmultiple years. A total of
15 different schools and education providers have been nominated for or won an Award since inception. Ten of
these schools and education providers responded to this survey, resulting in a high
per cent
67 survey response
rate.
Of the ten respondents, and given that schools and education providers can apply for awards in two different
category areas, 70
per cent (7) indicated that they had nominated for a ‘VCAL provision’ award and
per60cent
(6) for a ‘VETi
S provision’ award.
School and education providerward
A winners accounted for 80per cent (8) of all respondents, with the
remaining 20per cent(2) of respondents being ones that have nominated forAward
an
but did not win.

Graph14: Award nomination categoryand year (schools)
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3.2.2
Teacher and trainer respondents
Twelve teachers or trainers (12) were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the period 2009 to
2013, with one of those nominated in twoifferent
d
years. Thus, a total of eleven different teachers or trainers
have taken part in the awards since nominations for VCAL and VETiS educator awards were introduced in 2011.
Fiveof theseteachers and trainers
responded to this survey, resulting ain45 per centsurvey response rate.
All of those who participated in the survey all were
VETiS educators, with no survey
responses from VCAL
teachers or trainers
. Of those that did respond, all except one respondent won an Applied Learning Award.
3.2.3
Coordinator and support person respondents
Seven persons (7) were nominated for or won the ‘Jenny Marks’ Memorial Award for Coordination and Support
Award’; an Award offered for the first time in 2013. Five
of theseindividualsresponded to this survey, resultin
g in
a high 71 per centsurvey response rate.
3.2.4
Awards impact on professional
confidence
A number of questions were asked of educators regarding their application
Awards
for and whether involveme
nt
in the Applied Learning Awards has increased their confidence and likelihood of part
taking
in these and external
awards in the future.
When asked Has
“ your school / organisation previously won an award for applied learning provision previously
(not an Applied Learning Award?
)” 40 per cent (4) of school and organisational respondents
said ‘no’, 30 per cent
(3) said ‘yes’ and the remaining 30
per cent (3) said they were ‘unsure’.Pleasingly, all respondents advised that
winning an Applied Learning Award has made
their school or organisation more confident to apply for other
external awards. Although two respondents didn’t respond to the question “Is your school / organisation likely to
apply for an Applied Learning Award in the future” of those that did,per
75cent(6) said that they w
ould, 12.5per
cent (1) said they would not and 12.5
per centsaid that they were ‘unsure’.
When asked “Have you been nominated for or won an award for applied learning teaching / training previously
(not a BGK Applied Learning Award)?”
70 per cent of teacher / trainer respondents said they had not and the
remaining 30per cent said that they had applied for external awards. When those teachers and trainers
who
were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Awardere
w asked whetherthey would now “feel more
confident about applying for other awards?
” 50 per cent (5) of respondents indicated that it does increase their
confidence, 30per cent (3) said that it has not’
‘ and the remaining 20per cent (2) advised that they were
‘unsure’. One respondent diday
s that taking part in the Awards nomination process has meant “Ithat
don't fear
these applications any more, but rather enjoy them!”
When asked “Have you been nominated for or won an award for applied learning coordination previously (not a
BGK AppliedLearning Award)?” 80per cent (4) of coordinators and support persons advised that they had not
whilst one person (20per cent) indicated they had been nominated in this area previously.
When those
coordinators and support persons who
were nominated for orwon an Applied Learning Award were asked
whether they would now feel
“ more confident about applying for other awards?
” 60 per cent(3) of respondents
indicated that they were ‘unsure’, 20
per cent(1) said it does not increase their confidence andper
20cent (one)
said that it hasincreased their confidence and likelihood of applying for future awards in this field.
One
respondent did say that participating in the Applied Learning Awards has “increased my confidence to apply for a
Career Education Associ
ation of Victoria (CEAV) award”
.
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When those educators that were recipient of Award
s were asked the open
-ended question “How do you feel
about winning an Applied Learning Award?’, the responses were naturally very positive and grateful in nature.
Some ofthe comments included:
“Humbled and proud, especially because it was Jenny Marks award and she was a great support to me when I
started Careers.”
“I felt really good about winning.”
“I am very proud and honoured
to be the recipient of the first VET Teacher/Trainer award. It was honestly a HUGE
surprise, I didn’t expect to win. I completed the nomination from at the request of our VET coordinator, and did so
with the thought that being nominated was an honour and that filling out the criteria would be good practice for
other forms or applications I might make in the future.
“Since winning the award it has made me-think
re what I do and the impact that it must have. And as humbling as
it is, it has help me to see
hat
t what I’m doing is making a difference. Thank
ou.”y
Overall, the vast majority of respondents representing their school or organisation recognise and acknowledge
that participation in the Applied Learning Awards has increased their professional confide
nce and willingness to
apply for not only future Applied Learning Awards but also ones offered via external education and training
bodies also. By contrast to those representing schools and education providers, teachers, trainers and
coordinators professed mixed views as to whether or not participation in the Applied Learning Awards has
increased their confidence and willingness to apply for other awards in the future.
3.2.5 Influence of Awardson applied learning provision and methodology
A number of question
s were asked of educators regarding the impact that participation in the Awards has had on
provision of applied learning in their school or organisation as well as the impact it has had on their own teaching
and management approaches.
When schools and or
ganisations that had won an Award were
asked the open
-ended question “Did winning the
Applied Learning Award influence any decisions regarding applied learning provision in your school /
organisation?”half of all survey respondents provided comments
. Those that participated in the consultation
also provided feedback
. The majority of feedback indicated that winning an Award validates the applied learning
offerings and provision in their school or organisation and that sharing information about their ithin
win w
the
school community raises the profile of this type of learning. Some of these comments included:
“Encouraged continuation, development and delivery of ALL PROGRAMS.”
“It just justifies the emphasis we have on curriculum provision.”
“It has alsosupported the worth of the programs, resources and investment placed in youth education.”
“No not really but it gives VET and VCAL a better profile in the school.”
“It made me feel justified in advertising, and promoting our VET courses as a verypathway
viable option.”
“The Awards have also been great for parents to also celebrate differences in learning.”
“I think the Awards allow for other students the chance to shine and I think that’s a really valuable thing. For
example we saw one of our students win an Applied Learning Award and then went on to win a Prime Minister
Award.”
“Principals are always looking for ways to celebrate the success of their students and school, and the Awards offer
that to them.”
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As part of the survey, representati
ves from schools and organisations
(whether they were nominees or winners)
were asked to consider the array of questions that comprise
the Awards nomination form. As part of the Awards
nomination form applicantswere asked to consider the applied learning
offerings provided to their student, the
way in which these offerings are promoted, the community and industry partnerships that have been developed
and how their applied learning offerings are meeting the needs of students, industry and the community.
n the I
survey, respondents were asked whether they “found it useful to think and write about these topics?” with
per 80
cent (8) saying that ‘yes’ it was and the remainingper
20 cent(2) saying that it was ‘not’. One education provider
further elucidated on this in saying “It was an interesting process to capture the partnerships SkillsPlus works with.
It highlighted the growth in our team at Youth Education and how fortunate we are in terms of the opportunities
staff have to work with industry and organis
ations across numerous LLENs”
.
As part of the survey, teachers and trainers (regardless of whether
they were nominees or winners) were asked to
consider the array of questions that comprise
the Awards nomination form. As part of the Awards nomination
form applicantsare asked to consider ways in which they incorporate innovation in their teaching/training
practice, student achievement under their instruction/support, their student engagement methods, their
commitment to the VET / VCAL field and ways inich
whthey build community and industry links. In the survey,
respondents were asked whether they “found it useful to think and write about these topics?” with
per70
cent
(7) of these teachers and trainers answering
this question. Of those that did respon
d, 71 per cent(5) did find the
professional evaluation questions that formed part of the nomination form valuable and the remaining
per 29
cent (2) were ‘unsure’. Some of these respondents provided additional comments, which indicated that not only
is the self evaluation useful but that the Awards could be enhanced through feedback provided by fellow
colleagues and students as part of the nomination process. Comments included:
“Extremely useful.I felt it was just an easy way of reflecting and documenting your views and experiences, and
leading you to thinking about improvements.”
“I do think that gaining student and staff feedback could also be a way of assisting build on the topics.”
“As muchas it is useful as a teacher to think and write about these topics, it is the impact that it has on others
which really defines if what I am doing is actually working. Credibility on the award is lost when there is no way to
confirm or measure the impact.
”
“This was a great question but the catch 22 is, something that someone does in their every day teaching to
engage and link students, no matter how innovative it may be, will not seem innovative from that teacher’s
point
of view. I always say "it’s hard to fully appreciate a picture that you are IN" and if teachers are using those
methods daily they won’t think of them as innovative. It might be a good idea to ask some of their colleagues this
question as others will generally think that excellent teacher
is using innovative techniques more than the teacher
themselves will.”
As part of the survey, coordinators and support persons (regardless of whether they were nominees or winners)
were asked to consider the array of questions that comprise
the Awards nomination form. As part of the Awards
nomination form applicants are
asked to consider ways in which they incorporate innovation in their programs,
the way they lead and support staff and the wider school community, the
way they incorporate student
engagement methods, their commitment to the VET / VCAL field and the ways in which they build community and
industry links.In the survey, respondents were asked whether they “found it useful to think and write about
these topics?” with 60per cent (3) of these coordinators and support persons answering this question. Of those
that did respond, 67per cent (2) did find the professional evaluation questions that formed part of the
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nomination form valuable and the remaining 33
per cent (1) was ‘unsure’. No respond
ents provided additional
feedback and comments.
Overall, the vast majority of school and education provider representatives
, teachers and trainers and
coordinators and support persons found that the professional and practice
-reflection
self
that was required as
part of the Awards nomination process to be something that was personally beneficial. Some also found that the
self-reflection approach used in the Awards nomination process to be somewhat lacking and could be enhanced
by the inclusion of additiona
l feedback from colleagues and students.
3.2.6 Announcement of Awardwin
A number of surveyquestions were asked of educators regarding stakeholders
the
that they communi
cated their
nomination or Awardwin to, the methods by which they imparted this informati
on and the feedback they
received from colleagues and stakeholders.
Schools and education providers, teachers and trainers and coordinators advised a range of individuals and
bodies that they had won an Award
. Schools and education providers that won Award
s advised their internal
community (staff, management team, studies and parents) in the first instance, followed by school council,
education departments (or similar) and other schools to a lesser degree. Teachers, trainers and the coordinator
that won Awards advised their personal networks (family, friends) and then their colleagues and management
team to a lesser degree. The levels of stakeholder notification are noted in the two graphs: below

Graph15: Award win announcement(schools)
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Graph16: Award win announcement(teachers/trainer s)

A wide variety of methods of an announcing a win
erewgenerally utilised by schools and education providers that
had won an Award; with the two most popular methods being ‘word of mouth’ and newsletter, followed by
platforms such as website, intranet and media release to lesser extents. Teachers, trainers
nd the coordinator
a
that had won Award
s utilised fewer notification methods with ‘word of mouth’being the main approach
,
followed closely by use of the school newsletter and intranet.
The Award win notification methods and levels of
use, as utilised by sch
ools and education providers, is noted in the graphs below
:

Graph17: Award win notification methods(schools)
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A range of comments were received by schools,
education providers
, teachers, trainers and coordinators
when
they announced their Award win
to others. Not surprisingly, the
majority of comments were congratulatory and
acknowledged the good pathways development work the school or organisation does in supporting their
students. Some feedback
received by these win
ners are noted below:
“Always positive and sparks interest.”
“Comments centred around the importance of applied learning and the impact the school is having on its students
and on other students with disabilities.”
“They were very happy for us and that
we were recognised for the hard work with disengaged youth.”
“Thrilled that students and schools could achieve in a variety of areas, including vocational areas.”

A formal plaque is bestowed to winners of school, education provider, teacher, trainer
coordinator
and
Applied
Learning Awards.
One hundred percent of all respondents across each of these areas advised that their Award/s is
publicly displayed in their organisation. Some winners of individual Awards noted that their plaque is displayed in
their office or workspace. Some respondents also provided comments about their Award /s
plaque
and public
placement:
“Very proudly displayed and well commented on.”
“I keep it in my office. Anyone who visits there can see it!”
“It is on a side wall in the General Office.”
“We move the displays … the plaques were in front office; now in senior school; many are in corridor ... next step is
to place on Junior sites.”
In reviewing the ways in which Applied Learning Award wins are internally and externally
ounced
ann it is
apparent that the Awards are seen by educators as an honour, a validation of outstanding success and something
to be proudly shared with internal and external stakeholders, the school community and with personal networks.
3.2.7 Internal school awards
When schools and education providers were asked ther
whe their “school gives out awards for students who excel
in applied learning?” one hundred per cent of all respondents said that they
so.didOne school respondent did
express some difficulty in offering
internal applied learning awards to students “A
as lot of different providers
need to be contacted to find out the top student
some
enthusiastically reply, some you never hear from and it
takes a lot of time to collate”
.
Response from schools regard
ing the provision of internal applied learning awards differs with the response
provided by student respondents when asked the same question, wherein these student
respondents said only 50
per cent of their schools offered internal applied learning awards.
However the respondent students attend a
much wider range of schools
, that those schools and education providers that responded to the survey and/or
participation in the focus group,
which may account for the disparity.
3.2.8 Awareness of the Applied Le
arning Awards
Schools and education providers were made aware of the Applied Learning Awards via a number of methods and
platforms. The two highest rating awareness raising tool was the BGK -News,
LLEN Enoted by 70per cent(seven)
of respondents, followed closely by Youth Connect communications at
per60cent. Information about the
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Applied Learning Awards from colleagues followed atper
50cent(5), BGK LLEN meeting/s at per
40 cent(4), BGK
LLEN website at 30
per cent(3), network meeting/s at 30per cent(3) and aYouth Connect meeting at 20
per cent
(2).

Graph18: Awareness of the Applied Learning Awards
(schools)

The ways in which teachers and trainers were made aware
f theo Applied Learning Awards was
marginally
different to that of the school and education provider
respondents. Overwhelmingly, the highest rating
awareness raising tool for teachers and trainers was through their own colleagues per
at 80
cent (8). Youth
Connect communications followed
at 50 per cent (5), then BGK LLEN-News
E
at 40per cent (4), the BGK LLEN
website at 20per cent(2), YouthConnect meeting at 10
per cent(1) and finally network meeting/s at 10
per cent
(1). No respondents nominated a BGK LLEN meeting or the Youth Connect website as awareness raising tools.

Graph19: Awareness of the Applied Learning Awards
(teachers / trainers)
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The ways in which coordinators and support person
s were made aware fothe Applied Learning Awards also
differed from their educator peers. The highest rating awareness raising tool for coordinators was via Youth
Connect communications at
80 per cent (4). BGK LLEN-News
E
followed at 60per cent (3), colleagues also at 60
per cent(3), a Youth Connect meeting at 40
per cent(2), BGK LLEN website at per
20 cent(1) and finally network
meeting at 20per cent (1). No coordinator respondents nominated a BGK LLEN meeting or the Youth Connect
website as awarene
ss raising tools.

Graph20: Awareness of the Applied Learning Awards
(coordinators)

It is apparent that educators receive information from a wide variety of sources and it is important that these key
face-to-face, online and social media mechanisms
continue to be used as a me
ans of marketing the Awards.
3.2.9 Award application and nomination process
A number of questions were asked of educators regarding the Award
application and nomination process. All
types of educators were as
ked regarding the ease (or otherwise
) of the process. Teachers, trainers and
coordinators were specifically asked to comment on method
the
of self-nomination that is currently built into the
Awardsapplication model.
The vast majority of schools, educat
ion providers, teachers, trainers and coordinat
ors found the nomination
process(whereby the applicant writes the entire application) be
to an ‘easy’ one, however some did identify
difficulty with the process. Ninety per cent
9) (of schools and education providers found the nomination process
to be an ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’, with only per
10 cent(1) finding the process ‘difficult’. Sixty per cent
6) (of teachers
and trainers found the nomination process to be ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’, with
per30
cent(3) finding it ‘difficult’ and
the remaining 10per cent (1) ‘unsure’. Sixty per cent 3)
( of coordinators and support persons found the
nomination process to be ‘easy’ or ‘very easy’, with per
20 cent (1) finding it ‘difficult’ and 20per cent (1)
‘unsure’.
Of those that found the nomination process ‘difficult’,
some commented on the difficulty associated with having
to nominate and write about oneself
and/or the time investment required to complete the nomination form
.
One respondent also noted that nominating
themself was necessary as others may not know or understand their
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role. Consultation participants also suggested that a new Award for ‘team teaching’ should be considered given
that many teachers work collaboratively (particularly in VCAL) and this might
encourage more teachers to enter
nominations.Some comments regarding the
nomination processincluded:
“It is time consuming and we had nominations to do for other awards as well.”
“It is laborious to get all the paperwork done.”
“There is a lot to wri
te and so much to fill in when applying for these awards. There should be feedback from
students and other staff about applying for this award.”
“But just have to find the time to do it.”
“Very hard to big note yourself, not something teachers are used
o.” t
“I have trouble writing about myself, what I’ve done and what I’m trying to do. But that is a ‘me thing’ not an
application process thing.”
“I nominated myself because I don't know that others know what I do! My Assistant Principal seconded the
nomination after I wrote the responses to the criteria.”
“We do find we have to push teachers to nominate as they are often quite coy about that, even though they really
do deserve to be recognise
d.”
“Suggestion to introduce a ‘team teaching award’ given that
most teachers see that success
and innovation has
been achieved by the efforts of a team of teachers, not just one teacher”.

When asked “Do you think that the self
-nomination process for teachers and trainersan
is effective way to
identify potential award recipients?” respondents were overwhelmingly clear that this approach was not
desirable. Only 11per cent (1) respondent indicated that this self
-nomination approach was desirable
, 33 per
cent (3) were ‘unsure’ and the remaining 56
per cent (5) were not in support of this approach. On the other
hand, 80per cent(4) coordinators and support persons were in support of-nomination
self
and the remaining 20
per cent(1) was not. Comments regarding this matter included:
“I think nominations should come fro
m colleagues.”
“My impact should be identified by someone else who has found my methods and actions worthy. Also, references
should have been called to verify what was listed. The process gives way for people to write they have done more
than they actually have in an effort to win an award. It makes it so that better writers have a better shot at
winning than do teachers who are having an impact on their students and their community.”
“Being recognised by colleagues and asked to nominate would perhaps
ult inres
less ego
-based or self
promotional applications. Sometimes, those who are best at promoting themselves are not necessarily doing what
empowers and encourages others, especially the young people with whom they work.”
“Many others wouldn't know what I do, so it is easier for me to nominate myself. After I wrote mine I then asked a
colleague to read through it and seek her feedback and advice and gave me some great ideas along the way.”
“I do think it is an OK way of doing it but other people should have the opportunity to comment about you as
well.”
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3.2.10 Use of independent judges
In an open-ended question, educators were asked for their opinion regarding the use of an independent judging
panel of applied learning expertse.g.
( government, TAFE, Industry) as part of the Awards
selection process.
Twenty respondentsacross the three educator related surveys (orper
80 centof all respondents) commented on
the judging approach utilised, with all feedback favourable and appreciative
in nature. A selection of comments
included:
“Fantastic. Non biased and reflective of what we are trying to prepare these students
work
for and
- life.”
“Excellent and unbiased way of evaluating nominations. How kind of them to volunteer their time
do this
and
work.”
“Brilliant. It is effective as it gives independent merit to the nomination.”
“Of the highest integrity
. People on panel have experience, skills and personal credibility.”
“Excellent range of judges from all areas.”
“I think there was agreat mix of experts from a range of areas.”
“It's fine - a good cross section of the community
.”
“I think this is a great way and nonbiased.”
A few educator respondents also suggested that, instead of just relying on a written application, the nomination
and judging process should also allow for inclusion of consultation with colleagues,
the provision of additional
information and supporting letters and/or interviews for Award
applicants.
“After review of the applications by the panel, I believe that the TEACHER should be consulted regarding the most
appropriate winner from the school and the SCHOOL should be consulted regarding the most appropriate winning
teacher. It is not enough to judge a winner by written application alone.”
“It’s as good as any other, although some people are expert at making themselves sound amazing on paper and
they are often the ones selected.”
“I think that the panel is a great way to judge. However, there is not much evidence apart from what the applicant
has written. There are many other ways the application would be more credible such as an interview for top
applicants, a conversation with references, aer
lett
from a student, etc.”

3.2.11 Award Ceremony assessme
nt
The vast majority of schools, education providers, teachers, trainers and coordination and support persons were
very pleased with the Awardseremony.
C
One hundred per cent (10) of schools and education providers were
‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’ with the Awardseremony.
C
Eighty-nine per cent 9)
( of teachers and trainers were
‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’
, with one respondent (11
per cent) not able to respond to this question because he or
she did not attend the Ceremony
. One hundred per cent (10) of coordinators and support persons were ‘very
satisfied’with the event. Positive commentsregarding the Awards Ceremony included the following:
“This year’s ceremony (2013) was very high profile and really celebrated student success. The VIP event was a
fantastic networking opportunity.”
“Stellar night -well done to all.”
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“The venue and program were excellent.”
“I have attended threeAwards Ceremonies and I have been really impressed with hem.
all of tThe venues, food
and overall organi
sation have been fantastic. The ceremonies have run extremely smoothly, and have held my
interest throughout the entire evening.”
“High calibre!”
“The Awards have grown in importance over the years and the guest
speakers have been very inspirational and
well selected.”
Some feedback regarding the Awards Ceremony also identified some issues and provided recommendations for
future improvement:
“Do we need an interval?”
“It would be nice as a sit
-down dinner. I have been to a number of applied learning award ceremonies, and it is
more 'ceremonial' / 'special' if it's a dinner and awards night. e.g. Holmesglen Carpentry Awards Night (May).”
“Not a great deal of food around dinner time.”
Nine educators (36per cent) provided feedback to the open
-ended question “Do you have any comments about
the guest speakers at the Awards Ceremony?” Notably,
most of the comments made were
regarding Eddie
Perfect, the 2013 guest speaker, and the involvement of the Minister forcation
Edu (Mr Dixon) that same year.
Feedback included:
“Even though the Minister for Education was less interesting
, he did add value to the ceremony because of his
position. The other guest speaker was excellent. He had itheallwas
- popular, funny and sharing his personal
views was interesting.”
“Eddie Perfect was.... perfect! Humorous, engaging, and with a message.”
“Eddie Perfect was an ideal guest speaker
resonated
with everyone from students to teachers to parents. Great
choice.”
“Excellent cro
ss section of guestsfrom
- Minister Dixon representing education to Eddie P who is a local boy with
an Applied Learning background.”
“I think it's important to have someone who can relate to the students. Eddie Perfect was great in this way but still
had a good message to deliver.”
“Great to have the Minister. Eddie Perfect was excellent and he related well to the type of students who do
applied learning subjects.”
“Eddie Perfect was fantastic and his message was great. A good speaker aimed at the
nts stude
and for the
students.”

3.2.12 Recommendations for improvements to the Applied Learning Awards
Fourteen educator respondents (56per cent) provided feedback and recommendations for how the Applied
Learning Awards could be improved in the future. While the
ast vmajority of respondents advised that they were
happy with the Awards as they are, some also provided suggestions and ideas for improvement. While a large
number of comments were provided these can be largely categori
sed as relating to: including attend
ance of the
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Minister for Education in the future; involving guest speakers of the caliber of Eddie Perfect in the making
future;
the nomination process more selective and involving nominations from others rather than via
nomination;
selfsimplifying the nomination process for students; eliminating the interval during the Ceremony
; involving past
winners in the subsequent
year Ceremony; providing educators with the brief summary of nominees and winners
used by the MC when announcing the winners; and, conside
r use of a smaller venue.Comments and
recommendations included:
“Minister was good being there...maybe a standing arrangement?”
“Involving intelligent, interesting and humorous guest speakers such as Eddie Perfect every year.”
“I am unaware of other awards where you nominate yourself. I find it odd and unrealistic.”

“The whole process needs to be more selective and thorough. The award recipient is chosen based on answers to a
series of questions. Although these questions prompt teachers to explain what they have been doing, they do not
show any evidence of how a teacher is doing it right and whether it is actually impacting on their students as they
think they are. I find it would be really important for the applicant to be judged by other people's
pression
im of
their work not just themselves.”
“Again, consultation regarding winners with those involved with the winners is essential. Applied
earningl is more
than being able to write an outstanding application!! This is most important if the student is taking the subject at
a provider outside of the home school. The actual teacher/school should be consulted.”
“Make the applications simpler. By their very nature
these
- kids like practical learning, and for my students,
writing isn't their best skill.”
“I think you lost people over the interval break. I don't think it is necessary to have a break as long as the event
moves quickly.”
“The information that is given at the ceremony (the little intro about the student or provider or employer), it would
be fantastic to have a copy of this (especially for the students).”
“I think they are really appropriate celebrations. I enjoyed student music participation before and after the
formalities, but perhaps there could be an item or two during the ceremony.
s may
(Thi already happenI -just can't
remember).”
“Maybe have past award winners involved in some way? Creates a flow on process from year to year? A smaller
venue. Brighton was lovely but that ballroom is HUGE and was a little cavernous for the numbers of people who
attended.”

3.2.13 Value of Applied Learning Awards
The final question asked of educator respondents was “Do you feel that the Applied Learning Awards are
valuable?” This open-ended question generated comments from 11 respondentsper
(44cent), acrossthe three
different educator surveys,which were overwhelmingly positive and attested to the importance of the
continuation of this community
-wide approach to publicly acknowledging and validating success in applied
learning. Comments and feedback from pondents
res
included:
“It is a wonderful opportunity for students, schools and everyone connected with applied learning to gain
recognition in a public forum.”
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“I’ve worked in other regions as a Principal and when I came to this area I was really surprised by the Applied
Learning Awards. There is nothing like this in any of the other regions I have worked in and in fact there are
Principals in other areas that have said they are desperate for Awards like this in their region.”
“Very well done; getting better every year. Certainly good to see the numbers increasing.”
“Every year you continue to raise the bar and this year was no exception. I really like the venue, it is very classy
and just the right size to accommodate all the people. It was also well organised, it run very smoothly. I enjoyed
not knowing in advance the winnersit -added a bit of the element of surprise.”
“Just really well done
. The pre dinner drinks good
and the formal atmosphere really goo
d. An evening that I like
attending...! There was one moment at the end of the night as I watched a family have a group hug and
congratulate a young person that showed to me what this is about. To hear the Mum make comments about this
is one of our best family success stories convinced me more. For the schools to go back and be acknowledged; for
the employers to be acknowledged and for the parents and especially for the students....keep it going!! It is
needed on so many levels
.”
“Thank you very much for your hard work and the energy you put into
king
ma
the awards so successful.”
“Excellent night. It is great that all students nominated still receive a nomination.”
“I think it is a great opportunity to celebrate with colleagues from your own school, and others in the community.
Thank you.”
“I am still very honoured to be the recipient of the award and am grateful to the ALA for awarding it to me. It is a
great mark on my teaching career that I and my family are very proud of. SO THANK YOU VERY MUCH!”
“I felt honoured to be nominated.”
“The concept of the awards is excellent. It is good to be recognised for the work that is being done in this area.”
“Absolutely valuable. It was a fun thing to do as well as clarifying the relevance, worth and importance of the
program. It also provided an opportunity to talk to my colleagues, and people outside of my own school, about the
program.”

3.3

EmployerAssessment of the Applied Learning Awards

Ninety-two employers were nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the period 2009 to 2013
however as twelve of these were nominated in multiple years a total of 80 different employers have taken part in
the Awards since inception. Nine of these employers responded to this survey, resulting in a small 11 per cent
survey response rate.
All employer respo
ndents indicated that the Applied Learning Awards was the first time they had been recogni
sed
and publicly acknowledged for the work they do in supporting students undertaking applied learning programs.
Just under half of all respondents advised that being nominated for or winning an Award would influence their
future decision to apply for thes
e or a similar award
s, although as none provided comments about this it is
unclear as to why the remaining respondents would not consider awards applications in the future.
Overall, employers that were nominated for or won Awards were very flattered and
umbled
h by being recogni
sed
for their support of local students. Whilst no employer respondent indicated this specifically the fact that none
had ever received recognition for this type of activity previously evidenced the value and importance of
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acknowledging the generous commitmentmployers
e
show to supporting the applied learning of students in our
community. As one respondent said,
“we weresurprised, extremely grateful and honoured”.
All respondent employers, whether they wer
e Award nominees or winners
, indicated a desire to continue
supporting students to develop and gain applied learning skills and experience. Indeed some also saw provision
of student supportand experience as a corporate responsibility that they willing
ly take on. One respondent sa
id
that, “We felt very honoured to win an award. We believe in supporting young people and encouraging them to
enter our industry, and that was great public recognition for it”.
Employers advised a number of their stakeholders that they had won an Award, however all were ones directly
related to their business; that is, management, staff and customers. Employers have tended to use ‘word of
mouth’ and ‘public display of plaque’ as the most popular method of announcing their Award win, however
utilisation of platforms and mechanisms such as ‘newsletter’, ‘website’ and
Facebook
‘
’ were also used by some.
One respondent also noted that family and friends were
very“ interested to hear about our win”
.
Employers regarded the use of an independent judging panel
be to
a fair and appropriate approach to assessing
nominations. However, one respondent noted that the process could be enhanced through judges visiting
workplaces as part of the decision making. As one respondent commented,
“It is great that it is independent and
particularly important that it is judged by people from 'industry'”
.
All employer respondents were ‘very satisfied
’ or ‘satisfied’ with the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony. No
dissatisfaction was noted;however one respondent advised
that providing organisations with more time to
network could enhance the event
. One respondent said that “It was a very prestigious night and we really
enjoyed it. We really liked seeing the smile on the students as they won awards”.
All feedback regarding the use
of guest speakers was very positive, and many commented specifically on the most recent 2013 guest speaker
Eddie Perfect.
When asked for feedback and recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future only one recommendation
, related to increasing opportunities for networking at the Awards Ceremony
night, was provided. The remaining comments were instead
ones of praise and thanks.
As one employer
respondent said
, “The awards are very well organised and I want to thank for being nominated”.
3.3.1 Employer respondents
Ninety-two (92) employerswere nominated for or won an Applied Learning Award over the period 2009 to 2013,
however twelveof these were nominated for or won an Award
over multiple years. A totalof 80 different
employershave taken part in the Award
s since inception. Nine of these employersresponded to this survey,
resulting ina small 11 per cent
survey response rate.
Of those that responded, 56 per cent (5) had been nominated for or won anrdAwa
in the ‘SBAT employer’
category, 22 per cent (2) for the ‘Group Training Organisation’ category, 11 per cent (1) for the ‘Work Placement
Employer’ category and the remaining 11 per cent (1) for the ‘SchoolBusiness Partnership’
Awardcategory.
Of those employers that responded to the survey, 56 per cent (5) won an Applied Learning Award and the
remaining 44 per cent (4) did not.
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Graph21: Award nomination or win and year (employers)

3.3.2 Awards impact on future award applications
A number of questions were asked of employers regarding their nomination for or win of an Applied Learning
Award and whether their involvement has increased their confidence and would thus influence their decision to
take part in these and/or external awar
ds in the future.
When asked Has
“
your business
previously won an award for applied learning provision previously (not an
Applied Learning Award?)”
all respondents said they not previously won any related awards.
When asked Did
“ being nominated for or iw
nning an Applied Learning Award make your organisation feel more
confident about applying for other awards?
” 45 per cent (4) said that ‘yes’ they would, 45
per cent (4) said they
were ‘unsure’ and the remaining 11
per cent (1) said ‘no’. No additional co
mments were provided by
respondents to elucidate as to why they would apply for future awards or are reticent to do so in the future.
3.3.3 Impact on being nominated for or winning an Award
When employers that were nominated for, but did not win, an Award were
sked
a the open
-ended question “How
do you feel about winning an Applied Learning Award?
”, the responses were very positive and grateful in nature.
Some of the comments included:
“Oakleigh Centre Industries (OCI) were absolutely thrilled on being nominated
for an award. This actually means
that we are achieving our goal of promoting OCI to others and getting the acknowledgement our staff deserve for
the wonderful efforts put in.”
“Our organisationwas very pleased to receive a nomination. It was made by another organisation which was
lovely.”
“Flattered.”
“Surprised, extremely grateful and honoured.”
When employers that won an Applied Learning Award were asked the-ended
open question “How do you
feel
about winning an Applied Learning Award?
” the responses w
ere very positive,grateful and in some cases
indicated a sense of feeling overwhelmed
n nature.
i
Some of the comments included:
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“We were shocked to win as there were many other worthy busine
sses nominated as well. We were very proud to
win our award and can't thank you enough for recognising our business.”
“We felt very honoured to win an award. We believe in supporting young people and encouraging them to enter
our industry, and that was gr
eat public recognition for it.”
“Happy and proud of my efforts.”

Overall, employers that were nominated for or won Awards were very flattered and humbled by being recognised
for their support of local students. Whi
lst no employer respondent
s indicatedthis specifically
, the fact that none
had ever received recognition for this type of activity previously evidenced the value and importance of
acknowledging the generous commitment each shows to supporting the applied learning of students in our
community.
3.3.4 Influence of the Award on further involvement with local students and schools
When employers that were nominated for, but did not win, an Award were asked the-ended
open question “Did
being nominated for an Applied Learning Award lead your organisation to have / consider greater involvement
with local students / schools?” all responses indicated that they want to continue and/or increase their level of
involvement. However, one respondent did indicate that they hadn’t been approached by schools as much as
they had inpreviousyears. Some of the comments included:
“Of course yes. Oakleigh Centre Industries are in the process of tailoring a work experience program for Berendale
(who visit us once every week for work experience).”
“We are willing noschools have approached us this year, as they had in previous years.”
When employers that won an Award were asked the open
-ended question “Did winning an Applied Learning
Award lead your organisationto have / consider greater involvement with local students / schools?” all
respondent indicated they wanted to continue offering-the-job
on
work experience support to students
. Indeed
some respon
dents suggested that they see supporting young people toa be
business responsibility. Some of the
comments included:
“We have supported students for many years and will continue to do so for as long as we can. Winning the award
and going to the awards night showed us how important it is to support the younger generation as they start to
think about what they will do after they finish school. In some small way we hope that we are playing a part in
that way.”
“Very much so.”
“Yes, we always are keen to work with young students.”
Respondent employers, whether they
were Award nominees or winners, all indicated a desire to continue
supporting students to develop and gain applied learning skills and experience. Indeed some also saw provision
of student supportand experience as a corporate responsibility that they willing take on.
3.3.5 Announcement of Award win
A number of questions were asked of employers regarding the stakeholders that they communicated their Award
win to, the methods by which they imparted this information and the resulting
feedback they received from
colleagues and stakeholders.
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Employers advised a number of their stakeholders that they had won an Award, however all were ones directly
related to their business. Employers that won Award
s advised their management team in the first instance,
followed by staff and then customers. Although respondents could also select ‘suppliers’ and ‘industry
associations’ as stakeholders they advised their win to, none selected these options. One respondent also
commented that “family and friends were very interested
o hear
t
about our win”
. The levels of stakeholder
notification are noted in the graph
below:

Graph22: Award win notification(employers)

A wide variety of methods of an announcing a win were
utilised by employers that had won an Award; with the
two most popular methods being ‘word of mouth’ and ‘public display of plaque’
, followed by platforms such as
‘newsletter’, ‘website’ and‘Facebook’to a lesser extent. Although respondents could also select ‘intranet’, ‘media
release’ and Twitter’
‘
none selected these options.One respondent commented that “we are proud to display
our plaque in our reception area for all to see”
. The Award win notification methods and levels of utilised
use
by
employers are noted in the graph below
:

Graph23: Award win notification methods(employers)
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3.3.6 Independent judging process
In an open-ended question, employers were asked for their opinion regarding the use of an
pendent
inde judging
panel of applied learning experts
e.g.
( government, TAFE, Industry) as part of the Awards
selection process
. Eight
employer respondents(or 89 per cent of all respondents) commented on the judging approach utilised, with all
feedback favour
able and appreciative in nature. One also suggested that the process could be enhanced by
judges visiting workplaces as part of the decision making. A selection of comments included:
“Yes, it is great that it is independent and particularly important that it is judged by people from 'industry'.”
“It seems fair for winners to be judged by independent panel members. It would be better if the nominees’
workplaces/organizations were visited before hand to see the great efforts being put in.”
“I have been to the awards a couple of times and I have heard how many judges are involved. It is a very high
calibre of people who judge the awards.”
“The selection process seems very thorough.”
“It seems like a good process.”

3.3.7 Award Ceremony assessment
All employer respondents
were very pleased with the Awards Ceremony
. Eighty-nine per cent 9)
( of employers
were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’, with one respondent (11
per cent) not able to respond to this question
because he or she did not attend the Ceremony
. One respondent indicated that the event could benefit from
providing organisations with more time to network
. Comments included the following:
“It was a very prestigious night and we really enjoyed it. We really liked seeing the smile on
udents
the stas they
won awards.”
“Fantastic event. The students go to such effort to dress up which just shows how important it to them and others
that attend the night.”
“It was a very professional event. Congratulations to the organisers.”

Four employers44
( per cent) provided feedback to the open
-ended question “Do you have any comments about
the guest speakers at the Awards Ceremony?” All feedback was very positive, and many commented specifically
on the most recent 2013 guest speaker Eddie Perfect. Feedback
from employers included:
“Eddie was hilarious and his message nailed it.”
“Excellent choice of speakers. I have been to the Awards twice and really enjoyed the man who was the
paralympian and though Eddie Perfect was a brilliant choice too.”
“Loved Eddie Perfect's speech. Hilarious and clever as always.”
“The speakers have been great.”

3.3.8 Recommendations for improvements to the Applied Learning Awards
Five respondents (56
per cent) provided feedback and recommendations for how the Applied Learn
ing Awards
could be improved in the future. Only one recommendation for improvement, suggesting networking
opportunities for nominees, was provided while the rest of the comments were ones of praise
gratitude.
and
The
recommendation and comments included
:
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“More informal gathering with time to meet other nominees.”
“The awards are very well organised and I want to thank for being nominated.”
“As my first awards of this type I thought they were done quite well.”
“Thank you for involving us.”

3.4

SponsorAssessment of the Applied Learning Awards

Forty-one businesses, organisations and individuals have sponsored the Applied Learning Awards over the period
2009 to 2013, with many of these sponsoring over multiple years.
Twelveof these sponsorsresponded ot this
survey, resulting ina 29 per centsurvey response rate.
Sponsor respondents indicated that they were predominately made aware of the Applied Learning ,Awards
and
the sponsorship opportunity it presents
, through the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect.
Overall, sponsors are largely
driven to support the Applied Learning Awards because of genuine commitment to
the provision of applied learning to students in the community. An interest in sponsorship for organisational
promotional purposes is consideredmuch
a
lesser reason for supporting the Awards.
Direct organisational benefits derived from Applied Learning Awards sponsorship was something not noted by
some sponsors and very noticeable to others. Indeed, three quarters of respondent sponsors believed
at theirth
sponsorship did have a positive effect for their business predominately in the areas of gaining new customers,
promotion of their organisation, contributing to internal organisation awareness of applied learning
, and an
opportunity to network withpotential stakeholders and clients. As one sponsor noted,
“Actually during the event
we gained a new customer”.
Almost all respondents also felt that sponsorship of the Awards did represent a sound return on investment with
one noting that “although itis a little early to detail the economic benefit, the community benefit is clear .to us”
Overall, respondent sponsors were either ‘very satisfied’ or ‘satisfied’ with the way in which their sponsorship of
the Applied Learning Awards was promoted. Twopondents
res
suggested that promotion, not only of them but
also of the initiative, could be enhanced through increased media coverage and a chance to present individual
awards at the Awards Ceremony.
All respondent sponsors were either ‘very satisfied’ oratisfied’
‘s
with the sponsorship processes and
arrangements in the areas of liaison, payment and marketing.
All respondent sponsors were in support of the independent and unbiased judging process
ilised utto Award
evaluate nominations. One sponsor noted that
the judging approach “Seems an appropriate process as long as it
is entirely independent and those with vested interests aren't part of the process”
.
All sponsor respondents, that attended the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony,very
were
pleased and impres
sed
with the event. Two respondents also provided suggestions that may enhance the event including elimination of
the interval period, the inclusion of “fun segments”
between formal presentations and choosing youth speakers
that can clearly demonstratehe
t benefit of applied learning (rather than traditional learning). As one sponsor
said of the event, it is “Very well organised and coordinated,mpressive
an i
event”.All feedback regarding the use
of guest speakers was very positive, and many commented
pecifically
s
on the most recent 2013 guest speaker
Eddie Perfect. As one sponsor said, “Eddie was great. Well done whoever thought of him and got him on board.
Louisa and Danny were very well prepared and professional I thought”
.
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When asked for feedbacknd
a recommendations as to how the Applied Learning Awards could be improved in the
future all respondent sponsors
were very positive about the Awards and the sponsorship
opportunities and
arrangements. Three respondents, who provided feedback in 2012, provided
also
suggestions for improvement
.
One, which related to the inclusion of a sponsor networking cocktail event
(as a means of connecting with like
minded community members and potential clients
) was introduced, on the basis of this feedback, in 2013.
he T
second, which related to anonymous sponsorship acknowledgement when providing the award in that
anonymous sponsor’s selected category
, was also actioned as part of the Award Ceremony presentation in 2013.
As one respondent said,
“The whole process was
very professional and I felt connected to the process at all times”.
3.4.1 Sponsor respondents
Forty-one (41) businesses, organisations and individuals have sponsored the Applied Learning Awards over the
period 2009 to 2013, with many of these sponsoring over multiple years.
Twelve (12)of these generous
sponsorsresponded to this survey, resulting ain29 per centsurvey response rate.
Of those that responded some provided sponsorship in different categories, and in multiple areas. Those that
sponsored ind
ividual Awards accounted for 58 per cent (7) of survey respondents, 42 per cent (5) provided ‘silver’
level sponsorship, 17 per cent (2) provided ‘gold’ level sponsorship and the remaining 17 per cent (2) provided
‘platinum’ level sponsorship.

Graph24: Sponsorship year and category
(sponsors)

3.4.2 Awareness of the Awards and sponsorship opportunity
Sponsor respondents were asked how they were made aware of the Applied Learning Awards and the
sponsorship opportunity these Awards
present to businesses and organisations
. In some cases, respondents
were made aware via a number of ways which is reflected in their responses. For the vast majority of
respondents, sponsors were made aware via the BGK LLEN
per(82
cent) and/or Youth Con
nect (64per cent), with
one respondent nine
(
per cent) indicating they were made aware via a school connection. In addition, one
respondent(nine per cent) has contributed sponsorship as an anonymous individual sponsor over a number of
years.
3.4.3 Reason for sponsorship contribution
Sponsor respondents were asked why they / their organisation decided to support the Applied Learning Awards
through financial sponsorship. Respondents could select from five
-determined
pre
options and also indicate any
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other reasons that may have influenced their sponsorship rationale. ‘Supporting applied learning
the in
community’ rated most highly and was designated byper
92 cent (11) of respondents, immediately followed by
‘supporting student growth and development’ as selecte
d by 67per cent(8) of respondents. ‘Recognising quality
applied learning provision’ and ‘promote my organisation with Awards’
, stakeholders’were equally valued by
seven respondents (58
per cent). Only four (33per cent) of respondents selected ‘it’s our corporate social
responsibility’ as one of the reasons they have sponsored the Applied Learning Awards. Only one respondent
provided another reason,
“supporting our community is our reason for being”
, a statement that oculd be seen as
aligning with the ‘it’s our corporate social responsibility’ option.

Graph25: Reasons for sponsorship
(sponsors)

Overall, sponsor respondentswere predominately driven to support the Applied Learning Awards becau
se of
genuine commitment to the provision of applied learning to students in the community. An interest in
sponsorship for organisational promotional purposes is considered a much lesser reason for supporting the
Awards.
3.4.4 Benefits of sponsorship
All sponsors responded to the open
-ended question Did
“
your sponsorship and attendance at the Award
Ceremony lead to any organisational benefits
e.g.( sales generation, extension of networks, promotion)?
”
Seventy-five per cent (9) of sponsors believed that theironsorship
sp
had delivered benefits and the remaining
twenty-five per cent (3)felt that, as yet, they were not sure if their sponsorship had led to any organisational
benefits. The benefits identified can be largely categorised
as relating to: gaining new customers; promotion of
their business and organisation; contributing to internal organisation awareness of applied learning; and, an
opportunity to network with potential stakeholders and clients. Some of the comments include
d:
“Actually during the event we gained a new customer.”
“We believe that we did obtain new customers. Importantly we feel confident that our involvement increased our
profile in the community.”
“There were lots of people in the room that may now know us because our name was mentioned, logo shown and
we included marketing materials in the showbags.”
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“Promotion of the company, strengthening network relationships with schools and companies in the region.”
“Hard to judge but I believe the media coverage will increase exposure for the Vocational College and just as
importantly Applied Learning.”
“Network opportunities.”
“I have been able to promote our commitment to the ALAs within my organisation by showcasing the Sponsor
Appreciation plaque to my manager and colleagues.”

3.4.5 Return on investment through sponsorship
Nearly all respondents (90
per cent) felt that sponsorship of the Applied Learning Awards represents good ‘return
on investment’, with the remain
ing respondents indicating that they were‘unsure’. One other respondent did
not make a ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘unsure’ selection
because this anonymous sponsor felt the question of return of
investment was not
“ really applicable in my case, more a philanthropic contribution, albeit a small. one”
Two other respondents elaborated on their view that sponsorship was a return of investment for their
organisation in saying that
“although it is a little early to detail the economic benefit, the community benefit is
clear to us”and “the return was not so much about the business but about the support and recognition for young
people in the community”
.

Graph26: Return on investment(sponsors)

3.4.6 Sponsorship marketing and promotion
Overall,respondentsponsors were very pleased with the way in which their sponsorship of the Applied Learning
Awards was promoted. When considering how satisfied respondents were with the promotion of their
sponsorship, 82per cent (9) were ‘very satisfied’ and the remaining 18
per cent were ‘satisfied’. Although
respondents could also choose from three other selections (‘undecided’, ‘unsatisfied’, ‘very unsatisfied’) none did
so.
Two respondents also provided feedback, offering some suggestions for howorspons
promotion could be
increased. One suggested
that increased media coverage would increase promotion saying“itthat
would benefit
us, as well as the event philosophy, if there was some media coverage”
. The other respondent suggested that
“sponsors were repres
ented very well on the program and slides”
howeverit would be enhanced if sponsors
could
“present the award we sponsor”
.
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One of those respondent
s also indicated why he/she selected ‘satisfied’ rather than ‘very satisfied’ through
advising that“Very satisfied requires saturation coveragewhich
is really not what we want anyway
”.

Graph27: Satisfactionfor sponsorship promotion (sponsors)

3.4.7 Sponsorship management and support
When sponsor respondents were asked to
rate
“ how satisfied you were with how the sponsorship process was
managed (i.e. provision of ‘Sponsorship Information Pack’, liaison, payment arrangements)?
”, 83 per cent (10)
were ‘very satisfied’ and 17
per cent(2) were ‘satisfied’. No respondents provided any
dditional
a
commentary on
this matter.
3.4.8 Use of independent judges
In an open-ended question, sponsors were asked for their opinion regarding the use of an independent judging
panel of applied learning experts
e.g.
( government, TAFE, Industry) as part of the Awards
selection process
. Ten
sponsorrespondents(or 83 per cent of all respondents) commented on the judging approach utilised, with all
feedback favou
rable and/or commenting on the importance of the unbiased approach utilised
. One respondent
also notedthat the judges should receive greater recognition for their involvement and contribution. A selection
of comments included:
“Really very appropriate and these people should be more specifically involved and recognised.”
“I believe it is a process that provides the necessary transparency required for judging.”
“I thought the judging panel was a great representation of government, TAFE and industry.”
“Seems an appropriate process as long as it is entirely independent and those with vested interests
t partaren'
of
the process.”
“Very happy with the current arrangement.”

3.4.9 Award Ceremony assessment
Respondent sponsors very pleased with, and impressed by, the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony. Fifty per
cent (6) of respondents were ‘very satisfied’, per
42 cent (5) were ‘satisfied’ and one respondent
eight
( per cent)
not able to respond to this question because he or she did not attend the Ceremony.
Five comments regarding
the Ceremony were provided. Two respondents also provided suggestions that may enhance the event including
elimination of the interval period, the inclusion of “fun segments” between formal presentations and choosing
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youth speakersthat can clearly demonstrate the benefit of applied learning (rather than traditional learning).
Comments included
:
“Very well organised and coordinated, an
mpressive
i
event.”
“A great feel good evening. Some constructive criticism; the interval did see a number of people leave; that's
something to look at. Not sure if motivational speaker hit the mark; perhaps a number of segments interspersed
throughout of just plain fun together with a different style of Award delivery would create a better wow factor but not to lose that wonderful feel good atmosphere.”
“The Ceremony was very well planned and executed. Well done, The venue was fitting and made the students and
their families feel special. After this year’s 2013 event, as sponsors we will be certainly recommending and
investing our Local
councilorsto also attend.”
“This was actually the first ceremony I have attended and I was very impressed. Don Elgin was a fantastic speaker
and brought a good sense of humour to the night.”
“We feel the youth keyn
ote speaker needs to enthuse and inspire the audience. Needs to be a person who through
their own endeavours can demonstrate the benefits of learning
away
- from the traditional as well as extolling
effort directed to social inclusion.”

Four sponsors (33
per cent) provided feedback to the open
-ended question “Do you have any comments about
the guest speakers at the Awards Ceremony?” Notably, most of the comments made were regarding Eddie
Perfect, the 2013 guest speaker, and Don Elgin,2012
the guest speak
er. Feedback included:
“Eddie was great. Well done whoever thought of him and got him on board. Louisa and Danny were very well
prepared and professional I thought.”
“Eddie Perfect was... perfect. Others were required but could have been shorter!”
“Loved Eddie Perfect. The other bloke was just so so.”
“Don Elgin was so inspiringgreat
–
choice.”

3.4.10 Recommendations for improvements to Applied Learning Awards
and/or sponsorship process
Seven respondents (58
per cent) provided feedback and recommendations for how the Applied Learning Awards
and sponsorship arrangements could be improved in the future. While the vast majority of respondents advised
that they were very positive about the Awards and the sponsorship
opportunities and arrangements at present,
three also provided valuable suggestions and ideas for improvement
. These three recommendations for
improvement were provided in 2012 and their suggestions for change were acted upon by the BGK LLEN and
Youth Connectas part of the 2013 Awards planning and development.
One recommendation made by two respondent sponsors in 2012 for
wasthe inclusion of a networking
opportunity, so that sponsors could liaise with potential clients and customers. This was actioned in 2013 through
the introduction of a ‘pre-event networking cocktail’ held on the same night of the Awards Ceremony but
immediately prior to the Ceremony formally commencing. The second type of recommendation was one made
by an anonymous sponsor who suggeste
d that it should be made clear that a category was sponsored by
anonymous sponsor so that attendees are aware the category is a valued one and one that was worthy of
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sponsorship. In 2013, and in response to this feedback, anonymous sponsorship
elected
of scategorieswere
formally acknowledged as part of the Award
Ceremonypresentations.
“Not really. It was well managed from start to finish in my opinion.”
“I like it as it is.”
“No not really.”
“Not really. The whole process was very professional and I felt connected to the process at all times.”
“Ultimately, sponsorship requires a return. Not just "community reward". In our case we are a business that
returns its profits to the community so we are substantially motivated by community reward. However, even in our
case; and certainly in the case of potential sponsors it is about WIFY. Therefore the ALA should provide some of
that. I have mentioned previously that a networking opportunity including education providers, sponsors,
councilorsand MP's, senio
r bureaucrats and other key groups might be attractive to SME's. It's that certain
something that everyone looks for and is often different depending on your social conscience. So a common
denominator could be access to people who may be helpful to my
ness
busisuch as a nibbles and drinks reception
with say a key speaker.”
“Although an anonymous sponsorship I would like to have it acknowledged at the presentation that someone has
actually sponsored the category. It always sounds as though this was the
egory
catthat no-one wanted to sponsor
and that is not the message I want the students to be receiving
I would
- rather it comes across as an anonymous
sponsor funds this category because they believe it is the most important aspect of the VCAL program
I would be
happy to provide some words for you on this...”
“We have already made approaches in this regard as well as putting forward a scholarship. We believe that not
only should the awards "reward" the students but also should become an important networking event for
educators, government and industry in the area. To this end a pre presentation invitation only cocktail meet and
greet could be included, with a formal welcome and perhaps a short update on education/industrymake
needitworthwhile – ‘not to be missed’.”

3.5

Judges’ Assessment of the Applied Learning Awards

Thirteen individuals, representing a range of areas, have volunteered their time as independent judges
ver theo
period 2009 to 2013
. Five of these judges responded to this survey, resulting
a 38
in per centsurvey response
rate.
The volunteer judges that assess, adjudicate and award winners willingly give of their time, expertise and skills to
ensure that the Applied Learning Awards are unbiased and independent. When asked why they choose
offer to
this support and advice
, respondent judges indicated that o“t support applied learning in the community
”,
“becausethe Applied Learning wards
A
are important
” and “to support student growth and development
” were
amongst the most prominent reasons for
them doing so.
When reflecting on the varied composition of the current Judging Panel all respondents believed each
representative sector were equally valuable
, important and should emain
r
part of the Judging Panel into the
future. One respondent notedhat
t “I think the variety of sectors on the panel well represents the type of
nominations received, and this means the judging can be thorough and representative. I feel that as a group we
are able to make good decisions during the judging”.
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Overall, resp
ondent judges were very satisfied with the judging management and process utilised. Indeed, all
noted that they were satisfied with the various materials and tools presented to them in advance of the formal
Judging Panel meeting. Similarly, all were satisfied with the way in which the Judging Panel meeting is
coordinated. One respondent noted that
, at times, the limited background information provided by
some
nominees makes their ability to conduct an assessment difficult.
All respondent judges indicat
ed that they were keen to offer their support as a volunteer judge into the future
with one saying that“being part of the Applied Learning Awards is a highlight of my year as my role is a strategic
policy development one which doesn’t always allow for direct connection with students and providers, but the
Awards definitely do”.
All respondent judges, who
attended the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony, were satisfied and pleased with the
event. All feedback regardin
g guest speakers was also positive, ticularly
par
in relation to the most recent guest
speaker Eddie Perfect. Indeed one judge that couldattend
not the Awards Ceremony commented that
, “I heard
that Eddie Perfect was magnificent”.
The comments provided by respondent judges attest to the value
nd importance
a
of the Applied Learning Awards
at both community and individual levels. In reflecting on the outcomes and benefits of the Awards one judge said
that “I think the ALAs are a great opportunity to give some kids praise, that otherwise don't
en get
oft to have
much of the spotlight”.
3.5.1 Judging respondents
Thirteen (13) individuals, representing a range of areas, have volunteered their time as independent ver
judges o
the period 2009 to 2013
. Some of these individuals have judged the Awards over ple
multi
years. Five (5) of these
judgesresponded to this survey, resulting ain38 per centsurvey response rate.
Of those that responded to the survey, one came from each of the following sectors; Registered Training
Organisation (RTO), Local Government,
arnLeLocal, Local Learning and Employment Network (external region)
and Industry.
3.5.2 Reason for volunteering
Respondentjudges were askedwhy they offered their time as a volunteer judge and had a number of- pre
determined options from which to choose from
, with respondents able to select from as many as they deemed
relevent. The top five selected reasons were
: “to support applied learning in the community
” (100 per cent of
respondents); “because applied learning awards are important
” (80 per cent); “to support student growth and
development” (80 per cent); “to ensure my sector is involved in judging” (60 per cent); and,
o support
“t
quality
applied learning provision
” (60 per cent). Other areas such as sharing the Awards philosophy, networking with
other judges and as part of an organisational corporate responsibility were chosen to lesser degrees. A detailed
list of ratings are noted in the graph below:
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Graph28: Reasons for volunteering (judges)

3.5.3 Sector involvement in judging
When provided with a list of all sectors that have been represented via volunteer judges between 2009 and 2013
respondents selected all sectors
as being of equal value and importance. Over this period the following sectors
have been part of the judging nels
pa assessing and selecting Award winners: Australian Industry ;Group
Catholic
Education Office
; Department of Education and Early Childhood Development
DEECD
( ); Learn Local (outside
region providers); Local Learning and Employment Networks
LLEN
( s outside region); Local Government
;
Registered Training Organisation
s; Secondary School
s (outside region); and,TAFE
.
In reflecting on the variety and composition of the Judging Panels two respondents expanded upon their
selections. One noted that “I think ethvariety of sectors on the panel well represents the type of nominations
received, and this means the judging can be thorough and representative. I feel that as a group we are able to
make good decisions during the judging”.
Another respondent said that “I think the sectors represented are all important to support and promote quality
applied learning provision, particularly in education and government departments”
.
When asked to identify any other sectors that should form part of the judging panels respondents did not identify
any others, with one respondent commenting that “I think the current representation is very good”.
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3.5.4 Judging management and process
Respondent judges were asked to evaluate and comment on aspects of the overall judging management and
processes that underpin their preparation, knowledge and ability to fulfill their Applied Learning Awards
adjudication role.
When asked whether judges were satisfied with the way that nominations are presented to thems,(that
all i
nominations and relevant judging materials are presented in a -copy
hard ‘Judging Pack Folder’ two weeks prior to
the Judging Meeting)?’ sixty per cent (3) were ‘extremely satisfied’, twenty per cent (1) was ‘very satisfied’ and
the remaining twenty percent (1) was ‘somewhat satisfied’.

Two additional comments provided by respondents attest to the professionalism of the Judging Pack. One said,
“The Judging Pack I receive is very professional, well organised and thorough. Given how many nominations are
received each year this is a big task for the organisers”.
Another said, “I really liked the way all nominations were
presented in the Judging Packitas
streamlined the process for me. I thought it was very professional”.
One criticism shared by a respo
ndent judgeregarded the level of information provided about nominees in their
nomination forms, something that is somewhat outside of the capacity of the independent coordinators of the
Awards. “Some nominations have limited background information. I discard
may
these nominations because
there is not enough details for me to make a judgment”.
Between 2009 and 2013 judges have received their nominations, judging guide and evaluation assessment sheet
in the hard-copy ‘Judging Pack’. In 2013, all judges were asked whether they would prefer this to continue to be
provided in hard-copy or have it presented to them in ‘softcopy’ (e.g. all documents provided in a secure USB).
All survey respondents, indicated that they are content with the current arrangement and would prefer these to
continue be presented in hard
-copy.

As part of the ‘Judging Pack’ all judges are provided with a ‘Judging Guide’. The Judging Guide is developed per
each category of nomination and provides judges with some ideas, tips and
siderations
con
that can be referred to
when evaluating nominations. Judges are not required to use this Guide as part of their assessment but it is
provided as a tool of assistance which we know some judges
utilise while others do not. In responding to the
question “are you satisfied with the ‘Judging Guide’ provided as part of the Judging” survey
Pack respon
dents
indicated that sixty per cent (3) were ‘extremely satisfied’ with this tool and the remaining forty percent (2) were
‘very satisfied’. One respon
dent advised that It“ was really useful to have the guide as at times it
clarified/validated my evaluation of the nominations”.
As part of the ‘Judging Pack’ all judges are provided with a ‘Judging Evaluation Sheet’ that is attached to each
individual nomination form. This evaluation sheet provides a format by which judges can assess each nomination
question criteria as being of high, medium or low level. Some judges choose to follow this approach as part of
their pre-judging individual assessment
whereas some prefer to read nominations and make assessments via an
open conversation with their fellow judges
at the Judging Meeting
. In responding to the questionare
“ you
satisfied with the ‘Judging Evaluation Sheet’ that accompanies each Nomination” Form
survey respondents
indicated that sixty per cent (3) were ‘extremely satisfied’ with this tool and the remaining forty percent (2) were
‘very satisfied’.
The Judging Meeting is generally conducted one to two weeks prior to the Awards Ceremony. The
ting is
mee
generally held over five hours with judges separated into three individual panels that reflect the knowledge and
skills of judges. Each separate panel is then assigned with responsibility for assessing nominations that closely
reflect their relevant ex
pertise. During the meeting, the panels are divided into three separate rooms and time
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for lunch allows for the entire group to meet collectively during the day. Overwhelmingly judges are satisfied
with this coordination and arrangement. When asked whet
her judges“were satisfied with the way that the
Judging Panel Meeting was coordinated?
” forty per cent (2) were ‘extremely satisfied’, forty percent (2) were
‘very satisfied’ and the remaining twenty per cent (1) was ‘satisfied’.
Overall respondent judges satisfaction with, and interest in, the Applied Learning Awards is reflected in whether
or not they would be willing to act in a judging capacity in the future. One hundred per cent of respondents said
they would like to continue to volunteer as a judge, with one saying that “being part of the Applied Learning
Awards is a highlight of my year as my role is a strategic policy development one which doesn’t always allow for
direct connection with students and providers, but the Awards definitely do”.

3.5.5 Awards Ceremony assessment
Respondent judges very pleased with, and impressed by, the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony. Twenty per
cent (1) of respondents were ‘extremely satisfied’, twenty per cent (1) were ‘very satisfied’, twenty per cent (1)
were ‘somewhat satisfied’ and two respondents (forty per cent) not able to respond to this question because he
or she did not attend the Ceremony.One comment was also provided by a respondent judge who “The
said
Awards Ceremony is always a fun night and great to see the faces on the students as they are announced as
winners. It is also great to see the impact that being included in the awards has on parents”.
Two respondent judges (forty per cent) provided feedback to the open
-ended question “Do you have any
comments about the guest speakers at the Awards Ceremony?” Notably, most of the comments made were
regarding Eddie Perfect, the 2013 guest speaker. One respondent said
“The
thatguest speakers have been great
and appeal to all the different types of people in audience.
the
Eddie Perfect was an excellent speaker this year”.
One respondent who did not attend the 2013 Awards Ceremony advised that he“heard
/ she that Eddie Perfect
was magnificent”.
3.5.6 Outcomes and benefits of the Applied Learning Awards
Four of the five respondent judges commented on the outcomes and benefits of the Applied Learning Awards, all
of which attest to the value and importance of this initiative at both community and individual levels. These
positive comments were:
“There is nothing like these Awards in the community. It is very important to see students, schools, teachers and
employers get the recognition they deserve. Applied learning is very important and it's important that the
community are made aware of this.ooT much emphasis is often put on academic success, but applied learning is
equally as important.”
“I think the ALAs provide opportunity for the community to share in success and be recognised for their
contribution to young people's learning. It further
aises
r the profile of applied learning.”
“Acknowledgment.”
“I think the ALAs are a great opportunity to give some kids praise, that otherwise don't often get to have much of
the spotlight.”

3.6

Considerations andRecommendationsfor the Applied Learning Awards

Recommendations and considerations for improvements to the Applied Learning Awards have been generated
through the Author’s overall evaluation and through specific information providedthose
by stakeholders that
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took part in the surveys and consultations.
recommendations.

This report section outlines these considerations and

3.6.1 Recommendations from survey and consultation participants
In reviewing feedback provided as part of the survey responses and consultations, a number
recommendations
of
and considerations for enhancing the awards are
noted. While some of these recommendations have already
been actioned, due to the feedback provided in previous years and changes made
the 2013
to Awardprogram,
some others require further consideration. Unfortunately, some recommendations are ones that are unlikely to
be able to be accommodated
due to the current format of the Awards and/or unavoidable logistical issues.
However, all recommendations provided by respondents will be conside
red by the Awards coordinators as part of
our annual quality assurance review.
The stakeholder recommendations and considerations, along with possible means of addressing these are noted
in the tables below. Where the likelihood of addressing a recommendation is limited or not possible this is also
noted, as are recommendations that have already been actioned.

Student recommendations
Item

Description

Awareness of the
Awards

Some students have recommended that informationAdvise teachers, trainers and schools of the
about the Awards be made known earlier in the year. Awards process earlier in the school year so
that students can work towards a
nomination.
Some students are not using information about theirRemind students that including information
Award nomination or win in persona
l resume
in their resume may be useful / beneficial
for future employment and/or education
applications.
Some students advised that awarding nominations on
Consider utilising alternative application
ts in the year.
the basis ofa ‘written only’ approach did not suit all processes for studen
and the capacity to provide a nomination via other
methods (eg. provision of tangible resources, direct
Direct conversations between all student
conversations with judges) would be welcomed.
nominees and judges may be logisticaly
difficult due to the fact that judges are
volunteers and have limited time. Already
judges do seek additional information
about some students where choosing
a
winner is difficult.
Some students indicated that they find the AwardUnfortunately, as many Awards and
Ceremony too ‘speech heavy’ or include
‘too much Nomination Certificates must be given on
talking’.
the night limiting the amount of ‘talking’ on
the night is somewhat difficult.
Some students indicated that the eremony
C
would Review future youth speakers and seek
benefit from having the inclusion of youth speakers
ones that meet this suggested selection
who did not follow their pathway immediately after and approach.
ool but have discovered their ideal
completing sch
pathway later in life.

Resume

Alternative ways of
providing a
nomination

Less speeches
during the Award
Ceremony
Guest speakers

Educatorrecommendations
Item
Description

Action

Action

Increasing
professional
confidence

It appears that some educators are uncertain about (or
Consider communicating with a
ech
possibly lack personal confidence) when it comes to
nominee and winner after the Awards
applying for future awards (be that Applied Learning
advising of upcoming awards they may
Awards or other external ones).
want to consider applying for.

Self-nomination

Some educators noted that they found it difficult toAs part of the Awards marketing continue
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process

write about oneself and that the nomination processto remind educators to encourage
could be more equitable if others nominatedcolleagues to nominate as they are a
colleagues and judges sou
ght feedback through other worthy contender.
mechanisms than just an application form (e.g. letters
Direct conversations between all educator
of support, interviews).
nominees and judges may be logisticaly
One educator also noted that he / she had notdifficult due to the fact that judges are
encountered a selfnomination award process volunteers and have limited time. Already
previously.
judges do seek additional information from
referees provided by educators where
choosing a winner is difficult.
Make educators aware that self
nomination is a common professional
award practice used within the education,
industry
and
business
sectors;
predominately used this way as nominees
are in the best position to respond to
personal/professional questions.

Team Teaching
Award

Guest speakers

Award ceremony
Involvement of
school councilors

Some participants in the educator consultationConsider introducing a new ‘Applied
suggested the establishment of a new Award Category
Learning Team Teaching Award’ category
for ‘Team teaching’ to reflectthat much applied that would allow for a team of
learning is conducted in teams of educato
rs teachers/trainers to applyfor an Awardas
(particularly within the VCAL field).
a group.
Educators commented on the high caliber of some
Attempt to negotiate a ‘standing
arrangement’ with the Minister for
guest speakers used in recent years.
Education.
Continue to involve guest speakers that
appeal to all attendees and thatare
intelligent, humorous and appealing.
Some educators noted that some attendees used the
Consider
eliminating
the
interval
refreshment period.
interval to leave during the Ceremony.
Some educators noted that having school councilors
Include invitations to school councilors in
attend the Award Ceremony is a good means of
Awards Ceremony invitations sent to
promoting applied learning and contributing toschools and education providers.
strategic decision making within their school.

Employerrecommendations
Item
Description
Judging process

Sponsorrecommendations
Item
Description
Award ceremony
Independent
judging

Action

One employer suggested that the judging process could
Direct conversations between all employer
be enhanced by judges visiting workplaces prior to nominees and judgesmay be logisticaly
decision making to assess the efforts that employers difficult due to the fact that judges are
volunteers and have limited time. Already
put in to supporting students.
judges do seek additional information from
referees where choosing a winner is
difficult.

Action

Some sponsors noted that some attendees used the
Consider
eliminating
the
interval
refreshment period.
interval to leave during the Ceremony.
Onesponsor suggested that the judges should receiveConsider ways in which judges could be
even more recogni
sed than is currently
greater recognition for their involvement and
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contribution.

done as part of the Ceremony.

Cocktail networking Some sponsors suggested that
holding a ‘cocktail In 2013 a ‘VIP Cocktail Event’ for sponsors
networking event’ is one way of enabling sponsors to
event
and key stakeholders was held just prior to
connect with one another, other stakeholders andthe commencement of the actual Awards
possibly lead to business benefits.
Ceremony. While successful, it was felt
that a separate event (ie. not held on the
same night as the Awards) would have
more impact. This is being trialed
in 2014,
with a ‘2014 VIP Launch Cocktail Event’
being held in June 201
4.
Acknowledge
One anonymous sponsor indicated that acknowledging
In 2013 this approach was utilised with the
and powerpoint display clearly
anonymous
the private award sponsorship of specific categories MCs
is
important as doing so shows to the winner and theidentifying that anonymous awards were
sponsors
wider audience that the specific category is valuable
‘privately sponsored’.
and important.

3.6.2 Recommendations identified during the report development
In considering other factors and matters as part of this overall evaluation, some other recommendations and
considerationshave been identified. These are noted
below:
Generalrecommendations
Item
Description
Increase
nominations from
non-government
sector
Sustainability of the
Awards

Action

Over half of all student, school, teacher, trainer, and
Increase awareness of the Awards with
coordinators nominations emanate from thenon-government
potential
nominees
government sector.
through increased levels of promotion and
marketing to these groups.
Work with community, schools and
The Awards are now a well established ‘brand’ of
Awards across the BGK region making it important that
business to ensure the Awards’ future.
the sustainability of this initiative is assured into the
future.

Support
other It has been identified that other regions are interestedDisseminate this report widely to assist
regions to initiate in offering Applied Learning Awards (or similar) and
other regions to determine whether
their own Applied have already sought adv
ice regarding our Applied Applied Learning Awards (or similar) are
Learning
Awards Learning Awards.
relevant in their region and share the
Implementation Guide contained within
programs
this report as a ‘blueprint’.
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4. Case Studies Young
–
People, Secondary
Schools and Educators
An array of Case Studies drawn from consultations with young people, educators and school Principals are
presented below. These Case Studies provide insight into the persona
l, employment, further training, strategic
and systemic outcomes that derived out of involvement in the Applied Learning Awards
.

4.1 Case Studies: Young People
An array of Case Studies from young people who were nominated for or won Awards
presented
are
below. Some
of these young people have completed their secondary education and are now in employment or further
education, while others are still attending secondary school.
Case Study: Lincoln
Award winner in 2013– ‘VCAL Numeracy Award’ (Holm
esglen Vocational College student)
Lincoln won his ‘VCAL Numeracy Studies Award’ while completing his final year of the Victorian Certificate of
Applied Learning (VCAL ) at the Holmesglen
Vocational College in 2013. Lincoln can’t speak highly enough of both
the education and training he received at the Holmesglen Vocational College and the impact that winning an
Applied Learning Award has had on his life. Lincoln is now undertaking
ectrical
an el apprenticeship and he firmly
believes that“including the Award in my resume got me over the when
line applying for my apprenticeship
and
my employer even asked me about it when I had my interview
”. Lincoln believes that student awards are very
important and demonstrate that “if you put some effort into your learning it really can pay
. off”
Lincoln said that
the Awards Ceremony was a fantastic and well organised night and he “hopes that more students in the future get
to attend”.

Case Study: Ruby
Award nominee in 2009- ‘Certificate III in Applied Fashion Design and Technology
Award’ (Sandringham
College student)
Rubycompleted her secondary schooling at Sandringham College in 2009, during which time she also completed
a ‘Certificate III in Applied Fashion Design and Technology’ which was delivered at Sandringham In
College.
the
first year of the Applied Learning Awards Ruby was a nominee for her outstanding achievements in her textiles
and clothing studies. Since comple
ting school five years ago, Ruby has pursued her dream to work in this industry
and completed an internship in the very competitive costume design industry area. Ruby believes that the
recognition she received via the Applied Learning Awards was very
able
valu
and the Awards are “something to
strive for”. Ruby is glad she had the opportunity to undertake clothing and textiles training while she was still
attending Sandringham College and said that
“I am still in this industry now so it definitely paid off”
.
Case Study: Andrew
Award winner in 2011- ‘Certificate III in Acting (Screen)
Award’ (De La Salle College studen
t)

Andrew won his Applied Learning Award in 2011. Andrew attended De La Salle College for his senior studies and
completed his applied learning in acting (screen) which was delivered atringham
Sand College. Since completing
his Victorian Certificate of Educ
ation (VCE) Andrew hasfollowed
“
his acting dream”and is now studying acting at
the New York Conservatory in the United States. Andrew is passionate about students gaining access to applied
learning during their final years of schooling saying that this type of training
“helps you test the waters in a
particular field because you can give it a try to see if it works out for. you”
Andrew was thrilled to win an Applied
Learning Award and it’s an achievement that he proudly includes in his professional
me.resu
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Case Study: Rebecca
Award winner in 2011- ‘Certificate II in Community Services
Award’ (Our Lady of the Sacredeart
H College
student)
Rebecca won her Applied Learning Award for outstanding achievements during her ‘Certificate II in Community
Services’ training. Rebecca is now studying at University and has really noticed the benefit of having undertaken
applied learning whilst still atsecondary school. “University doesn’t always translate to a skill and having
vocational experience gives you a chance to apply what you know, so having
ne community
do
services at school
has really helped me to feel like a more well rounded student”
, said Rebecca. Rebecca said that
“winning the
Award in 2011”raised her confidence and she feels that having it in her resume will certainly help with job
applications once she completes her University degree.

Case Study: Frances
Award winner in 2012- ‘Certificate II in HospitalityAward’ (St Leonard’s College student)

Frances won her Applied Learning Award while undertaking her Year 12 Victorian Certificate of Education at St
Leonard’s College and completing her ‘Certificate II in Hospitality’ at esglen.
Holm Although Frances doesn’t work
in the hospitality industry today she does believe that the skills she developed as part of her training has greatly
assisted her in developing personal confidence and communication skills. After winning her Applied Learning
Award in 2012 Frances was asked to write a piece in St Leonards College’s annual magazine, the ‘Leonardian’,
regarding her achievement which she believes “raised awareness of the Awards and about hospitality training
with the school community
”. Frances also believes that ensuring all students are aware of the Awards early in
each school year can be
“a driving force to help them strive better for their VET course”
. Frances is proud of her
achievement and her win is something that she proudly inclu
des in her resume.
Case Study: Juwita
Award winner in 2013– ‘VCAL Personal Development Award’ (Parkdale Secondary College student)

Juwita was the 2013 winner of the ‘VCAL Numeracy Studies Award’ in 2013. won
Juwita
this Award whilst
undertaking her Year 11 Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL ) studies at Parkdale Secondary College
and is in her final year of school there in 2014. Juwita firmly believes that being nominated for, and then winning,
the Award was something that raised her confidence
“enormously”. Juwita has proudly included it in her resume
and has no doubt it will assist her when applying for jobs or further training in the future. Juwita also feels that
winning the Award has inspired her “want
to
to get the next award and work harder”
. Juwita felt that the Applied
Learning Awards Ceremony was a “very special night”
made even more so because she “also got to see
classmates win Awards”
.

Case Study: Andrew
Award winner in 2013– ‘Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance
Award’ (Sandringham College student)
Andrew won his Applied Learning Award for Allied Health Assistance in 2013 while a Year 11 Victorian Certificate
of Education (VCE) student at Sandringham College. Because,
014,inAndrew
2
is still at school he hasn’t yet used
the Award as part of a job or further education application but has already included it in his resume. Andrew
works as a casual lifeguard and has enjoyed “recommending his course”
to colleagues at work and to other
students at school. Andrew felt that the Applied Learning Awards Ceremony was a “really goodand
night”
it
helped him to learn about“all the other VET courses out there”.
Case Study: Aoife
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Award winner in 2012- ‘Certificate III in Applied Fashion Design and Technology
Award’ (Sandringham College
student)
Aoife won her Applied Learning Award in 2012, while completing
her Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) and
undertaking her ‘Certificate III in Applied Fashion ign
Desand Technology’ at
Sandringham College. Aoife was the
deserved winner of an Applied Learning Award in this field despite, as she said, “there being many other worthy
winners”. Since completing school, Aoife has now found employment in her chosen
er care
area as a seamstress.
Aoife is a keen supporter of vocational studies and related awards as she it’s
feelsreally
“
valuable to be
acknowledged for applied learning, in comparison to academic learning,
and it’s good to see students
appreciated
for their intelligence in different kind of ways”
.

Case Study: Ellen
Award winner in 2013- ‘Certificate IV in Justice
Award’ (Sandringham College student)
Ellen was the very worthy winner of a ‘Certificate IV in Justice’ Award in 2013, the first time an award had been
offered in this industry area. Reflecting on her Award win, Ellen said that “winning it really boosted my
confidence”and that “it was such an honour to receive it as there were a lot of people that applied and I .won it”
Ellen was quick to add information about her Applied Learning Award win in her resume and is certain it will assist
her when applying for jobs and further training in theure.
fut

4.2 Case Studies: Secondary Schools and Educators
An array of Case Studies from Secondary School Principals,
oordinators
c
and educators that have been nominated
for or won Awards are presented below. In addition, each of these schools and individuals have also encouraged
and nominated students, colleagues and employers for Applied Learning Awards over the years. The schools that
form part of these Case Studies are: Sandringham College, Berendale School, Firbank Grammar,
Westall
Secondary College / LEEP Program, Our Lady of the Sacred Heart College and Cheltenham Secondary College.

Case Study: Sandringham College
Sandringham College is a very well respected secondary
college that sees hundreds of students undertake applied
learning programs, as part of
their Victorian Certificate of
Education (VCE) or their Victorian Certificate of Applied
Learning (VCAL), each year. Some Sandringham College
students undertake their VET in School (VETiS) programs
at external training providers while others complete irthe
training on the College grounds. Indeed, Sandringham
College is auspiced to deliver a wide range of industry
VETiS programs on
-site and, in addition to making these
programs available to their own student cohort, they also
allow external students from local schools attend the
campus to undertake their chosen VETiS program.
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The senior leadership team at Sandringham College are strong supporters of the Applied Learning Awards. Allen
McAuliffe, Principal of Sandringham College, believes that the Awards reflect their school philosophy whereby all
learning, be that academic or applied, is equally valued.
Winning
“
an Award underpinned by a similar philosophy
makes any win even more valued
and further legitimizes our strategic school direction”, said Allen.
Sandringham College has been the recipient of a number of school Applied Learning Awards, including the
‘Champion School Award’ over several years. In addition, staff have been the recipients of teacher Awards and
countless students have also been Awardnners.
wi
Sandringham College has also been “thrilled”
to see students
enrolled at other schools, but who attend their campus for VETiS programs, also win Awards over the years. Allen
said that,“the beauty of the Awards is that they also help to unite seco
ndary schools, from across all sectors, in a
non-competitive way”.
Vivienne Mcelwee, Principal of the Senior Campus, believes that the Awards have enormous benefits for
students. “The Awards provide
students with different strengths the chance to shine,
o have
t
a moment of their
own and celebrate that wi
th their family and friends,
” said Vivienne. Sandringham College sees the Awards as
another way of promoting programs and pathways to students, because they can show students progressing to
the senior camp
us with ‘real-life’ examples of students that have excelled in their chosen industry pathway or
VCAL area.
Jeni Ritterman, Careers Coordinator at Sandringham College, believes that Awards generate considerable skill
development for students “well beyond just the Award period”
. “By taking part and completing a nomination
form, students are developing skills in interviewing,-evaluation
self
and learning about the employability skills they
have developed through their applied learning program
– the Awards hemselves
t
become a mini student learning
program on their own,”said Jeni.
Allen feels that the Awards are very
“prestigious, elegant and that everything is coordinated with the utmost
professionalism from beginning to end”. Allen is also aware that a number of school Principals, from outside the
region, are keen to see awards such as the Applied Learning Awards offered in their area. Allen also ruminated on
what would happen if the Applied Learning Awards was no longered
offer
and feels that if that was to happen
“our region would lose an independent
forum for community recognition of applied learning success; whether that
is a school, a student, a teacher or an employer”.
The Sandringham College team can recount many Award highlights over the years but two have particularly stood
out in recent years. Vivienne spoke about one Award winning student with a number of personal disadvantages
“who, since leaving school, has stayed in touch and still talks about winning his Award as one of the absolute
highlights of his life”. Allen was also moved by
“an incredible scene at last year’s ceremony where a young male,
from another school, was being hugged to death by his mum and it really resonated with me that these Awards
are not just about the win but also about young people and their families creating their own family history and
identity”.
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Case Study: Berendale School
Paula Barnett is the Principal of Berendale School, a special
school in Hampton East. Berendale School
has thrice been
awarded the ‘Champion School’ Applied Learning Award; in
2011, 2012 and 2013. Berendale School’s education and
transition preparation model is predicated on the
involvement of applied learning through all student levels. In
the senior student levels, all students undertake the Victorian
Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL), participate in VET in
Schools programs and some also undertake School
-based
Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBATs) in their chosen
industry area.
Paula is a strong
supporter of the Applied Learning Awards as a mechanism by which all contributors to student
applied learning can receive recognition, and receive this acknowledgement in their local community.
Paula has seen the “thrill”that being nominated for, orwinning, an Applied Learning Award
has had on her
students. Paula said that
“students with disabilities receive few accolades and the applied learning area is one that
they can achieve and shine at … and the acknowledgement of achievement encourages participation and belief in
the capabilities of our students”.
The Berendale School team mark the Applied Learning Awards as a highlight on their annual school calendar. A
great number of staff and School Councilors attend the event and often comment
“theonprofile of attendees,
the number of people and the professionalism of the event”,
said Paula.
In particular, Paula believes that having School Councilors
attend and see the school and students win awards has
given “real credibility to the direction the school has chosen in focusing on applied learning … something that was
further cemented with Councilors when the Masters of Ceremony explained the independence of judges and rigor
in selecting awardees”.
Overall, Paula believes
the Applied Learning Awards has
“assisted with community recognition as we have families
enrolling who mention our achievements in this area, and winning Awards helps the community to see our school
as a place of value that promotes
post-school options”.

Case Study: Firbank Grammar
(Senior School)

Firbank GrammarSenior School is an independent girl’s school.
Located in the Bayside region of Melbourne,
FirbankGrammaris known for its high student academic success. In more recent
years, Firbank Grammar has
seen increasing numbers of its students pursue applied learning via a variety of VET in Schools (VETiS) programs
delivered both on and off campus. Since the Applie
d Learning Awards were launched
Firbank Grammar students
have been nominated for, or won, Awards and the excellence of one of their teachers was also recognis
ed via an
Award nomination.
Annette DavieSmythe, Careers Practitioner at Firbank Grammar, believesthe
thatApplied Learning Awards are
seen by Firbank Grammartudents
s
as something that is “very special”
and students are often very surprised that
they have been nominated. Over
“
the years I have found that the
nominated students take it very seriously; they
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go away and fill out the nomination form and do spend a lot of time making sure they have filled it out correctly
and answered the questions appropriately
”, said Annette.
Annette also commented that students are then very excited about the actual Awards Ceremony because the
nominated students don’t know wheth
er they have won or not beforehand. Annette said that,
“unlike some
other awards, students nominated for an Applied
earning
L
Award don’t know in advance whether they have won,
making it a night of much excitement”
.
After the Awards the Firbank Grammar Principal
is really pleased and excited to announce a student win amongst
the staff and student community. Annette also said that Applied Learning Awards successes are shared more
widely through their school newsletter, at school assemblies and at parent information nights.
Annette feels that “increasingly people in the community are realis
ing that applied learning is something that
helps you to gain specific and generic employ
ability skills and the Appliedearning
L
Awards are an important
vehicle for spreadi
ng this message”.
In reflecting on specific highlights and outcomes that the Awards have delivered within the Firbank Grammar
community Annette related the story of one student who was nominated for, but didn’t win, an Applied Learning
Award. However, th
is student used her Award nomination form
content to apply for a tertiary scholarship which
she then won. Annette and this student felt that one of the reasons she received her scholarship was because the
Applied Learning Awards process
helped to“increased her knowledge and personal confidence”.
Annette alsoremarked on the Awards Ceremony saying that
“it is a very prestigious night and it’s this, and the
high caliber of guest speakers, that is commented upon by the Firbank students and familiestend
thateach
at
year”.
Annette warmly thanked the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect in saying that “offering the Applied Learning Awards to
our local community, and raising the bar every year, has been a lot of hard work and you should be congratulated
for this effort”.

Case Study: Westall Secondary College

Westall Secondary College is a school that embraces all types of applied learning to meet the academic and
practical learning goals of its student cohort. In addition, Westall Secondary College also auspices
ommunity
ac
Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) program known as the ‘LEEP’ (Local Education and Employment
Program) which assists young people that have disengaged from ‘traditional’ education to reconnect with
education in a community learning setting.

Westall Secondary College and LEEP have been strong supporters of the Applied Learning Award; seeing the
school, LEEP, teachers and students rewarded for their applied learning innovation and successes over a number
of years.

David Tyson, Principal of Westall Secondary College, believes that the Applied Learning Awards have a huge
impact on his school community. “The Awards are part of our narrative each year and being able to take part
annually gives everyone in our school a ‘real lift’ as there is a lot of kudos in being nominated for or winning an
Award,” said David.
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Student participation in VET in Schools (VETiS) programs and VCAL is increasing every year at Westall Seconda
College. In fact, David has “found the Applied Learning Awards to be a beneficial way of leveraging the profile of
VCAL within the school
community. So, in the lead up to the Awards and afterwards we promote our success as it
does raise the status of our VCAL students, raises awareness of VCAL as a learning option and increases younge
students’ knowledge of it”.
David is particularly passionate about the role that the Applied Learning Awards has had in building the status of
LEEP. LEEP is -engagement
a re
program for young peoplehow have often found traditional school settings to be
ones that don’t suit their learning style, their personal situation or offering studies that suit their learning
differences. While LEEP is delivered in a ‘Neighbourhood House’ in a suburb awayefrom
school,
th Westall plays
an integral role in auspicing and supporting the program; a program that many students use as a launching pad to
re-connect with education and prepare them for further training and employment.
“The Applied Learning Awards enableme
so of our outstanding LEEP students to be nominated
or their
f VCAL
success and for some of these students it’s the first time that they have ever been nominated for or won an award
in their life”, said David
. “In the past LEEP has won a ‘Community VCAL
ard’,
Awteachers there have been
nominated and students have also won Awards; and for LEEP to be acknowledged publicly in this way really
validates and shows justhat
w a vitalprogram it is”,said David.
In the 2013 Awards, a new teacher within the Westall Secondary College VCAL program was the recipient of a
‘VCAL Teacher Award’ who has now gone on gain ongoing employment within the school. David said that “the
nomination process that teachers go through when applying for a teacher
wardAis very thorough and we have
found it really helps our teachers to self
-evaluate and reflect upon the outstanding work and efforts they put into
their teaching practice”.
David is appreciative to the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect for offering these Awards and “is grateful
have ato
public forum where applied learners and their supporters, regardless of what school or organisation they come
from, can receive recognition
for their achievements and successes”.

Case Study: Maureen Malone, VCAL Coordinator, Our Lady of the Sacred
Heart College
Maureen isthe ‘Pathways / VCAL Coordinator
’ at Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
OLSH)
(
College,a female Catholic Secondary College based in Bentleigh
. OLSH College is
widely regarded as an outstanding secondary college that accommodates both the
academic and applied learning needs of its students. Since the inception of the Applied
Learning Awards in 2009, OLSH College has been nominated for educator
Awards and
has also seen many students nominated for or win an Award
. Over this time, the
College has also won a number of Victorian Government awards for its school and
teacher successes in the area of vocational and applied learning. In addition, some
OLSH College students have also won prestigious Victorian Government and Australian
Governmentvocational awards in recent years.
OLSH College’s Principal, along with Maureen and her teaching peers, are passionate about the provision of
quality applied learning to their students. “In recent years our school has grown access to applied learning for
students. All of our Year 9 students complete ‘Certificate I in Vocational Preparation’, we offer five different senior
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level VET subjects on campus and make some available to students from other schools and the number of students
in VCAL is growing each year”
, said Maureen.

Maureen believes that the Awards are an important way of
ecognis
r
ing student success within the school and
externally. “Students that are nominated for or win awards receive recognition within the school
we –recognise
them at a school assembly, we promote winner’s success in our school newsletter and ask the local newspaper to
profile the student wins
.” In addition, Maureen feels that ethAwards are a way of increasing awaren
ess of
applied learning amongst younger students who, when hearing winners’ stories at the assembly, then think that
“one day they might win an award”.
Maureen identifies other benefits that the Applied Learning Awar
ds provide for students who are nominated.
“We encourage the students to use the answers they developed for their Applied Learning Award application to
then apply for state and federal awards. They feel more confident to apply for these other awards because
they’ve already been through the process of making an application, and a number of these students have gone on
to win the federal government Vocational Awards in recent years
.”
Being part of the Applied Learning Awards is something that the school
ks forward
loo
to being part of each year.
“The Principal and school staff are thrilled when students win an Applied Learning Award because, in addition to
school staff being pleased the student has been externally recognis
ed through an Award, it also shows how much
our College is doing to increase VET in School and Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning
VCAL
) participation
(
amongst our students”,said Maureen.
Maureen and her colleagues are keen supporters of the Applied Learning Awards
, seeing them as vehicle
a
for
increasing community awareness applied
of
learning
. Indeed, Maureen says that “I think the Applied Learning
Awards have played a part in our College recognising the important role that applied learning plays in building
students’ employabilityskills and access to post
-school education and training and am very grateful to the BGK
LLEN and Youth Connect for offering the Awards every. year”

Case Study: Lexia Knight, Careers and Pathways Leader, Cheltenham Secondary College
Lexiahas been the ‘Careers and Pathways Leader’ at Cheltenham Secondary College for five
years and, over that time, has seen applied learning provision expand enormously within
the College.
Lexia believes that the Applied Learning Awards have had-reaching”
“far
impacts within
Cheltenham Secondary College’s community of students, teachers and parents. Lexia feels
that the Awards have shown that
“students can achieve in a variety of areas”
and for staff
who teach in applied learning areas “the Awards lift their profile in the school and give them
the encouragement to pursue excellence in their fields”.
Lexia also feels that the rigour in the Applied Learning Awards assessment and judging is
evident when students who win an Applied Learni
ng Award then go on to win other awards
or achieve excellence in their industry area. Lexia noted “the
that student whowon last
year’s ‘Certificate III in Engineering’ Award then went on to obtain the
urthfohighest result
in Victoriafor Engineering!”.
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Lexia, who has attended all of the Applied Learning Awards Ceremonies, has seen the prestige of these Awards
grow from year to year. In thinking about last year’s Awards Ceremony, Lexia said“very
it was
heartwarming to
have our Principal reflect on our staff and student awards at a staff briefing and say many kind words about our
training and coordination work to the whole staff”.
For Lexia, the 2013 Applied Learning Awards were bittersweet. In 2013 Lexia was
inaugural
the winner of the
‘Jenny Marks’ Memorial Award for Applied Learning Coordination and Support’, an acknowledgment and Award
that Lexia holds dear. Lexia was supported by Jenny Marks, after whom the award is named, when she
commenced in her role at Cheltenham Secondary College and isled
humb
to be the recipient of an award named
after her applied learning mentor. Lexia said that this Award means so much to her, is proudly displayed in her
office and reminds her of Jenny every day.
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5. Publicand Social Policy
Linkages
The Applied Learning
Awardsdemonstratealignment or connectivity with a number of state and federal public
policies and programs applicable between the period 20092013.
- Since 2014 some of these policies
and
programs, predominately federal ones, have been identified as ones that may be modified or eliminated.
However, at the time of this report being prepared
, final decisions regarding some of these policies are still under
parliamentary review.
The Applied Learning Awards align
with some of the practical and system
ic goals and outcomes outlined in the
National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions, a federal policy which “aims to increase the
educational engagement and attainment of young people and to improve their transition to post school
education, training and employment through immediate, concerted action supported by broader long term
reform” (DEEWR
, 2010).
The Applied Learning Awards also align
with and support the objectives of both the ‘School Business Community
Partnership Brokers Program’ and
the ‘Maximising Engagement, Attainment and Successful Transitions’ initiative,
both of which call for increasing opportunities for young people to engage in broader education provision through
a mix of academic and vocational learning pathways, and identify school and business partnerships as one
mechanism for achieving this. The Applied Learning Awards recognise
the critical role that organisations and
individuals play in enhancing young people’s opportunity to engage with challenging, stimulatingverse
and di
learning outside the classroom; all of which are seen as key ingredients in helping to increase student learning
engagement and ultimately education attainment.
The Applied Learning Awards also recogni
se education and training programs that have the capacity to contribute
to increasing education attainment at the local level. In addition, the Awards also provide teachers and trainers
with a forum to promote their own professional successes and outcomes, something that is not often sed
recogni
within Australia or locally.

5.1

National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions

In 2009 The Council of Australian Governments (COAG), through the National Partnership on Youth Attainment
and Transitions
, identified the achievement of a number ofhigh-level outcomes as key to boosting Australia’s
participationand productivity. The outcomes were summ
arised in the BGK LLEN’s ‘2013 Regional Scan’:
x all children are engaged in and benefiting from schooling
x young people are meeting basic literacy and numeracy standards, and overall levels of literacy and numeracy
x achievement are improving
x schooling promotes the social inclusion and reduces the educational disadvantage of children, especially
indigenous children
x Australian students excel by international standards
x young people make a successful transition from school to work and further study (Waugh
, p. 166).
In addition to the high
-level targets, each State and Territory also individual
has
implementation plans which are
supported through federal funding arrangements.
The National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions
informs the establishment of specific programs and initiatives, some of which specifically support and encourage
applied learning provis
ion and school
-business-community involvement in student development, academic
education and applied learning development.
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5.2

Youth Attainment and Transitions Programs

As part of this National Partnership a number of programs and initiatives, aimed at advancing the outcomes
high
level noted above
, were launched in January 2010:
x ‘Maximising Engagement, Attainment and Successful Transitions’ initiative
to support
–
the implementation
of reforms in the areas of multiple learning pathways; career development and
entoring
m
x ‘School Business Community Partnership Brokers Program’
to build
– community capacity and infrastructure
and improve community and business engagement with schools to extend learning beyond the classroom,
increase student engagement, deepen learni
ng experiences, lift attainment and improve educational
outcomes
x ‘Youth Connections Program’
– to provide an improved safety net for young people at risk
x ‘National Career Development’ initiativeto– include development of national level resources for the benefit
of all jurisdictions.
The Applied Learning Awards most closely aligns with the objectives of both the ‘School Business Community
Partnership Brokers Program’ and the ‘Maximising Engagement, Attainment and Successful Transitions’
initiatives. Amongst other things, both of these policies
specifically call for increasing opportunities for young
people to engage in broader education provision through a mix of academic and vocational learning pathways,
and identify school and business partnerships ne
as mechanism
o
for achieving this. The Applied Learning Awards
recognises the outcomes of students engaging in applied learning that sits within an academic and/or a vocational
school pathway, while simultaneously recognizing the critical role that schools,
teachers and trainers play in
supporting students’ applied learnings. Furthermore, the Applied Learning Awards also recognise
and promote
the important role that employers play in supporting student-the-job
on
training and building genuine business
school partnerships.
Within Victoria the ‘Maximising Engagement, Attainment and Successful Transitions’ initiative has led to the
funding of the‘Workplace Learning Coordinator’ program which is locally delivered by Youth Connect
. Workplace
LearningCoordinators are funded to increase workplace based learning experiences for students, and in order to
achieve this play a role in increasing VET participation rates, sourcing Structured Workplace Learning placements
(directly connected to the students
’ VET Certificate training), sourcing
work experience placements and
supportingSBATSchool
(
Based Apprenticeships and
aineeships
Tr
) placements with local businesses.
The ‘School Business Community Partnership Brokers Program’ initiative contributes to
elivery
the dof Local
Learning and Employment Network (LLEN)
funding in Victoria. The BGK LLEN is funded under this arrangement
with a local objective to facilitate stakeholder engagement, build community capacity and infrastructure and drive
the government's education reform and social inclusion agendas.
One aspect of the BGK LLEN’s
rategic
st planning
is “Strategic Goal 3, Pathways: Expand the number and quality of school and business / industry partnerships that
enhance the learning, social, economic and wellbeing outcomes of children and young people aged
19 years
10 –
in the Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston region
”. Within this Goal, the BGK LLEN is to building
stronger
“
strategic
relationships with local business and industry in an effort to increase their
involvement in applied learning
partnerships with education and training providers while simultaneously influencing regional momentum in
career development of young people by-skilling
up
industry and education stakeholder groups
”. These strategic
objectives evidence the BGK LLEN’s commitment to enhancing applied learning in the local community, a goal
that the annual Applied Learning Awards contributes to.
It is important to note, however, that funding for both the Partnership Broker (LLEN)
and the Workplace Learning
Coordinators(WLC)programs is only committed until December 201
4, with no guarantee of ongoing funding for
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either program beyond this date.Loss of funding for either or both of these programs would significantly affect
the likelihood of future Applied Learning Awards delivery.

5.3

Supporting Business
-School Connections

The National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions strongly identified the role that business can, and
should, play in young people’s successful move into sustainable training and employment. The policy also
acknowledged that this could be enhanced through the development of strong partnerships between businesses
and schools.
Undoubtedly, the Applied Learning Awards are a successful demonstration of partnership
opment
devel between
numerous schools and numerous businesses, who collaboratively share a mutual aim of enhancing young
people’s education, training and employment outcomes. Some are direct partnerships (such as the partnerships
highlighted in the ‘School
-Business Partnership Award’) while others are less direct in that a business provides
work experience to one or more students from a school, a business employs an SBAT student or a Group Training
Organisation works collaboratively with a school to source SBAT
pportunities
o
for multiple students. Sponsorship
from businesses that support applied learning also evidence indirect
commitment
a
to successful youth
outcomes. These are but a few of the school
-business partnerships identified and recognise
d via the Applied
Learning Awards.
Without the Applied Learning Awards, made feasible
by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect as the local Partnership
Broker and Workplace Learning Coordinator, many of these partnerships and genuine business
-school
partnerships and commitments would go largely unnoticed.

5.4

Federal and State Attainment
s

The National Partnership on Youth Attainment and Transitions clarifies roles and responsibilities between the
Commonwealth and the States and Territories and was established to
port
sup
the achievement of a national
Year12 or equivalent e.g.
( Certificate II level qualification or above) attainment rate ofper
90 centby 2015.
Depending on Year
12 or equivalent attainment rates already achieved in each State in Territory at the time of
signing the National Partnership with the Commonwealth, each jurisdiction has differing target rates to be
achieved
by
2015.
State / Territory

2015 Target Attainment Rate

Australian Capital Territory 95.0 per cent
New South Wales

89.2 per cent

Northern Territory

71.6 per cent

Queensland

92.5 per cent

South Australia

84.7 per cent

Tasmania

81.6 per cent

Victoria

92.6 per cent

WesternAustralia

86.2 per cent

Source:Ministerial Council for Federal Financial Arrangements

While the Applied Learning Awards won’t, on its own, make a significant contribution to States and Territories
achieving their attainment targets, increasing the opportunities for applied learning participation by students will
play a role in increasing young people’s engagement with learning and attainment of higher levels of school
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education. Indeed, the increasing levels of young people participating in VETiS, SBAT and
, andVCAL
agreater
cognisance by local
educators as to the important role of such programs, has the capacity to lead to a shifting
local education paradigm which recognises the importance of broad and flexible learning provision.

5.5

Recognition of T
eacher Excellence

In recent years there has been considerable discussion about the critical role that teachers play in educating and
developing students, and therefore the need for new models of rewarding quality teaching. A number of policy
approaches ha
ve been proposed with many of these, particularly the sensitive matters such as performance and
bonuspayments, still being debated.
Research reports and policy statements from a range of agencies and peak associations the
identify
need to
recogniseand reward teachers who are
: contributing to excellence student outcomes
(within the context in which
they teach);contributing to teaching innovation;undertaking professional development; and, receiving positive
reviews in meaningful performance evaluation.Indeed, in the 2008 OECD Report‘Teaching and Learning
International Survey (TALIS)
’, only 25 per cent of Australian teacher respon
dents indicated that they received any
public recognition fo
r their positive appraisal and feedback
.
Within the Australian Government context, recognition of Australian teachers is a policy area currently under
discussion, particularly in relation to the
Gonski Review
, professional standards
, performance payand other
matters. Recognition is promoted at both federal and state levels via competitive Excellence Awards.
he
T
Australian Government funds the annual ‘Australian Awards for Outstanding Teaching and School Leadership
’
program, awards open to all
primary andsecondary teachers
. The Victorian Government also fund
an annual
‘Victorian Teacher/Trainer of the Year Award’ which is more specifically linked to applied learning and seeking
applications from those professionals
offering training to students at a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) or
in partnership with an RTO.
This brief evaluation of teacher recognition indicates that Australian teachers do not generally receive public
recognition for their outstanding contributions to student learning. There are also very few opportunities to seek
state or national recognitio
n through external / government bodies. The need to recognise
and value the
important role that teachers play in contributing to the development of young people is important. The Applied
Learning Awards provide a forum for encouraging teachers and traine
rs to self-evaluate their performance and
contribution to their profession. Because these applications are assessed and evaluated by external educators
,
the Applied Learning Awards
are ones that are independently peer reviewed and evaluated. At a local
mmunity
co
level it allows for these applicant
teachers and trainers to be publicly recognise
d for their contributions, and
further promotes the critical role that educators play in our community
.
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6. Awards Transference and Scalability
The Applied Learning Awards is demonstrative of a mechanism that not only promotes, validates and celebrates
applied learning excellence across a range of stakeholder groups, but it is also one that is aligned against some
state and federal policy agendas.
The model that underpins the Applied Learning Awards is one that easily lends itself to both scalability and
transference. From a scalability perspective, the Applied Learning Awards have demonstrated a capacity to grow
to meet identified needs, such as the introduction of new award categories. The Awards recognise and seek to
celebrate success across a diverse range of applied learning actors, individual and organisational categories that
are not confined to our region but also critical applied learn
ing contributors across Victoria (and indeed Australia).
The underpinning philosophy, partnership approach and adaptable guidelines could easily facilitate expansion of
the existing Applied Learning Awards into other regions (thus building a much larger
wardsAopportunity and
system). Alternatively, the model and approach could be used by organisations and partnership networks in
other regions to initiate their own place
-based Applied Learning Awards (or similar) program.
Transference and scalabilityf the
o Applied Learning Awards could be achieved in a couple of ways. Firstly, the
Awards to could be expanded by the BGK LLEN / Youth Connect to enable
nations
nomi from other regions thus
are expandingthe geographic footprint of the existing
project. Another means of achieving expansion would be
to support other organisations or partnership networks in other regions to utilise the expertise and resources
,
developed over time by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect, to build their own-based
place Awards project
.
Regardless, any transfer or -scale
up
of the model would align with the philosophy that guides our Applied
Learning Awardsby contributing to an even greater and wider appreciation and recognitionpplied
of a learning in
society.
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7. Project Implementation Model, Guideand Recommendations
The BGKApplied Learning Awards development and ongoing delivery has facilitated the development of a guide
with process recommendations
that could assistother organisations or partnerships
to establish their own
Applied Learning Awards (or similar) in their region.
The following information outlines the approach taken when
developing our Applied Learning Awards and recommendations for ensuring key planning aspects are considered
if initiating a novel awards initiative.

7.1

Establish‘Awards Working Group’ Partnership

At the beginning of the development of the Applied Learning Awards, the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect
established a partnership network ‘Working Group’. Members of this Working Group were sought from a range
of areas related to applied learning and were able to share their sectoral and regional knowledge to assist in
establishing and planning the first year of the
wards.
A
Planning meetings commenced one year prior to holding
the first Awards Ceremony. Workingoup
Gr representation included:
x
x
x
x
x

Australian Apprenticeship Centre / Group Training Organisation
(MEGT)
–
Education Department– (Department of Education and Early Childhood Development)
Industry- (Australian Industry Group
)
Registered Training Organisation
– (Holmesglen TAFE)
Secondary School with considerable applied learning offerings
– (Sandringham College)
.

From the outset it became clear that a platform with which to recognise
and celebrate regional applied learning
achievements would be supported by
het sectors represented within the Working Group.
The Working Group
was disbanded after the first year, once the model and structure was clearly established.
Ongoing development, from the 2010 Awards year has been the sole responsibility of the BGK LLEN and Youth
Connect. However, when any significant changes have been made to the model we have generally sought
feedback from external individuals / organisations such as those who were part of the first Working Party.
Recommendations
:
x
x
x
x
x

7.2

Identify potential Working Groupmembers, ideally ones that represent sectors or organisations with applied
learning knowledge/ interest.
Conduct first meeting and ascertain whether any other Working Party
members should be sought
.
Collaborating with Working Party members is not only useful in commencing development of the Awards, but
may also result in support and advice in areas such as judging, marketing and sponsorship.
Plan a meeting schedule
.
Assess whether a Working Group needs to be maintained beyond the first Awards year.

Identify Awards Purpose andMission

Establishing a partnership with
wide sectoral representation facilitated the development of a common philosophy
and purpose. The first meeting of the Working Group led to the purpose statement below:
“The purpose of the Applied Learning Awards is to showcase industry involvement, celebrate young people’s
achievements, recognise young people who have overcome barriers, give equal standing to applied learning as is
given to academic studies, enhance the standing of applied learning in the community, promote school
achievements and best practice publicly, and ensure that the awards are open and transparent.”
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This philosophy andurpose
p
underpinned theplanning of the first Applied Learning Awards, and it has also been
the guiding statement which has driven the Awards since its establishment.
Recommendations:
x
x

7.3

Work collaboratively with the Working Group members to identify a common philosophy and purpose.
Assess and review the guiding philosophy and purpose each year, whether or not a Working Group is still in
operation. If not in operation, this assessment
hould
s be conducted by the facilitating organisation/s.

Identify Award Categories

The awards offered in the Applied Learning Awards reflect the needs and interests of the Bayside Glen Eira and
Kingstonregion and in light of this there have been amendment
s and updates to awards over the years.
When the Applied Learning Awards were established in 2009, there
were only four category areas:
x Students- VETiS, SBAT and VCAL awards
x Schools / E
ducationProviders- VETiS Access, VETiS Delivery, VCAL, Community
VCAL, Champion School /
Education Provider
x Employers- VETiS, SBAT, SWL, GTO and Champion Employer
.
In 2011, two teache
r / trainer awards were added:
x VETiS teacher / trainer
x VCAL teacher / trainer.
In 2012 anew student award
, the ‘Applied Learning Stu
dent of the Year Award’,
was introduced to recognise an
outstanding applied learner who also demonstrates outstanding community participation and leadership.
In 2013, a new award was
launched for those personnel who coordinate or support applied learning
in their
school or organisation. Th
e ‘Jenny Marks Memorial Award for Applied Learning Coordination and Support’
is
offered in recognition of the critical role that such staff play in ensuring that programs offered to students are of a
high quality and standard. This award also recognises the considerable administration, management and
innovation that coordination nd
a support persons undertake in ensuring students receive access to programs that
meet student and industry pathway needs.
Recommendations:
x
x

7.4

Identify and design awards that are relevant to the region and its stakeholders, and that align with the
philosophy and purpose developed by the Working Group.
Collaborating with a Working Group, comprised of members that reflect regional applied learning
stakeholders, will help to ensure the chosen awards are valid and purposeful.

ConductFinancial Budgeting and Project Planning

In the first year of the Awards, both the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect agreed to underwrite the financial cost with
a commitment to source sponsorship to offset costs. However, because this was a new initiative, it was
impossible to ascertain whether sponsorship would be sourced and, if so, to what level. Over the years, the level
of sponsorship has increased but each year both organisation
s commit a minimum contribution to ensure that
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the Awards will be delivered that year. Thisancial
fin commitment does not include the-kind
in contribution made
by each organisation
. A list of financialand in-kind costed activities are
listed below:
Financial Costs- BGK Applied Learning Awards financial costs to be considered each year:
Item / Activity

Detail

Logo
Banners
Judging Panel Packs
Judging Panel Meeting
CelebrationEvent
Plaques
Certificates
Student gifts
Speaker gifts
Plaques
Event Guide
Guest Speaker
Photographer

An Awards logo professionally prepared
Two banners professionally prepared
Folder Packs prepared for each Panel member
Catering for Judging Panel adjudication meeting
Room hire, catering, audio
-visual costs (cocktail event)
Printing of plaques for award winners
Printing of Certificates for award winners (students)
Gift vouchers per each winning student ($100 per student)
Gift per speaker at the Celebration Event
Printing of plaques for event sponsors
Printing of handbook for distribution at the Event Ceremony
Guest Speaker cost (if this is purchased speaking)
Cost of photographer to take pictures of event, winners, speakers

In-kind Costs -BGK Applied Learning Awards kind
in- costs to be considered each year:
Item / Activity

Detail

Planning Meetings
Awards Planning Meetings x 6 per year
‘Nomination Forms’preparation
Prepare ‘Nomination Forms’ (PDF online completion)
‘Awards Guidelines’ preparation Prepare ‘Awards Guidelines’ (PDF version)
‘Sponsorship Pack’ preparation
Prepare ‘Sponsorship Pack’ (PDF online completion)
Website content preparation
Prepare content and populate websites
Venue liaison
Liaise with venue and engage in event planning
Sponsor liaison
Promote sponsorship, receive sponsorship funding
Collate Nomination Forms
Receive final Nominations and collate accordingly
Sendinvitations
All nominees, guest speakers, sponsors and VIPs are invited
Collate RSVPs
RSVPs are received and a guest list is prepared
Prepare Judging Panel Packs
Prepare Judging Packs according to individual grouping
Coordinate Judging Panel Meeting Coordinate adjudication meeting and catering
Prepare Media Alerts
Prepare Media Alerts to encourage attendance / reviews
MC speech preparation
MC duties shared by BGK LLEN and Youthnect.
Con MCs announce
nominees, award winners, introduce speakers, acknowledge VIPs,
recogniseJudges and sponsors.
Liaison with Guest Speaker
Liaison and briefing with Guest Speaker
Event management
Manage staff duties and responsibilities on event day/evening
Prepare post
-event Media Releases Send Media release to local media, industry communications,
government communications, local schools / education / training
providers
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Recommendations:
x
x
x
x
x

7.5

Identify desired Awardsvent
E model and investigate financial costs early in the planning stage.
Identify and prepare for the inkind costs associated with delivery of the Awards.
Prepare to underwrite costsif /( until sponsorship is sought).
If sponsorship is being sought, prepare a Sponsorship Pack early in the planning stage.
to potential
Send
sponsors once the purpose of the Awards can be communicated to potential funders.
Prepare a ‘Project Plan’ to plan the Awards and event, and identify roles and responsibilities. A GANNT Chart
is an ideal means of preparing this and ensuring activities are being completed to time.

SourceIndependentJudges

As per the philosophy underpinning the Awards, the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect have maintained a
commitment to ensuring that the Awards are independent and transparent. A particularly important way of
ensuring this has been the use of independent and knowl
edgeable Judges. Judges are separated into-panels
sub
as a way of evenly distributing the workload and attaching groups of nomination categories to Judges with
particular knowledge/expertise.
Since the inception of the Awards the number of judges has
wngro
from five to nine members. The composition
changes annually to reflect availability of past members, added award categories
/or and
to ensure that the
Judging Panel accurately
reflects the range of applied learning sectors. The judges willingly volunte
er their time
to undertake this role, making it critical that the judging process is managed professionally and effectively.
Recommendations:
x
x
x
x

7.6

Identify potential Judges that are unlikely to have any conflict of interest in terms of judging nominations.
Establish SubPanel judging groups and identify potential Judges that could sit in each.
Approach potential Judges and discuss the Awards, provide resource materials and seek commitment.
Schedule the Judging Panel adjudication meeting date at least 6 months in advance, in consultation with
committed Judges.

DevelopResources(marketing, forms, sponsorship and event)

The BGK LLEN and Youth Connect have developed
rangea of key resources since the Awards were established.
These resources are amended each ye
ar to reflect annual modifications or information updates. The key
resources are categorised into:
marketing collateral,guidelines, nominations, judging,
sponsorship and event.
Marketing Collateral
A professional designer was utilised to prepare the Awards logo. Two versions areaused
generic
– logo and one
that also includes the word ‘winner
’ for use on plaques and certificates.
Two banners have also been produced
and are used at the event from promotional purposes and to be included in profession
al photos taken at the
event. The logo is slightly amended annually to also include the year in the logo.
‘Awards Guidelines’
The Awards Guidelines outline the rationale behind the Awards
, define applied learning
, list the awards as per
each category area (including conditions of entry, nomination process, nomination ,steps)
describe the judging
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process, outline the Awards Ceremony
, present key dates and include contact details for further information.
This docume
nt is distributed widely prior to the nominations
‘going live’.
‘Nomination Forms’
The Nomination Forms are prepared for each of the categories
student,
–
school / education provider, teacher /
trainer, coordinator / support person
and employer. The forms versions that can be completed directly into the
PDF form which can then be saved and returned as per the designated process. Within each form, respondents
are asked to identify which award they are applying for, respond to quantitative and qualitativ
e questions and are
also asked to supply referees. The student Nomination Form differs slightly as students cannot
nominate
self- but
are nominated by teacher, trainer or employer initially after which the student then completes the qualitative
questions e
r quested in the remainder of the form. A number of questions in each form have-down
‘drop boxes’
and ‘tick-boxes’ to make completion easier.
‘JudgingCriteria Forms’
The Judging Criteria Forms
are distributed to each judge prior to their adjudication mee
ting, as part of their
Judging Pack. The Criteria Forms provides a brief outline about organisational applicants, outline the judging
process, outline the scoring per question and encourage review of Nomination Forms prior to the adjudication
meeting.
‘Sponsorship Pack’
The Sponsorship Pack contains: an introductory invitation letter which describes the purpose and value of the
Awards; a description of the benefits of sponsoring; lists the various sponsorship types available; and, the
sponsorship tax invo
ice form whereby sponsors identify what areas they wish to sponsor and to what level.
Event Documents
A number of event documents are prepared, including:
x Certificates of Nomination– all nominees who do not win anward
A receive a Certificate of Nominati
on
(distributed at the event) that is prepared by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect. This Certificate contains
details about theAward nominated for, has the Award logo, BGK LLEN and Youth Connect logos, Platinum
sponsor logo and individualward
A sponsor log
o
x Certificate of Award (students only)
– all students who win an award receive an Award Certificate
(distributed at the event) that is prepared by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect. This Certificate contains
details about theAward nominated for, has the Awa
rd logo, BGK LLEN and Youth Connect logos, Platinum
sponsor logo and individualward
A sponsor logo
x Event Guide– a handbook is professionally printed which outlines the order of events, lists sponsors and
provides a brief description of the Awards’ purpose
x Registration Form –
attendees are required to RSVP and -in
sign
on arrival at the event
x Various documents –
various documents used at the event include: signage, event survey, email collection
for follow-up research.
Recommendations:
x
x

Identify what resources are needed to deliver the Awards and begin development of these early in the
planning process
Draw upon the advice and assistance of the Working Party when developing resources, particularly those
pertaining to the guidelines, nominations, judging and sponsorship.
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7.7

Market and Promote the Awards

When the Awards were first established, the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect engaged in a range of marketing and
promotional activities. Prior to any promotional activity, a professional designer was recruited
o design
t a logo
for the Awards that reflected the philosophy and brand of the Awards. Preparation of a logo also reflected that
the Awards, whilst facilitated by the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect, do belong to the community (sponsors, judges,
working party members, nominees etc). Once a logo was decided upon, this logo was then used in all marketing
and promotional materials and proved an ideal way of building a brand for the Awards.
Before communication materials were prepared, the Awards Guidelines had
n prepared.
bee
This ensured that all
marketing and promotion of the Awards was ‘on message’, that key dates had been confirmed and details about
the Award Ceremony could be outlined.Audiences are reminded of dates that Nomination Forms will be
released andclosed. Brief information communications were prepared and distributed via stakeholder channels,
at regional meetings and events, and through organisational newsletters and communiqués.
Recommendations:
x
x
x

7.8

Develop a logo that reflects the philosophy of Awards.
the
Prepare ‘Awards Guidelines’ prior to developing any marketing or promotional materials
, and use the details
in the Guidelines to inform content.
Market and promote the Awards through stakeholder channels, regional events and meetings, through
newsletters and in local papers.

Sourcesponsorship

The BGK LLEN and Youth Connect sourced sponsorship in the inaugural year of the Awards, however the level of
sponsorship was not as significant as it is in its year.
fifth Because neither organisation
could anticipate the level
of sponsorship in the first year, both organisations committed to underwrite the costs of the first year in the
event no sponsorship was sought. Both organisations still commit a financial contributionyear;
each
however it
now receives more sponsorship to offset their annual contributions. It is important to note that financial
contributions from both organisations still make up the largest proportion of annual funding to the Awards.
Prior to promoting sponsorship opportuni
ties a detailed ‘Sponsorshipack
P ’ is prepared each year. The Package
outlines the value and benefit of sponsoring, the range of sponsorship opportunities and a tax application
invoice
form. The ‘Sponsorship Pack’ is promoted via stakeholder channels, at regional meetings and events, and through
organisational newsletters and communiqués.
Recommendations:
x
x

Prepare ‘Sponsorship Package’ prior to developing any sponsorship promotional materials, and use the
details in the Pack to inform content.
Market and promote sponsorship through stakeholder channels, regional events and meetings, through
newsletters and in local papers.
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7.9

Administer Nominations andApplications

The BGK LLEN is responsible for receiving and administering all nomination forms and disseminating these to the
Judging Panel members. Nomination Forms are prepared as ‘writeable’ PDF
s (nominators
form
can write content
into the form and save as are preparing their form
). Nominators can then return the completed PDF form
electronically via email. Each year the form is reviewed and updated to reflect any changes or modifications
identified by Youth Connect and the BGK LLEN.
The BGK LLEN receives completed forms and confidentially saves each electronic
as both and hard-copy versions.
As each nomination is reviewed, the BGK LLEN checks over each to ensure that no critical information
e.g. name
(
of applicant, award category area) has been omitted. If such mistakes are found the BGK LLEN then contacts the
nominator to source the required inf
ormation. Once the nomination period has closed the BGK LLEN then collates
all the nominations and creates the ‘Judging Packs’ which contain the relevant nominations per Judge, criteria
judging sheets, judging instruction and details about the adjudication
process. Gifts per Judge are also purchased
for presentation at the Judging Panel adjudication meeting.
Recommendations:
x
x
x

Develop ‘writable’ or online forms as this eliminates the use of handwritten applications and reduces the
amount of paperwork.
Save both hard and soft copies of each nomination for added security. Keepcopies
soft in a secure,
preferablylocked filing cabinet.
Develop the skeleton of the Judging Pack in advance of inserting the
nominations,
final
as this will save time
when preparing the final Packs.

7.10 Plan and Conduct the Awards Ceremony Event
From the outset, both the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect were committed to conducting a very professional
Awards Ceremony that would inspire all attendees. The first Ceremony was held in thenfunctio
room of a local
Golf Club, incorporating a cocktail style event with
eatre
th style seating during the Awardseremony.
C
Over the
past five years the Awards have been held in golf clubs and at a reception centre.
The planning of the event includes a range of activities including:
x Invitations and RSVPs.
Sending invitations to all nominees, VIPs, sponsors, school leadership staff and Judges.
Once RSVPs are received this is communicated to the venue and a registrati
on list for the evening is
prepared.
x Catering and venue preparation.
Liaise with the venue finalise food and beverage choices, confirm attendee
numbers, finalise room set
-up, confirm audio-visual requirements
.
x Preparethe Masters of CeremonyMC)
( Script. The MC responsibilities are shared between the CEOs of both
the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect. The MCs introduce the nominees and award winners, acknowledge
sponsors and VIPs, introduce Judges, introduce guest speakers. The preparation of the script
rtaken
in unde
after the judging has been conducted
.
x Prepare powerpoint presentation.
A powerpoint presentation is prepared and used at the Event to introduce
the MCs, guest speakers, sponsors and judges. The powerpoint presentation also includes details
ach
about e
winner, which is only shown as that winner is announced. In addition, a full list of all nominees is also
detailed on a number of powerpoint pages.
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x

x
x
x
x

x
x

Prepare plaques and certificates.
Finalise content for award winner plaques (schools, education provide
rs,
teachers / trainers, employers, sponsors) and liaise with printer. Prepare and print internal Certificates for all
nominees and student award winners
.
Prepare and print event handbook.
Finalise content for event handbook (contains event timeline, nomi
nee
list, sponsor logos) and arrange for professional printing
.
Purchase student award gifts.
Student award winners receive a $100 gift card
.
Purchase guest speaker gifts.
In-kind guest speakers receive a .gift
Arrange sponsor displays.
Sponsors are offered the opportunity to display banners or promotional materials
(different levels of sponsorship entitle different display opportunities). Sponsor displays are coordinated
individually with sponsor organisations
.
Coordinate Photography.
All nominees and winners are individually photographed with their certificate or
plaque. In addition, photographs of the event more widely taken.
are
Staff briefing. All BGK LLEN and Youth Connect receive a project plan and briefing prior to the event
d are an
allocated specific jobs at the event
e.g.
( registration table, car parking attendant, seating assistant. etc)

Recommendations:
x
x
x

Planning of the event involves a wide range of activities that must be planned well in advance of the Awards
Ceremony. Inlight of this, it is recommended that activity commence well in advance of the event date.
Some activities cannot be undertaken until closer to the event, and it is therefore important that these final
activitiesare not undertaken in haste.
Plan for these late activities as part of the overall event planning.
A detailed event planning document should be developed to guide planning activity and ensure that critical
actions are not omitted.

7.11 Prepare aMedia andPromotions Plan
A ‘Media and Promotions Plan
’ has been utilised to each year to ensure that the event is promoted and the
greatest opportunity for media recognition achieved. The Plan allows for the preparation
and distribution of
Media Alerts and Media Releases.
Outlets such as metropolitan media, local media, industry bodies, education
and applied learning bodies, government bodies and other relevant organisations are communicated with prior to
the event and after the event.
Recommendations:
x
x

x

Prepare Media Alert and disseminate at least two week prior to the event.
TheMedia Alert is an invitation to
media to attend the event and print articles about it.
SendMedia Releases within one to two days after holding
the event. Because the organisation will already
know the award outcomes it is possible to largely prepare this Release in advance of the event. However,
modifications or updates to may need to be made to reflect any special activity on the night or the content of
the Guest Speaker presentation.
It is important to discuss photography needs with the photographer and request key
that photos be
forwarded within a day or two of the evente.g.
( photo of key winners, guest speaker etc)
so that these
photos can be used in Media Releases and other-event
post communications.
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7.12 ConductEvaluation andResearch
Until 2012, the BGK LLEN and Youth Connect did not formally evaluate and conduct research into the Applied
Learning Awards. Increasing levels of interesto int
the Awards, in terms of nominations and sponsors
hip levels
and attendance at the Awards Ceremony were seen as positive reflections of the success of the project.
Anecdotally, we were also made aware by stakeholders that the Awards were filling a gap in our community and
contributing to improved supportand recognition of Applied Learning. On reflection, both organisations agree
that it would have been useful to formally evaluate the project annually to continue to ensure we were meeting
our stakeholders’ needs and make adjustments to the content and
ocesses
pr
to reflect feedback.
Recommendations:
x
x

Conduct annual evaluations with stakeholders
.e. (iStudents, parents, teachers, schools, community
educators, employers, sponsors, judges).
Consider using a survey tool
e.g.
( Survey Monkey) to conduct evaluations and capture both qualitative and
quantitative information. Such a tool also easily allows for production of graphs and visual information.
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8. Conclusion
The Bayside, Glen Eira and Kingston’s regional Applied Learning
Awards has demonstrated success on multiple
levels. From the inaugural Awards year in 2009, the Applied Learning Awards
has grown in awareness,
participation and representation from the community and education sectors.
What this report has highlighted that
is there has been significant positive impacts award
on
recipients (students,
schools, teachers, trainers, coordinators and employers), increasing levels of community interest and awareness
(through sponsorship, volunteer judging and media), education
ectors recognition (by becoming an intrinsic part
of the school year, leadership support and internal celebrations) and business support (actively engaging students
in employment and work experience).
This report has been able to identify the areas of succ
ess and opportunities for the Awards (past, present and
future) as well as balance a range
of incredible narratives from wards
A
recipients, teachers, employers and school
leaders. Sustainability, sharing of good practice and regional growth were alsourposes
key p identified in the early
stages of the Award’s development and what this report has been able to also clearly outline
is the rationale and
importance of holding awards to celebrate achievement in applied learning
. In addition, this report has provi
ded
guidelines to facilitate replication of
such an awards initiative in other regions.
The BGK LLEN and Youth Connectincredibly
are
proud to have invested significant time, resources and expertise
into this region’s Applied Learning Awards over the past
five years and to have seen such important systemic
changes across our region’s education providers and community in relation to applied learning. We look forward
to the Awards continuing into the future and its continued growth and strengthening.
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Appendix 1: Sponsors (20092013)
–
2009 Sponsors
Sponsorship type
Platinum Sponsor
Gold Sponsors
Individual Awards

2010 Sponsors
Sponsorship type
Platinum Sponsor
Gold Sponsor
Silver Sponsors

Individual Awards

2011 Sponsors
Sponsorship type
Platinum Sponsor
Gold Sponsor
Silver Sponsors

Individual Awards

2012 Sponsors
Sponsorship type
Major Sponsor
PlatinumSponsors

Sponsor name
BendigoBank- Highett & East Malvern CommunityBankBranches
Apprenticeship and Traineeship Employment Partners (ATEP)
Holmesglen
BaysideCity Council
CareersIn Manufacturing
CommunityServices& Health Industry TrainingBoardInc (Victoria)
My FreightCareer
Peter NormanPersonnel
RenomaPrintery

Sponsor name
Bentleigh MoorabbinCentral Rotary Club
Pow Wow Group
Apprenticeship and Traineeship Employment Partners (ATEP)
Bayside Business Network
Simonds Homes and House of Learning
AusDance
ACFE Southern Metropolitan Region
Atlite Skylights
Bayside City Council Youth Services
Chirag Tooling
The Curry Club Richmond
Eastlink
Engineers Australia
Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank)
Local Business Network
Nethena Training and Consulting
Renoma Printery
Women’s Housing

Sponsor name
Bentleigh Moorabbin Central Rotary Club
Pow Wow Group
Apprenticeship and Traineeship Employment Partners (ATEP)
Highett Community BankBendigo
(
Bank)
Bayside City Council Youth Services
KanKlean
Renoma Printery
Victorian Applied Learning Association (VALA)

Sponsor name
Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank)
Bentleigh Moorabbin Central Rotary Club
SkillsPlus
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Gold Sponsor
s

2013 Sponsors
Sponsorship type
Major Sponsor
Platinum Sponsor
s
Gold Sponsor
s

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Individual Awards

Bayside City Council Youth Services
PaperCut
370q

Sponsor name
Highett Community Bank (Bendigo Bank)
MOIRA
Chisholm Institute
SkillsPlus
City of Kingston
Bentleigh Moorabbin Central Rotary Club
Holmesglen
Daisy Dry Cleaning
Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions
Marriott Support Services
TaskForce
Apprenticeship and Traineeship Employment Partners (ATEP)
Atlite Skylights
Bayside City Council Youth Services
Chicken Soup Computer Services
PaperCut
Sarina Russo Apprenticeships

NB. Each year we also receive a number of sponsorships from individuals who would like to remain anonymous
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Appendix 2: Award Ceremony
Photos
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APPLIED LEARNING
AWARDS
BAYSIDE GLEN EIRA & KINGSTON REGION

Applying the
Learnings
A report reviewing the effectiveness
of the Applied Learning Awards
between 2009–2013
Author: Fiona Waugh, BGK LLEN

